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"As much as we might like to disbelieve allegations of intrusion of
states upon university prerogatives, Frank Newman has now opened his
chamber of horrors. Seeing what can actually happen should serve as a
bulwark against additional unwarranted invasions of proper and essential
university functions. This frightening wax museum gives little shivers of
deja vu."

Kenneth II Ashworth
Commissioner. Coordinating Board
Texas College and l;ms'ersity System

"This book makes an excellent contribution to the literature on this
topic. It has been quite some years since anyone has attempted to address the
topic in a systematic way, and I can't recall of anyone attempting to deal
more forthrightly with the issue of state intrusion."

Stanley Ikenberry, President
University of Illinois

"Through candid examples and analyses, this study offers guideposts
for states and universities to achieve constructive relationships that can help
io assure healthy and quality universities responsive to public priorities
and public policy goals."

Norma' Foreman Glasgow
Commissioner of Ifigher Education. Connecticut

"A 'must read' volume for anyone interested in how American public
higher education can make quality its goal. This balanced report is a
blueprint that will guide governors, legislators, governing boards,
system CEOs and campus CEOs to work individually and jointly to achieve
this lofty but necessary goal"

Robert L Gale, President
Association of Governing Boards
of Universities and Colleges

"I'm pleased that choosing Quality features prominently Ohio's
success in stimulating excellence at our public colleges and universities. ..
Our strategy successfully blends the zlected official's need to demonstrate
accountability with the traditional academic value system of peer review. ...
Thus, we are achieving both academic excellence and public accountability."

Richard E Celeste
Governor of Ohio
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PROLOGUE

At the outset of thus protect. we held .1 soniew hat lipfet Iew of the
state uni\ ersit relationship namek, ',hat there Is .t tendency tot states to
intrude in the affairs of state uni\ ei skies ani.I Heed un the inmersities' part
for greater autonom As We studied the issiles. We found that the relationship
is more cunlple\ Thew is indeed a tellkielle tot states to intrude and m fact.

w the 0111\ ersmes to cause Or tm ite tliat intrusion. What becomes clear is
that the real need is not simph for more autononh but for a relationship
between the university and the state that is construed% e for both, built up
over a long period of time b) careful attention on the part of all parties. Oui
purpose is to address how states and unnersll les i.an constrikme
rekitionships.

What becomes clear is that the 'cal need is not
simply for nzore autonomy but for a relationship

between the uniivrsity and the state that is
constructive for both, built up over a long period of
time by careful attention on the part of all parties.

The decision to address this refatior .hip grew out of disi.ussions over
the growing importance of state uni crsilles, the de\ elopment of new torilis of
goveroance and the mk.rcasing (Almon that state efforts to manage inthersines
were often countetproduLtIve, preventing the ser torus on quaht that the
public needs and that state go\ eminent should want Drum these discussions,
we concluded that the nature of the relationship bemeen the state and the
state Univers it \ Was or aioc.ii impurt.ince ani.I et was ullpeilectk understood.
The need \v.'s to address tills relationship prai.ticall and nut RIM the( wetkall
How does the state actually interrelate with the state universities? How could
this relationship be improved? What circumstances cause the failure of the
state to achieve its goals and the diminishment of the quality and effective-
ness of the university? What policies or strategies create a climate within
which a state university will flourish?

This project includes case studies of state, lint\ ersit relationships in a
wide variety of states till ()ugh inter\ iev.s with go\ ernors, legislators, budget
officers, auditors, legi ' gmeinots' polio aides, inthersit presidents

poIDGUE
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and former presidents, board members, executive officers of coordinating and
governing boards, university vice presidents and deans and other university
officers. It also is based on a review of a great deal of literature about state
governance of higher education, tl_ most useful of hick is noted in the
bibliography, as well as meetings with many of the schtars chat have pros, iced
this literature.

To limit the scope of the study, the project was tocused on the major state
universities. We estimate that there are approximately 100 or these, depending
upon how one defines "major state university"' This is not to imply that the
other state universities, the state colleges and the community colleges, to say
nothing of the private colleges an,.: universities, are not important they are
indeed In fact, many of the individuals we talked to pointed out that perhaps
the most serious sue intrusion occurs in the affairs of the community
colleges.2 Also, it is critically important that the effectiveness of all higher
education be improved, not just the few major state universities. For this to
occur, the state must create rewards and incentives that allow each type of
institution to aspire and flourish within its own mission.

However, the decision to focus on the major state universities was due to
their importance their land-grant outreach programs, their role in research
and the economic and cultural development of the state, the professional
education they undertake and their sheer size. More than 2 million students
are enrolled in these universities, many at the graduate level. Their student
bodies include a large share of students who will be filling the professional
and managerial roles in society.

In addition, because of their visibility and pr-stige, these universities
tend to play a leadership role within the a:ademic community The nature of
their relationship with the states often sets the pattern for other state institu
tions. Usually, they have not only the greatest degree of autonomy, but also are
the most determined to preserve that autonomy It is the major state univer-
sities that most often have constitutionally guaranteed autonomy Where con-
stitutional autonomy covers an entire system including other types of colleges
and universities, as has become more frequent in recent years, it is typically
because the protection was extended from that initially granted the major
university.'

While all state colleges and universities are critical to the preservation of
freedom of thought and scholarship, certainly the major state universities are
the most central This does not mean, however, that all of the major state
universities are alike Even those that are of similar size and structure often
have vastly different cultures and methods of of eratmg. Most important, they
have a remark:, 'y diverse array of relationships with their states, ranging
from constructive partnerships that provide universities of a quality
unmatched anywhere in the world to relationships of antagonism and mutual
distrust that waste the taxpayers' money and prevent the development of
universities of quality that such Igently need.

CHOOSING QUAUTY REDUCING CONFLICT BETWkEN THE STATE AND THE UNIVERSITY
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The nature of the university's] relationship with
the states often sets the pattern for other state

institutions

The term "university," as we use it, refers to a campus, not to a system of
campuses. Despite the growth of multi-campus systems, the ultimate test as to
whether the university' is of high quality is whether the campus is elf high
quality. We have used the term "president" to refer to the chief officer of a
campus and "chancellor" to refer to the chief officer of a system, though we
recognize that in practice they are sometimes reversed :' In addition, for
simplicity's sake, we refer frequently to the state unnersa) When, in fact, there
are many states that have more than one major research university

A study such as this suffers the obvious difficulty that there are few
objective mea:-nres that deal with the nature of public policy and university)
state relationships. While we have attempted to utilize such measures wherever
they are available, we have been forced to use subjective judgments in, for
example, assessing the amount of intrusion by the state into the university, the
nature of that intrusion and the influence that it ultimately has on the quality of
teaching and learning. TO prevent the study from becoming overly abstract, we
have turned again and again to examples or case studies that make plain the
complexities, the risks, the dangers and the very personal nature of the
relationships between the states and their universities. These cases, while they
help improve the clarity and understanding of the argument, raise the question
of how to deal with the naming of names. We have decided to follow the rule
of praising in public and criticizing in private Therefore, if the cases reflect
favorably on the state or the university, they are named, where they reflect
unfavorably, the cases are kept anonymous Each example, however, is all too
real. For each given, we have many more that make a similar point 5

It should be noted that even case studies have serious flaws. In almost all
of the most illustrative cases, virtue is not entirely on one side. Most often, one
is forced to concede that there are more than two sides, and most of the
parties seem to he both partially right and partially wrong. Still, they do
provide windows for insight into both inappropriate intrusion and appropriate

ahoy

Past studies have done much to describe the structure through which
states and hir,her education institutions relate!' We are concerned with both
the formal structure and the actual nature of the relationships, with how the
university and the state deal with each other on a daily basis. It is not enough
to describe the structure of the typical governing board, fir example, without
trying to find out exactly how it governs in at least some of the states.

Above all, the purpose of the study is constructive to encourage
discussion, debate and improved urderstanding all of which we hope will
lead to universities of higher quality that better serve the people of their
states.

PROUJGUE1 4
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NOTES

1. See Appendix 1 for the list of 101 univers. campuses that were
considered the subject of this study

Discussion with Clark Kerr. In discussions NN H11 the presidents for his
report for the Commission on Strengthening Presidential Leadership,
he concluded that the major research universities had the least intru-
sion and that intrusion was most likely through community college
boards (Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges,
Presidents Make a Dilference Str(ngthenhig Leadmbip in Colleges and
Unit ViSitieS (Washington, D.C. AGI3, 1984)).

3 Among the institutions included in our list of "major universities, 48
have constitutional status. Of these, 28 have protection by virtue of the
constitutional status of the boards that go\ern them directly the board
of regents of Minnesota, for example) and 20 by virtue of being under a
statewide consolidated governing board that has constitutional status
(the Arizona Board of Regents or the board of regents for the University
System of Georgia, for example)

There are 10 states in which the statewide consolidated board for all
se.ior institutions has constitutional status (Arizona, Georgia, Kansas,
Idaho, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, North Carolina, South Dakota and
North Dakota), In these states, all public institutions, whether or not
they are state universities, have some constitutional protection. In most
other states, it is only the one or two state universities that have
constitutional status Exceptions include Arkansas, Louisiana, Michigan,
New Mexico and Oklahoma where most, if not all, cnior institu-
tions, whether university or not, have constitutional status.

"Constitutional status" is not synom mous with "constitutional auton-
omy" First, the constitutional status of most state universities may he
further delineated by state statute, in other words, the state legislature
has extensive authority to define the legal status of the university even
though the university has a certain status in the constitution. Second,
even in those states such as Michigan where the constitution explicitly
grants the universities autonomy, the meaning of that protection is
defined over time both b court decisions and precedents in university/
state relations Third, as an extension of .he last point, all state univer-
sities, whether constitutionally autonomous or not, are subject to
actions of the legislature (also f.stablished by the constitution) in the
budget and appropriations process. Over time, a university may find that
it must sacrifice some autonomy to ensure legislative support for
funding Legislative use of the appropriations process to circumvent
autonomy was the cause for court action in Michigan in which the
legislative actions were ruled to violate the constitution. Of course,
universities are reluctant to sue their legislatures.

CHOOSING QUALITY REDUCING CONFLICT BE .'WEEN THE STATE AND THE UNIVERSITY
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Other mechanisms ma he as effectne as c onst It lit I( Mal A110110111 \ iii
providing a legal basis for universa auk mom lot example. a number
of universities (the Unhersin of Illinois. fin. gamble) are corporate
entities separate' and distinct from state agencies This pet mils them to
carry out a wide variety of functions (receiving. imesung and allot-Xing
nonstate funding. entering into contracts. etc ) that could not he carried
out indendent of mate controls ithout corporate status Nlanc univer-
sities have a finindation that series as a vehicle to accomplish several of
these functions The University of Maryland reed\ es a degree of
exemption from state coltrols from a statuton College Autinioni Act.
although the effect of this law has been reduced significant!) in recent
years (See Lyman A Glenny and Thomas K. Dalghsh. Public Omer-
sines,State Agencies and al(' Law Constitutional Autonomy in Decline
(Berkeley. Center for Research and Development in Higher Education,
19-'31. for full discussion of legal and political background and implica;
lions of constitutional status.)

Stanley 0 Ikenberry. president of the Unnersit of Illinois. has sug-
gestedgested that an analysis might ieveal real differences as to when the
terms "president- and "chancellor- are dsed (letter to Frank Newman,
Mardi 19, 198-7). (See Appendix 3 for details.)

The .n.sirmation on which the unfavorable cases are based, however, is
available to interested scholars

6 In the course of this study, we benefited from an extensive reN 1 eNN of the
literature on state/university relations. Main of the works evolved from
the period of dramatic expansion of both higher education and the
state role of the 1960s and 19-"Os The following works are noted in
particular Robert 0 Berdahl, Statewide Coordination of Higher Educa-
tion (Washington, DC. American Council on Education, 19-I), reports
of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, including The
Capitol and the Campus. State Responsibility fur Postseconeklly Educa-
tion (New York McGraw !lilt, 19-I ), Gon/truce ofHigher Education
(Ne York: McGraw-1(01, 19-3). Eugene C Lee and Frank M Bowen, The
Muit-aets UtTsity A Study of Academic Goeance (New York.
McGraw-11ill, 19-71), reports of' the Carnegie Council on Polfi. Studies in
!Uglier Education, including Eugene C. Lee and Frank M. Bowen,
Managing Multi-campus Sptes (San Francisco Josse -Bass Inc , Pub-
lishers, 19"5), Me States and Higher Education A Proud Past and a
Vital Pature, reports of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of leaching, including The Control of the Campus, A Report on the
Golomince of Higher Education (Washington, DC CFA!; 19i-,2). works
by Richard M Millard while he was Education Commission of the States
director of postsecondary services, including State Boards of Higher
Edcatkm (Washington, D.C. American Association of Higher Educa-
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tion-ERIC. 19-6). several studies and iel-nn is 1-) John D Millet. including
his most recent NN ork, Conflict in Higher Education, mite Gowrnment
Coordillatio,1 Versus histitutional lndel)endence (San l'rancisco.losse
Bass Inc , Publishers. 1984). ECS reports. including Cbonlination or
Chaos? Report of the lack Paco' on Coordination. Golernance and
Structure of Postseamekny Education (Denver ECS. 19-3), &anima-
bulb, and Academe A Report of the ,Vational lask Force on the
Accountability of Mgber Education to the State (Denver. ECS. 19'9),
Challenge Coordination and Goivrnance in the '6Ws (Denver. ECS,
1980). works by Lyman A Glenny. Autonomy of Public Colleges The
Challenges qf Coordinahon (Ne\' York McGraNN-Ilill. 1959). Coordinat-
ing Higher Education for the '70s (13erkele. Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education, 19-1 )Ctatewide COOrdillat1011 of
Higher Education The Modern Concept (Denver. State Higher Educa-
tion Executive Officers, 1985). and the report of the Sloan Commission
on Government and Higher EdmationA ughon for &wen& Partner-
ship (Cambridge, Mass.. Ballinger Publishing Company, 1980).
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I. CHOOSING QUALITY

In the United States, the state university is the embodiment of many of
the public's ideals opportunih through .2ducation for our sons and (laugh-
term, progress through research and knowledge. the enhancement of the
cultural environment of the state, the responsibilit to be if serN ice to society.
To be effective at these aims, the universit must succeed in two dimensions. It
must be skilled in the arts of education and research, and it must be
responsive to the public's needs. Since the earliest foundings of state univer-
sities, their importance has been clear to stat_ governments and to the public
at large Today, however, there is a more intense interest in their quality than
ever before. In a world of growing economic competition and social com-
plexity, it is the university to which the state turns for assistance.

But, in achieving quality, it matters a great deal how states and
universities interact. Their relationship directly affects the level of quality of
the university. Yet the nature of the interaction is not foreordained or fixed in
the stars. It is, rather, a matter of will, a result of conscious decisions; and it
can be changed if states and universities make up their minds to change it. In
many states, it should be changed, for it inhibits the future of both the
university and the state lbday in a number of states, it is changing as a result of
purposeful steps by determined leaders.

In a simpler age, it was less difficult and even less important to have ar,
effective relationship Today, when state unhersities are large, their governance
structure complex and their role in the state so signific.Int, the most serious
thought is required What can state governments and state universities do to
create the optimal conditions that cause a university of high qualit to flourish?

APPROPRIATE PUBLIC POLICY VERSUS
INAPPROPRIATE INTRUSION

It is not unusual to hear, within the university walls, the argument that
the state has no proper role with regard to the university beyond providing
adequate funding This is wrong. The state has an essential role to play in the
functioning of the state university Appropriate public policy is needed not only
to ensure accountability but also to create a climate that nurtures aspiration. A
constantly evolving state policy is needed as a force for change.

But the state must also avoid inappropriate intrusion into the university
intrusion that stifles or impedes the quality and hampers the responsiveness

I. CHOOSING QUALITY
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of the universit At its best, the relationship between the state and the state
university is an appropriate effort by those elected and appointed to state
office to set goals, allocate resources, hold accountable and encourage those
who govern the state univermty. We have called this appropriate public policy
Inappropriate intrusion is characterized by attempts by those in state govern-
ment (or the university) to interfere with the operation of the university
either to serve ends that are questionable in themselves or to serve ends that
may or niay not be appropriate through means that are questionable. \\e have
characterized three fi)rms of such intrusion.

Bureaucratic the accumulated weight of unnecessar or coun-
terproductive regulations, which is the most common Iiirm of inap-
propriate intrusion

Political the exercise of raw political power for sell-interest rather
than public Interest, \ \ inch Is an Imp(atant deterrent to (Pohl) In a
minority of states

Ideological the attempt to impede um\ ersit acti\ in on ideological
grounds, which now seldom occurs as a result of state actions
The universit in creating an appropriate relatninship Is equal

important Universit\ leadership in sin \ Mg for quality is essential But some
universities regularl invite inappropriate intrusion Old

End runs of the governance process to achieve campus goals

Institutional ambitions tint run counter to the agreed institutuni,,,
mission

Failure to address appropriate state needs in a timel manner

Self-limitation. as has occurred most notabl In ideological intrusion,
where it is the Linn ersit\ itself rather than the state that tends to limit the
freedom of discussion on the campus

For all of the difficult rn creating an effective telationship. for all of the
abuses (mum' of which will be documented in the following chaplets). the
result of public polic\ over- the ears has been the ci cation and nurturing of a
remarkable number of state universities of high qualit \ \e have not attempted
a systematic comparison of the American model or governance with Its
counterparts elsewhere in the de\ eloped world Noertheless, we belie\ e that
the state universities in this count! \ are far more inumateR in\ \ ed in the
economic and cultural development of their communities than ale the public
universities of Europe and the Far East. Despite the closeness of this in\ ',Ave-
mem. governmental super\ !mon here has managed tI be both mole effectne
as a force for change, more skillful at pie\ enting an mei-focus on institutional
self interest and more careful about pros Kling the flexibila that me percene
as essential.

19
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The result is that, at their best, our state elWerSHICS are the finest in the
world' But the issue is not whether scmc state universities in this country are
the best public institutions in the world It is whether all state universities can
an should even must be more rigorous, more effective, more involved
to meet the increasing needs of American societ) in a world that becomes ever
more competitive and complex

THE NEW INTEREST IN THE QUALITY
OF STATE UNIVERSITIES

The indispensability of a system of higher education of the highest
possible quality has been the sub'ect of renewed public attention In [985. 38
state-of-the- tate addresses by governors cited economic development as a top
state priority In every case, this was directly linked to a recognized
dependence on higher education Recently, former Texas ernor Mark White
argued:

We are very aware in Texas at this moment that the future holds
increasing career and job opportunities which are accessible only
through a high level of education and training The recent loss of oil-
related jobs is a clear warning sign that the strength and progress of
our economy must be driven in the future by sonic other resource In
Texas ttxlatt we know what that resource is We know that education is
the oil and gas of our future the 'master link' in the drive chain of
America's future competitiveness is a population of well-educated
people:''

Iowa Governor l'err) l3ranstad. arguing for an ambitious program to
improve education at all levels to meet the challenge ofthe farm crisis, pointed
out

"We hale to improve our education system and dnersil) our economy to
survive.'

Former Goo error Richard Limn, of Colorado noted

"The state that is second best educationally w ill he second best
economically "'

Ins successor, Governor Roy Rome'. in his first state-of-the-state speech,
said'

"If we are to prepare fin- Colorado's future, we must make a stronger
investment in higher education Cur eC01101111C piospent) will be more
dependent upon our skill le)els than our resource base"

Where the vision is lacking, that too is noted. A newspaper in a capital
city lamented that its state did not have the necessary sense of purpose and that
the resulting drain of talent out of the state was significant

I CHOOSING QUALITY
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"There's frustrating iron} for [our state] since much of the loss of talent
has been to [another nearb state]. Smacked recession beginning in
1981, the state now struggles for economic development. But its budget
for higher education has been whacked so badly that faculty salaries
especially in the research realm that corporations watch have sagged
far below the competition."

"The state that is second best educationally
will be second best economically."

Former Colorado Gmernor Richard Lamm

A study conducted for the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S.
Congress on ways to foster the univei sit} role in economic development
concluded:

"In an extraordinary number of cases, i unwersit plaed a major role in
the history of the companies that have chosen to relocate.'"

One result has been a new determination in man} states to exploit the
university 's abilities for economic development This is occurring through such
specific arrangements as the industr-university consortia in states such as
Ohio, North Carolina, Texas, California, Rhode Island and Pennsylvania.-

This is not a new concern or a new response. In fact, as far back as
1862, the Congress recognized the importance of colleges and tuaversmes to
local economic development 1) passing the Murrill acts These established the
first land-grant colleges by calling for the

. endowment. support and maintenance of at least one college in each
state where the leading object shall be . to teach such branches of
learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts in order to
promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in
the several pursuits and professions in life"

Specific sums of money were also outlined.

Trjo be applied onl, to instruction in agriculture. the mechanic arts.
the English language and the \ .0 ious branches of mathematical. phsical.
natural and economic science. with special reference to their applica-
tions in the industries of life -8

The current attention to economic doelopment is a new and accelerated
version of this well-established concept. Americans should be aware. howe% er,
thd this is a subject of increasing concern abroad as well In our industrialized
competitors, such as Canada, Francekipan. Vest Germain, Spam. Australia and
Korea, the universit).s role in economic development has become a subject of
intense puhl:c debate."

1
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UNDERSTANDING THE BROADER ROLE
OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY

The rl due of the universities to the states is far greater than their role in
economic' development, as important as that is. there is a danger that the
current emphasis on economic development will cause states to lose sight of
the role that the major state university plas in enhancing the functioning of
democracy. In this regard, the university educates those most likely to be
society's leaders, serves as an open forum for ideas, encourages social mobility
and advances knowledge through research and through the cultural develop-
ment of the statewide community

An editorial in one state's major newspaper, in support of increased
salaries for faculty, cited the following rationale:

"Legislators, who must ;ppm\ e the (university) budget, often fail to
perceive that the university is a business Its profits, rather than measured
in dollars returned on dollars spent. are found in the graduation of
productive students who contribute to the state's economy and culture.
They are found in business lured to (the major cities) because of the
existence of a goocl university They are found in students who come
here because of the existence of good teachers and high - quality pro-
grams They are found in research and cultural undertakings that
improve the overall quality of life in (the state)

As every aspect of the state's affairs becomes steadil more complex, from
economic development and protection of the em ironment to better health
care and the integration of a more diverse population, the demand Ior a more
effective university also grows. This leads to an interesting question How do
'eve distinguish between the reasons for Inch it is appropriate fin- societ to
use the university and those for which it is inappropriate) As the university
becomes more central and moie powerful, the occasions and the purposes for
which people wish to use it grow as well What are the distinguishing
characteristics for what is appropriate) What are the limits)

If state leaders are concerned about the scholastic abilities of high school
seniors, should the mandate universit admission standards If the are
concerned about South Africa. should the press the unersit to chest, If
they are concerned about health care among new. immigrants, should the
press for a new medical school admissions poll()) We conclude that no simple
formula will answer these questions, but adherence to the principles put
fin-ward in Chapter V will help to illuminate the boundaries

THE TREND IN STATE/UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIPS

At the very time when the country is concerned anew about the
importance of public universities, relationships between states and their
public universities are becoming more complex. More often than not, the
relationship is ambiguous and. in a number of cases, deteriorating. The
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picture is nut all bleak In some states, the relationship is (.( instal( c. In
others Ohio, NO\ Jose), Missouri, lennessee a concern IoI the impor-
tance (r) Jut unnersit has led u) new and inn( vat MCLILIIIISITIs Intended to
foster an improNement in the quality of the unhersit) (see Chapter III)

0) er the last fly: sears, all 50 states have had some lorm of commission
or blue-ribbon committec that has examined the states Mune All have
identified the qualm of higher education as a k. ingredient In 198t) and 198-,
at least a dozen states were engaged in statewide studies related direct!) to
impro) mg the governance of their universities i" Similar studies haw been
completed in seven states since Januar). 1985.11

The major concerns in these studies were-

Duplication and conflict between two or more institutions

Conflicts between the aspirations of urban areas and the destinies of
more remotely located land-grant universities

Conflicts about the future of high-cost graduate and professional
programs

Concern over too many institutions in .1 state and particular!) proposals
to change the missions or dose isolated institutions

Problems with the effectiveness of carious boards

Concern over the effectiveness of institutional leas.!,:)rshipu

There is, however, no eats} wily to characterize the trend of university/
state relationships In some states, they have become less effective. In others,
they are improung At a time when an effective relationship is known to be
critically important, we should remember that we have much to learn, that
there are 50 different approaches and no "typical" state.

Recognizing the importance of the role of the state universe}, how then
can the state government encourage the effectiveness of these institutions?
How can the state ensure that its purposes and goals are being met b) the
universities? One would expect that this is, at let in part, a function of
structure the form of governance that the state uses fur the state university.
But, as we have come to realize, it goes far beyond just the organizational chart
Almost all state universities use the same internal organizational structure. Must
states use one of only three forms of external structure to govern their
universities consolidated governing boards, multi-campus s)stems, coordi-
nating boards or some combination of these." Yet, even where' the same
structures are used, the state, university relationship varies from excellent to
terrible

More than structure, effective state'unnersit) relations are a function of
the web of understandings between inch) !duals and between organizations In
some states, this web of understandings, or tradition, is such that eery issue
becomes the new battleground rot the next round of invectae and competitive
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maneuvers In others, the tradition is so LOIN: ik In(' that a positwe approach is
ensured een in the face of e\ er changing political cm in wiments ur difficult
problems A carefully constructed relationship that balances both accounta-
bility, and autonomy and that recognizes that the university is b) its xer)
nature profoundly different from other state agencies is required for the
university to succeed.

THE UNUSUAL NATURE OF THE UNIVERSITY
AS A STATE AGENCY

Autonomy and tlexibilit) are important because' the) enhant e the miner-
sity's critical functions The process of teaching and lerning. as \cell as tree
and unfettered scholarship. requires the universit) to ha\ e a degree of
difference and separation from the regular process of go\ernment. The
importance of this has been recognized since the founding of the first
American universities In man) countries, this freedom from control is a
constant cause of suspicion, and when the abiltt) to tolerate the unique role of
the university decays, as we have seen recenth in Poland or with unfortunate
regularity in much of Latin America. conflict ensues But when universities of
quality are needed, as the Chinese. kw example found alio- the CulniraI
IZevolution, sonic buffering from the political s)stem must be restored. The
American approach has been to provide separation through a la) board of
trustees and often through a legislated or constitutional pro\ ision of autonom).

Left totally to its own, the university will evolve
toward self-interest rather than public interest.

An essential part of the quaht) of the unnersit) is the quality of teaching
and research The nature of teaching and leaning and of scholarship and
research depends on the en% ironment within which the) take place It must be
an environment conducive to cream it and risk-taking. liKla). throughout
American society, from fast kiod companies to automobile plants, there is a
new recognition that a successful organization r wist release the latent create it
and desire to excel in its employees Surel) no organization matches the
university in its need for creativit) and self-motivation. Doing this requires a
certain degree of free rein for both the faculty and students.

The autonomy of the university is also important because of its effect on
the nature of free inquiry in a democratic society a key point in the
differevc between the university and other agencies of the state government.
Here is how Governor Thomas I I Kean of New Jersey described this need.

" [13)oth academics and statesmen have long recognized that one of the
guarantors of freedom itself is the freedom of inquiry which the
university must. by its very nature, espouse. It Ibllows that the autonomy
of the university, i e., its ability to govern itself and to protect itself from
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external pressure' and manipulation, is an essential condition of its eery
existence In fact, the institutional support of academic freedom is so
important that it Can truly he said that the academic commumt) cannot
he free if the tnsutution is not free:14

Although a significant degleeol independence is essential, a constructive
relationship recognizes the need for a system of checks and balances Left
totally to its own, the university will evolve toward self-interest rather than
public interest. The state must, therefore, act as a constructive force. On the
other hand, the state should leave the university the discretion to meet the
states overall goals by means developed on campus. The governance system
must therefore encourage accountability as well as needed change while
preserving the essential traditional values

External forces, often represented b) the state or federal government,
have been 0- e catalyst for man); if not most, of the major changes that have
occurred in American higher education This includes the land-grant move-
ment, the post-war emphasis on research, the development of the community
college, openness to women and minority students and the current concern
for economic development The university needs a considerable degree of
autonomy and flexibility so that it has the freedom to teach and research
without politicized interference, so that creativity ar ' imagination are
encouraged and so that resources (including the time energy of faculty,
staff and students) arc used efficiently. The universit also needs the incolve-
ment of the state as a force for meeting the public's needs, as a force for
change and as a force fOr accountability The problem, therefore, is not to
eliminate the state's role, but to perfect i,

THE GROWING CONCERN ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP
There can be either an upward spiral in hich there is gradual develop-

ment of trust on the part of both parties in each other and in which the cmality
of the university improves, or there can he a dm nward spiral of less trust and
of gradual deterioration in the relationship and ultimate!) in unnersit) quality
One legislator described this process in his state'

"In the last few months, a number of NNorld-class scholars have left our
university for greener academic pasture . A casual observer might
conclude that the state . seems to have lost interest in higher education,
The real problem, however, is not lack of interest, but lack of understand-
ing Specifically. our government appears to misunderstand the mission
of a university and the need for autonomy.

A university is not just like an other governmental agency It is part of
an international community Its mission is not focused on the state per se,
but on the pursuit, discovery, transmission of know ledge. Know ledge
cannot be readily confined. A univerAy's contribution to the state is to
carry out its mission while being a part of the state's community, and by
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training the intellects of the state's people. B Iaosting .t university, we .1
participants and beneficiaries of the pursuit of knowledge

The harsh fact that our state government has forgotten is that there are
no great universities run by governors or budget analysts or legislators.
There are no great centers of learning that .ire forced to submit t) the
open mistrust and control that we think arc appropriate in this state .:'

In the interviews that we conducted, there is a perception that the
involvement of the state into the affairs of the university is growing. To allow
a bureaucratic stultification and loss of vitality to occur in the public univer-
sities would be a national tragedy Yet more and more observers are con-
cerned.

"There is a growing fear on the part of academe that government has
become too intrusive into campus nutters and that i, pro' ides a real
threat to academic freedom: 1s

"[The calls) for accountability from governor., and legislators have
increased significantly in recent years. . "16

"In the 19'Os, growth slowed and budgets tightened in nun states.

Avoiding duplication became an urgent no% priority (-yen though no one
seemed quite sure where the surgery should begin or end State

budget officers and legislative oversight committees tightened their
control over fiscal and administrative responsibilities traditionally con-
trolled by presidents, vice presidents and deans. State coordinating
officers turned to the re ley% of academic programs, .t function histor-
ically controlled by faculties and accrediting associations:1-

A variety of reasons account for the growth of this actry ism (see Chapter
III) But the result is that, just when the United States is increasingly challenged
by a more competitive and complex world, there is also new concern oc2i the
relationship between the state and the state university

THE MEASUREMENT OF QUALITY

Although there appears to he a close relationship hem cell the autonomy
and flexibility accorded a public university by the state and the quality of that
university, it is difficult to prove. This relatimahip eludes quantitatne measwe-
ment, yet it is widely acknowledged 18 In addition, it also appears to work in
the other direction as well quality leads to more autonomy and flexibility
''ts part of an attempt to measure the quality of state unrYersities and compare
this to their relationships with their states, we asked university presidents
throughout the country "If you could be the president at any state university in
the country (ignoring geographic appeal), where would you go and N ")"

Only a handful of campuses were named again and again. the University of
California at Berkeley, the University of Michigan, the University of Illinois at

Champaign Urbana and the University of Minnesota. Also named repeatedly,
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though less frequently, were the University of Washington, the 1 nersity of
California at Los Angeles and the University of Virginia.

The reasons were almost always identical their perceived qualit and
their ability to function with a high degree of autonom that alkms the
maintenance of that quality. Interestingly, a number of campuses wet e cited
with qualifiers because of relatively recent changes in the operational ern iron-
mem which were thought to he detrimental for example, the UmYersity of
Wisconsin at Madison "A great campus but v ith an increasingk bureaucratic
system" (however, see Chapter IV for the governo6 proposal to address this
issue), or the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill "Terrific campus
But, will life be different without (recentk retired president) Bill Frida ?

"The harsh fact that our state government has
forgotten is that there are no great universities run

by governors or budget analysts or legislators"
State legislator

These same institutions show up on the other measures of qualit that
are available the ratings of graduate and undergraduate programs by educa-
tional associations, the National Science Foundation rankings of institutions h
the number of competitive research grants awarded and even the rankings by
popular magazines. Each of these ranking systems has its flaws, but taken
together, they represent a rough but reasonable ranking." Despite the difficul-
ties of measurement, one can say with certainty that those universities
ranked at the high-quality end have developed an effective rJationship with
their state that includes substantial flexibility. Conversely, in those states
where the relationship is poor, so always is university quality.

THE ROLE OF RESOURCES

Factors other than the state/university relationship are also essential in
achieving a high-quality university Most notable among these is resources. As is
true in comparing the more abstract concepts of qualit or autonomy, compar-
ing resources across universities is not simple. While per-capita expenditures
on instruction, for example, may seem easy enough to compare, in practice
they are not. University revenues and expenditures are affected by the pres-
ence of different types of professional schools (e.g., medical schools are far
more costly than law schools), cost-of-li% ing differences, retention of tuition
dollars, treatment of capital expenditures, income from endowment and gifts.
These are only a few of the factors that make relative costs hard to compute
Still, w' attempted to measure at least the approximate relationship between
use of resources and the quality of the universities

Only a fool would argue that resources are unimportant Most of the best
universities are at the high end of the scale' in resources, and mot,t of the lesser
universities are at the k end Yet there are universities with seemingly large
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per-capita expenditures that are mired in mediocrit) or, \\ 01 Se \ et, poor
quality A number of unhersities of excellent and grow in quality such asst tall,
Vermont and Virginia, operate with fewer financial resources than one might
expect.

It is essential to n 'e that this should not be construed as an aryument
that quality can be achieved without the necessary funding. All unhersities
need resources. Even those noted abiwe need resources to address critical
proIlems.2" The point is that there needs to be an Open d USSR )11 huth about
money and about creating a climate of aspi rat 11)11 and din t that maximizes the
results of those expenditures Resources are essential. bu the are not a
guarantee of quality

The central issue that will determine the quality of a university is the
success of its relationship with the state, not just its resources.

THE NATURE OF THE RELATIONSHIP

From our experience in this stuck, we can draw a number of conclusions
about the nature of that relationship.

It is not the case that the unnersk\ is good and that the state is bad.
States do, indeed, intrude inappropriately and far too frequently;
however, the university is itself often the direct cause of inappropriate
intrusion.

It is common to think of the relationship between the state and (1111 \ Cr-
sity in terms of a single spectrum with universit) autonomy at one end
and state control or accountability at the other. In this model, the
primary polic) decision deals with how fai toward either end of the
spectrum the actual relationship should be placed. We fimnd this model
not only inaccurate but r :.mcling Rather. one should realize that the
university and the state have different roles. A critical question of
policy is how do the universit) and the state work together so that the
appropriate mit of each is enhanced

The state role' is essential. Not only is the state an essential force for
accountability and for the assurance that the universit) will meet the
public interest, but it is clear from the history of American higher
educat km that external forces are essential to encourage change w Him
the university Often, the most important changes have come about
because of state or federal action. We nec I, therefore, a strong but
appropriate state role.

There is a tendency to think in terms of the .state and of the universit) as
two distinct entities separated b) a no-man's Lind The lob budget
requests and accountabilit) demands back and forth with periodic sallies
b) state personnel into the affairs of the universit) sallies that would
be called inappropriate intrusiveness. This model is far too simplistic. In
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the past 35 the no-man's land between the state and the univer
sity has been filled by an array of coordinating boards, governing boards
and multi-campus systems. It is no longer simple to describe where the
state ends and the university begins. This complicates the concept ot a
separate role for each. As a result, the interaction between them is often
misunderstood, and the policy planning necessary for making systems or
boards a success is absent.

Questions about the state/university relationship often are treated
simplistically, but they are remarkably complex. The same Issue looks
quite different to different people even when they have been imulved
the same meetings and discussions There is usually a gra area between
the obvious right and the ob, .ous wrong It is hard to find objective
measures by which inappropriate intrusion can be described. As a
consequence, the creation of an effective relationship is not a matter of
following a simple set of guidelines or eliminating a set cf. intrusive
behaviors that can be readily described

States and universities can do a better job in their interaction. It is a
matter of mutual determination. Both the state and the university can do
much to help build a constructive relationship, or they can do much to
subvert the relationship. In some states, the relationship enhances the
quality of the university, and in others, It stifles the university

WHAT CAN BE DONE?

If the relationship between the state and university is complex and not
easily described or measured, can increasingl effective relationships be
encouraged and negative ones reversed We conclude that much can be done.
No state lacks the capacity to have a state university of high quality. We find
no compelling reason v by all of the 50 states and the approximately 100
universities that we have included in this stud\ cannot work effectively to
achieve much higher levels of quality greater accountability and miseased
levels of service to the state 21 The' benefit to the states and to the country
would be enormous.

The aspiration ;o have high-quality universities is
absent in... at least half of the state&

It is clear that the purpose should not he to create autonomy for the
convenience of those who administer the university Rather, the purpose is to
create mutually supportive relationships that enhance the quality, the effi-
ciency and the responsiveness of the university to the appropriate state need.
In this regard, the way the governance system is used is clearly important.22 To
quote a former president of a major state university and student of governance.

29
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The growth of .. cooperation [between higher education and govern-
ment) will be dependent on two things. first, the climate of opinion .. ,

second, the availability of practical machinery to encourage cooperation.
DO rarely just happens. "23

What is it that makes the difference? We have found that the following
three characteristics are the most important.

Aspiration the visible, living and breathing determination of those
within the state in the state government, in the university and in the
public to create a state university that is truly of high quality. of
appropriate mission and of public service

aadition the gradual developme lt, over long periods of time, of an
understanding about the nature of the university. Its relationship w ith the
state and the nature of the working relationship and responsibilities
among the many people involved

Leadership the capacity' of individuals in the university and state
government to provide not just effective management, but y ision, and to
exercise their power- wisely Ind with courage. Essential in this is state
government and board support for institutionally led risk-taking so that
those leaders willing to take the difficult and often unpopiliar steps that
lead to quality will be encouraged. Both political and academic leaders
must sacrifice short-term gains with their constituents for long-term
progress.

As straightforward as these points may seem, we have come to them only
after a great deal of study Aspiration is perhaps the most critical because it is
the wellspring of the others That it is essential does not, upon reflection, seem
to us surprising But the aspiration to have high-quality universities is absent
in a remarkable number of cases we studied we would argue that it is
absent in :4 least half of the states. This is hard to imagine, but it is so Where it
is absent, so is qL;ality and even the promise of qualit in the future

Achieving signiikant progress on this front requires a candid public
discussion. States and their universities need to examine together the
actual relationship they have with each other, the real incentives that affect the
behavior of leader,, and the roles that are played by the state, the hoard, the
chancellor and the presidents Then they must ask themseles if they can find
more effective approaches.

There is an urgent need for debate about how to make the slate role
more thoughtful US. Senator Terry Sanford (N.0 ) once said, "More univer-
sities probably have been harmed through political indifference than through
political interference" There is a need for those in office, both in the state
governments and in the universities, to address openly and carefully the
workings of the system tkat is now in place, the incentives that they encounter
as they go about their work and the constituencies with whom the must deal.
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Such a discussion is onnplicated Ilt the' ohs mils fact that the !mines to it are in
a daily working relationship with one anodic!, %et ,Ne behoe the subject can
and must be aired Given the importance of the state university we deserve
and should expect no less. Put simply, inappropriate intrusion is a barrier to
progress and a barrier that we cannot now afford.

NOTES

International comparisons are inherently difficult, but 50111e 11CID can he
gained from the following, works Barbara B Bun et at . Higher Education
Ar ,Vine Countries A Comparatbv Study of College.% and Inuvrsities
Abroad, a report prepared for the Carnegie Commission On Higher
Education (New lork N1cGraw 41111, 19-1), Stephen K Bailey ed.. Higher
Education in the World Community (Washington. DC.. American Council
on Education (ACE], I9), Barbara B Burn, Expaikhng the International
Dimension of Higher Education (Berkeley Calif. Carnegie Council on
lk)licy Studies in Iligher Education, 1980). Philip G. Alt! h, Comparatit
Iligho. Education (London. Manse/I, 0-'9) and Com Paminv
affornt (Washington, DC.. American Association of Higher Education,
1981). Burton R Clark, ed The Higher Education System Academic
Organization in Cross-National Pei:spec-Um (Berkele). The Umversit of
California Press, 1983). Perspectuvs on I hgbei Education Eight Dtsciplin-
ary and Comparatilv Views (Bet-kelc I nnersit of California Press, 19S.4)
and The School and the (numsitv An International Per:spectuu (Berkele.
The Universit of California Press, 1985). Mauro e Kogan, "Government and
Iligher Education The legitimacy of Intervention. The British Experience;"
paper presented at the Ilighei Education Conference. Ontario Institute till-
Studies on Education. October 1986 In addition, the Carnegie' Council on
Iblicy Studies, the Intonational Council for Educational Development, the
European Cultural Rninclatn)n and the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development have all published eXICHSI\ (-2 (.0111p,IF,IIDe
studies in highei education The lack of an effective gmerninentuimeisit
relationship has been particularl dangerous for European unnersities
the List two decades as Eutopean governments haw tended to overrun
university autonomy to reach broader social and ecommik goals The
recent transformation of the Universin Grants Committee in Britain or the
1J68 Reform in Sweden are examples.

2 Remarks to the Steering Committee of the Education Commission of the
States, San Antonio, Texas, April .4, 198
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3 Governor lin Ty Branstad, quoted by Washington Post columnist Da\ id
13roder in The Denier Pact. February 26. 198"

4. The Colorado Springs Sun. June 2.4.

5. State-of-the-state speech, January 198"
Also, on lanuary 9, 198', the Colorado Association of Commerce and

Industry a private business group. presented the Blueprint for Colorado
to the governor and legislative leaders The document proposes a sweep-
ing array of programs to bring the state out of its economic woes. Included
in the plan are recommendations for higher education.

-One of the most expensive categories in the blueprint, higher educa-
tion, would receive a proposed increase in annual tunding of more than
$28 million to improve college and university degree programs, expand
research and training in computer engineering and develop 'centers of
excellence' in space sciences, biotechnology and mining systems.

The blueprint's heavy emphasis on increased funding of undergraduate
degree programs up to $20 million is a result of projections that
show the bulk of new business and industry locating in Colorado will he
small businesses and service industries that depend on employees \Yid)
bachelor-degree-level educations- (The Demvr Pact. January 8. 198")

Higher education leaders have also argued this frequently As one
example, the chancellor of the Oregon State System of Higher Education,
William ("Bud-) Davis, in a December 12, 1985. speech declared that.

"Oregon's economy is in transition (changing from (me] that is highly
dependent upon natural resources to one that is more diversified. .

Science and technical training are becoming Increasingly important. Uni-
versity research plays a vital role in our states economy Annually, our
universities attract over $125 million in gifts. grants and contracts that are
spent employing people and purchasing goods and semces in local
economies Research conducted at the agricultui al experiment stations has
resulted in (increased] productivity and value of Oregon agricultuie Forest
products research has also increased the growth of Oregon's forests
Marine science research has enhanced the productivity of our coastal
industries Basic and applied research in electrical engineering and robo-
tics seeks to sustain our growing microelectronics industries. Recent
developments in genetic engineering and the biological sciences and the
application )f new technology to human health care have the potential of
producing many new jobs in this state and across the country

(We need] a strong partnership between higher education, state govern-
ment and business and industry to identify the desired goals, organize the
resources and deliver the programs .

6 Location of High 'Mc-biology Firim and Regional Economic Dezt'lo/niwiit,
staff report for the Subcommittee on Monetary. and Fiscal \,Xsh-
ington, DC: US. Government Printing Office, 1982), p
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States recognize the value of quality education and boast about it
publicly For example, literature published b) the state of California
contains the following "\Ve spend more male) on education at all
levels than any other state. Our graduate schools lead the nation in
the fields most critical to growth . to see your business take off?
Write the California Department of Commerce- (State of California.
Department of Commerce).

Oklahoma's Department of Economic Development advertises that col-
lege-bound Oklahoma students test well above the national a)erage and
that the state mandates improved teacher education. a reduction in class
site and extensive student testing (Oklahoma "The Profitable' Place to Be"
Campaign, Oklahoma Department of Economic Doelopmcnt. Suite 303.
PO Box 5342-i, State Capitol Station. Oklahoma Cu), Oklahoma "3152).

Rhode' Island Governor Edward DiPrete made his state stand on this
issue clear during a speech in V Mill he declared, "It is imperative that Ne
act to develop and attract the gnmth industries of the future and to
cultivate a work force with the education. s!olls and training required to
meet the challenge of Hmun-Rm's econom)" Among other programs, he
announced that his administration ))as seeking $1 million to expand the
Rhode Island Partnership for Science and Technology, a "unique partner-
ship between business and gmernment and .. the rich resources we have
in our state's educational facilities (speech to the Rhode Island Public
Expenditure Council's annual dinner, October 8, 1986).

Illinois initiated a variety of programs that utilize' the resources of
higher education to attract business to the state Two of these are the
Illinois Resource Net))ork, "a computerized data bank of university (acuity
available to work with inclustr) on joint research projects or foe- general
consultation" and "technology inmmercialization centers, located at eight
universities around the state to help Lica) commercialize ideas and assist
companies to di .elop their products .. (-Pieces of a Ihgh-Tech Puzzle:.

Chiaigo Minnie, December 16. 1985)
The chairman of the Nevada Board of Regents stated "We know Indust!)

that is relocating is interested in our higher education mstem" inform
and attract inclustr) decision makers, therefore, the 1'111)cl-sit) of Nevada
chancellor at the time estimated that he spent IN% ds of his time
courting them Nith the fall support of the board I Berm Coin is Industr)
For State:. Las Vegas Ret.ten. Journal. February 8. 1985 ).

For a fuller description. see James Botkin and Dan Dimancescu, 'Ilk' New
Alliance Aniericds Reward; and Dealopment Consortia (Cambridge,
Mass.: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1986)

Some examples are the' Nhcroelectronics Center in North Carolina, the
Microelectronic and Computer Technolog) Corporation in Texas. the
Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon, the Center for Integiated Sstems in
Calif()rnia and the Thomas Edison Program in Ohio These programs make

33
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it possible for companies to tap into the vast pools of talent and knowl-
edge that universities represent for high-tech research much more cost
effectively than if they did the research on their own. llopefullt, they will
engage in technology transfer to benefit a varien of industries and sectors
of the economt:

A particularly good example of a consortium working well is the
Manufacturing Engineering Applications Center (MEAC) at the Worchester
Polytechnic Institute in Massachusetts It is a partnership consisting of one
institution (with a special exchange relationship with the Technical Univer-
sity of Berlin), four companies (Emhart, General Motors, Norton Compant
and Digital Equipment Corp ) and one former compant (Cincinnati Mill-
acron-Heald Division) that excel in technologt transfer and specialize in
applications Industry workers are re-schooled be MEAC. students work on
real industry problems, vert successful new hires hate been documented.

8. U S.C. 301, enacted July 2, 1862 Ch 13, sec 1, 12 Slat 503

9. For example, in Canada:
A government spokesman argued that universities have a role of the

highest order to play in soh ing Canada's economic problems. The official,
who is responsible for postsecondart education, called for an end to the
federallprovincial disputes that in recent years hate hnuted higher educa-
tion's potential Only then can all the players in the education communin
get on with the task of building the moment UM necessart to unleash
economic growth (Mark Gerson, "Canadian Unnersities Charged with a
Key Role in Solt ing the County's Economic Problems. The arontcle of
Higher Education, March 20, 1985, p. 39).

And in France, where there is a grots mg campaign to free the miner-
sines from excessive state control

A report published by the prestigious College de France, the countr\
leading academic institution, stated that French ulmersines should he
given greater independence from the state and more freedom to manage
both their internal affairs and their relations with the outside w(fifd.

At the same time; the report's emphasis on the need to encourage
greater differentiation and competition among institutions Of higher edu-
cation and to diversify their sources of financial support. reflected mans of
the priorities being pursued k the government under its new minister of
national education.

The pfvernment prepared a set of proposals for legislatwe action that
would increase the autonomy of universities, a necewr step toward %%hat
it described as "unity in and through cliversitt (Da% id Dickson, "Greater
Autonomt for Universities in France Urged in Nett Report :' The Chmincle
of Higher Echwation. April 10, 1985. pp 35-38) The French government
also prepared a series of reforms for parhamentart debate that pro% ide fk)
substantiallt greater autonomy (Dickson. "French Plan Wkiuld Permit Uni-
versities to Set Own Admission Standards:. Me Chronicle of Higher
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Education,./uk 30, 1986, pp 31,32). It Was these proposals that sparked the
recent student protests in France

In Japan, a council established b) the prime minister is addressing how
the higher education s)stem must he changed because "Iola) we are
facing dramatic changes in our circumstances, both domestic and merseas,
as well as great Changes in the times. I am cons inced that the ume has
come to develop new policies fin- implementing the necessar\ reforms in
political, economic, social, educational. cultural and other fields so as to
adequately cope with these changes and thus safeguard the future of our
nation. To this end. it is necessary for us. I belies e. to refiwni our
educational s\ stem w ith a long-term perspeLtive and make this a respons-
bility of the entire government Edo', at 1( 'nal nwol\es more than the
rekwm of education alone It will inc.) itabl) lead to refoim of Japanese
society itself Bearing this in mind, lwe must] deliberate on educational
ref()rm so as to respond to the expectations of all segments of our
population and take into account their °pm knis to the greatest extent
possible- (Robert Leestnia et al .Japattese Educattott lbckti; A Report Hunt
the l'S Study qt. Education m Japan (Washington. DC us Goernment
Printing Office. 198 "J. p. 64)

In March I98-. ECS held a three-Lb) s\ mposium with its counterpart,
the Australian Education Como il, the theme of which \as the importance
of education to economic development

10 Among these states are California, honsiana. Nlar)land. Missouri, New
Mexico, Noah Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode Island. 'texas, Kansas, South
Carolina and Wisconsin The stud) in holism,' focused prmanl) on the
feasibility of merging the governance of two institutions. and the study in
Missouri related on l\ to the Universa of Missouri In Wisconsin. two
studies were under wan one he the hoard of regents and the other h a
Joint Legslative Audit Committee In North Carolina. a stud) funded b) the
Reynolds Foundation is continuing Not included in this listing are states
such as Connecticut and New .Ierse) that had special stud) groups on state
policy and independent higher education or Colorado that had a special
stud) under way concerning the qualm of teacher education

Colorado, NIaine. Mississippi, New lbrk. Pennsx Rama, South Carolina and
Washington Alaska, Connecticut and Kentmk) have reentl) completed or
are engaged in debates about re) isions in a state higher education plan In
Florida, the board of regents conducted a special stud) of financing the
states unhet slues (A focus only on special state studies as an indication of
the extent of state actor in on major issues affecting unnersities understates
the amount of state concern For example, at least half the states focus on
continuous, strategic planning and do not emphasize preparat al Of a
"master plan- or similar document For a detailed summary of these
studies, see Aims C McGuinness Jr.. The Search Jr o More ilktiiv -slate

3 5
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Policy leaderchtp rrr lltgber Muattron. working paper 1)S-86-1 iDen\ er
Education Commission of the States. May 19861)

12. When we examined the I- recent studies of higher education, the issues in
the text appeared w ith remarkable consistent:\ as the forces motivating
states to mandate reviews of their higher education systems The\ include
specific, long standing disputes that frustrate political leaders because
seemingly rational solutions do not seem pohticalk feasible.

Beyond these specific concerns are more general allegations focused on
the various hoards. including that

The current governance system has contributed to (or at least done
nothing to counter') the e\ olut kin of a diffuse, directionless and mediocre
higher education system ( the focus is often on specific board members or
the board's executive officer)

The current higher education hoard has drifted into a ministerial, regula-
tory mode divorced from or irrelevant to the central polio concerns of
the state. or the current hoard appears to he incapable of pro\ Kling the
policy leadership to connect higher education w ith the state's future. Again,
the focus is frequent) on specific personalities The perceived problem is
not unique to a specific kind of hoard coordinating or governing. In
both cases, activities drive out pohcv deliberations.

Whether mentioned explicitly or not. all the studies point to the need
for more effective leadership. Two themes are common.

The need for more effective institutional leadership (bc go\ ernmg boards.
chancellors and presidents). both in terms of increasing institutional
prestige and contribution to the st tteS well-being and of making a
contribution to the effectiveness of the higher education system as a
whole The studies frequently suggest changes in system (cadetship in
order to iecruit and retain better institutional leaders (,Maine, Colorado.
Washington ).

The..e need for stronger statewide polic) leadership. The nit itnation behind
these recommendations ranges from a desire for a board or chancellor
who will "get the' system under control and make it more responsive to
legislative demands,- to a desire for a hoard or chancellor who will set
forth a vision for how higher education can contribute to the state's future,
raise the level of the state's aspiration for its higher education system and
pursue strategies that will resolve long-standing policy dilemmas.

13 Consolidated governing boards govern two or more institutions, of ten
only one of which is a versac. The e institutions function as separate
academic entities The governing board performs all of the functions
normally associated with a board of trustees. hiring the chief executive
officers of the institutions, developing and implementing policy, allocating
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resources among the institutions, etc. In some stems headed by consoli-
dated governing boa, cis, the institutions also have their own boards that
perform limited functions as delegated by the central board Multi-campus
systems are systems that have a chief officer (chancellor) to whom the
campus presidents report. They have evolved from, and function from, the
governing and academic base of a major university campus or, in a few
cases, have been formed to govern a sizeable numl r of institutions Some
of these systems have several campuses with unnersit\ status, while in
others there is a flagship campus and one or more branch campuses with
missions focused more on undergraduate education A coordinating board
is not a governing hoard but an agency of state government formed to
carry out certain functions in the areas of statewide planning, budget and
program review and approval, administration of state student aid pro-
grams, etc Generally, coordinating hoards ct)ordinate several governing
boards boards of -ingle institutions or of either consolidated governing
board systems or multi-campus systems.

14 Annual message to the New Jerse State Legislature, January 8, 1985.

15 T Edwin d I lollander, Po /icy Stuthes lottmcd, Vol. 10, No 1, September 1981

16 James R ecl Ilanagement Flexibility and State Regulation n;
Higher Education (Atlanta. Southern Regional Education Board, 1983)

ri Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, control of the
Campus (Washington, DC. MT, 1982 ), p 39

18 We were unable to find any quantitative studies that helped us measure
levels of intrusion and find this approach often misleading. Among the
most ambitious recent efforts to identify the effects of autononn through
quantitative analysis are the studies J. Fredericks Vt Akw cm In one study
of 88 Ph D -granting research universities in -49 states, as Vollm.ein himself
emphasizes, severe limitations in available data make it difficult to show
relationships through quantitative analysis In other words, the linutattms
mean that the study can he used neither to support nor to refute the
argument that 1111[0110111y makes a difference The danger, however. is that
studies such as these will be used to argue that, since no relationship can
he established by quantitative analysis, no relationship exists We would
strongly disagree with such an assertion, gi\ en the current state of the art
of quantitative analysis in this field In a number of cases where the
information available to us from Mit views and other methods showed
serious cases of intrusion, his measures failed to identify any problem.
Volkweui concluded "Once a number of control variables are entered into
a regression anal,sis, there are virtually no differences on the dependent
measures between universities which enjoy a great deal of autonomy and
those which are subjected to relatively hetiv oversight. Thus, there is no
evidence that a heavy dose of state 3c control saves the taxpayers any
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money or forces universities to operate more effictend) Nor, howoer, is
there evidence in this stud) that freedom from le burdens of external
oversight enables universins!,. to shift resources out of administrative
processing and into other more productne acts ines ( 'State Financial
Control Practices and Public I'ni)ersities. Results of a National Sur)e),"
paper presented to the annual meeting of the Association for the Stud) of
Higher Education IASIIEJ, Chicago, Illinois, March 1984, p. 8) In subse-
quent research, Volkwein described state regulator) practices and exam-
ined the relationship of these practices to various state and institutional
characteristics While his analysis found partial support for a few of the
expectation~ (for example, that constitutional status had some relationship
to autonomy from financial and personnel regulations), no significant
relationships could be identified for most of the variables ("Correlates of
State Regulation and University Autonomy;' paper presented at the annual
meeting of AS11E, San Antonio, Texas, February 1986)

19 ',ee Alexander W Amin. Achreviug Ecluattional Evcellence (San Francisco.
,lossey-Bass inc. Publishers, 1985) for review of research or, meastring
quality of higher education. Astor identified tour traditional ways of
defining quality reputation. resources, outcomes and content The most
widely publicized reputational ratings for major universities are those for
graduate schools based on ratings b) faculty members in graduate and
professional fields These include A NI Carter, An As.ses,sment of Quality in
Graduate Education (Washington, D.C. ACE. 1966). K.D. Roose and Cj
An Jerson, A Rating of Graduate Pognum (Vashington, DC . ACE. 19-0),
aad 1, V Jones, et al , An Assessment of Research-Doctoral Owning Pro-
grams in the (Washington, 1) C.. National Academy of Sciences, 1982)
In an analysis of reputational ratings of major unnersines. Amin t,,tind
remarkable consistent') among various sure\N regarding the top 2i) The
follming public universities are most frequentl in that list t nuers.t
California at I3erkele). rnnersit) of California at 1A)5 Angeles, Unnersit) tit
California at San Diego, Unnersit) of Illinois at Champaign-I rbana.
University, Universit) of Michigan. l'imersit) of Minnesota, l'imersit of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, University of 'le \as at Austin. Unnersit) ui
Virginia In his anaksis of reputational ratings of undergraduate programs,
Astin (1985, p 33) found a high correlation between a weighted combina-
tion of select') it) and size Select') it). measured I)) composite SAL' scores.
is highI\ correlated with total edLicational expenditures per student and
average faculty salaries (Amin, 1985. pp. 5. 10) In his analysis of ieputa-
nonal ratings of undergraduate qualit), found only one public
institution. the Cniversit) of California at 13eikele), in the top 20 institu-
tions in terms of overall (walk\ of undergraduate education. when rated in
terms of faculty commitment to undergraduate teaching. no public institu-
tion appeared in the top 20 (Actin, 1985, p. 35). An example of a more
"popular- rating of the "best- colleges and unnersines are the reports
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published in 1983 and 1985 by I'S. News and W6rld Report, based on
surveys of college and university presidents. In both suneys, the same
universities were listed as the "best" national universities. This included
two public universities the University of California at Berkeley and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Ili which were ranked in the
top 10 "national universities," while two other public institutions the
University' of Michigan and the University of Virginia were listed as
"noteworthy" ("Rating the Colleges," L'S ,Veu,s and World Report, Novem-
ber 28, 1983; 'America's Best Colleges," I:S News and World Report,
November 25, 1985)

20 In particular, the University of Utah is in danger of losing much of its hard-
won gains as a result of the difficult financial straits the state finds itself in
in mid-1987, a subject of concern to both the university and the state
leaders While recent higher education budgets in Utah have been eon-
strained, Governor Norman Bangerter has fought hard for a tax increase to
pay for education.

21. In some states, to 'achieve one or more universities of truly high quality
v,ould take not onh a changed attitude about the university, but a changed
attitude about the state and about resources.

22. It is not necessarily the structure of governance. All universities use
essentially the same internal organizational structure. Additionally, the
governance structures external to the campus (the multi-campus systems,
coordinating boards and governing boards) are generally similar. Only if
the universities are aggregated into a system of large size that is, of
many campuses under one board does it seem to be the structure itself
that affects quality When one examines the different states, one finds that a
structure that works well in one state produces quite different results in
another state.

23 Harold Enarson, "Cooperative Planning to Meet the Needs of Increased
Enrollments," Current Issues in Iligher Education, G. Kerr Smith, ed.
(Washington, D.0 American Association for Higher Education, Nauonal
Education Association, 1956), p 321. as quoted in Robert 0. I3erdahl,
Statewide Coordination of Higher Educ-anon (Washington, DC. ACE,
1971).
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II. THE NATURE OF APPROPRIATF POLICY
VERSUS INAPPROPRIATE INTRUSION

We can easily agree that appropriate public poll] is good and inap-
propriate intrusion is bad, but how do we differentiate between them' \X hat do
we mean by "intrusion-% }low ck) polic makers know when theN have crossed
the invisible line from one to the other% What t\ pe of intnision matters most?
Should we differentiate 5etween those state actions that aftect the qualit of
teaching and learning and those Ira simpl:. make life more «impheated and
annoying ibr universit administrators%

BUREAUCRATIC INTRUSION

"[Regulation] costs money, stifles creativity and
diversity defeats effective administration and, at its

extremes intrudes upon academic freedoms"
Sloan Commission on Government and I ligher Education

We have identified three broad forms of inappropriate intros]] .1

bureaucratic, icleoloOcal and political Bureaucratic intrusion stems Inmi the
overngulation of act iv ales for reasons that are usuall legitimate but by means
that ultimately interfere with the abilit of the universit) to perkilm its
function in a timel, efficient and creative manner It undercuts the belief in
campus responsibility shifting decision making to external antlunines and
encouraging the sense that either nothing can be done or that one must beat
the system to get things done It is the most cum non type of intrusion, and it
tail es the form of excessich detailed state or sstem procedures that into] fere
with basic university functions

In one state, detailed controls wer c.,tablished ()%er the hiring, promo-
tion and assignment of clef is and maintenance employees at the
institutions of higher education even when the positions and the funding
\VCr2 in the authorized budget At one point, a high]) regarded dean of
engineering resigned from the university to accept a post in private
industry when he could not even shift secretarial positions to meet
faculty needs without extensive discussions with the state budget offh.,!.
The lengthy delays in solving a low-level but critical problem led to
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mounting criticism from the faculty, criticism with which the dean
agreed but felt powerless to resolve

In another case, state auditors iet iew mg the Minn) at a mar state
university noticed that facult and students had hooks out for .is long as
six or eight, weeks Pointing out that these weic "state propern: they
demanded the library staff recover the books forthwith, a demand that
led to lengthy negotiations that absot bed the time and Lnergy of the
libiary dean, the president and other campus administrators before the
issue WaS resoived.

In still another case, any faculty member attempting to go to a profes-
sional meeting for which money had alreadt been budgeted had to
argue with three different state offices helot e he or she could get
approval to attend Many faculn faced with these obstacles just gave up
and did not attend such meetings.

In its report, the Sloan Conimission on Government and nigher Utica-.

tit ti argues that regulation "costs mone. stifles cream in and cliter,ity, defeats
!iniP.:..tration and. at its extremes, inn u&s upon academic

tree on'
In the words of a Nett York State commission, whose report set the stage

for a considerable reduction in bureaucract. the State Unit ersin of New York
(SUNY) has been hobbled by such restrictions

"To the extent that SUNY's actnities hate been stunted b overregulation
add inadequate support, the ktims hate bee:, each and ever citizen of
New York. weakened SUM' means a weakened tax base, less \RAH)
in the state's economy and lost opportunities to stem migratRin from
New York.

New York State has handicapped both itself and SUNY . by relying
upon traditional governmental mechanisms that arc not suited fin the
manageiPent of higher education, ..

The regulatnni of St NY IN designed to secure the same accountability
required of such New York Stae agencies as the Department of Motoi
vehicles But it is the triumph of technique over purpose

. (See
Chapter IV for a fuller description of the commission report )

IDEOIOGICAL INTRUSION

Ideological intrusion represents the attempt to interfere with the affairs
of the university by preventing or insisting upon an Jen\ in strictly on
ideological grounds This would occur if. for example, the state tried to pretent
the teaching of Marxist economics or demanded that the univcrsit fin: a
political scientist on the grounds that his iew s were too liberal.'

A recent example of ideological intrusion itwohed demands of wmmu-
nity groups pressuring public officials toftervene
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In one state, a group of citizens opposed the showing of the contrmei-
ma! French film "ILA Mary- Infuriated h the announced intent )11 Of the
state university to show, the film, a prominent businessman tot At out full-
page ads in a major newspaper demanding that the unit ersitt ILA show
the film, threatening the university with a lawsuit and a $250,000
campaign to discourage private donors and contributors, and encourag-
ing concerned citizens to telephone the universit president and the
governor to object In spite of hundreds of negatite telephone calls, the
university president stood firm, defending his decision on the basis of
free speech and academic freedom The political effect of the campaign
was not what the sponsor intended. The got eintw backed the president
with a public announcement that it would be inappi opi late, if not illegal,
for him to intervene:

In contrast to this response. the board of another state unnersitt decided
to intervene and reverse the president's decision to allow "I Lul Marc to
be shown Onb after a major student protest and ad\ ice from counsel
that the action might he illegal did the hoard hack down

The striking fact about ideological intrusion is that
states are not usually the intruding agent.

A difficult question to gauge is whether attempts at intrusion hate a
chilling effect even if unsuccessful.

One hoard of regents, recognized as umbel tan .' in its outlook, has ti led
for more than a year to end what it helloes is a liberal bias in the
lecturers students int fie to the campus The students argue that tht)se
invited cover the full SIX The latest hoard proposal would change
the current mandatory stuck 'it le,: for the public et ems program to a
voluntary one, leaving, as one o lard member put it. the "limousine to
pick up the rest of the tab.-

The striking fact about ideological intrusion is that states are not usualb
the intruding agent O'er and oter we found that the states realized this was an
area they must avoid and even, w hen external threats ,vise. defend the
university This is not to sat there is no danger The threat still occurs and
probably will always be present. For example

A candidate for a recent election to the bicird of regents for a major state
university campaigned against the leftist, Marxist bias among the
(university! faculty.. but was defeated

Both state officials and univer ity officers, however, pointed repeatedly
to the opposite concern ideological intrusion by the university itself A
distinguished academician described an incident on his campus in which
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Jeanne Kirkpatrick (former l' S. ambassador to the Nutted Natums) Was pre-
vented from speaking Ile raised the general concern as to whether campuses
are truly open to all views.

'While . much of the discussion of the incident centered around free
speech and its defense, 1 behese that the issue was Iealh academic
freedom A speaker invited to sane a lecture is not merek exercising his
or her rights of free speech, 5ut comes under the more stringent
protections of academic freedom. the freedom to teach and to learn and
not just to speak. I say more stringent because free speech is compatible
with a certain amount of heckling, the kind that one hears in I 1. de Park
in London or on the campuses But in our classrooms and lecture halls,
and in our invited lectures, we have a cerc different standard of attention
and civility. We ordinarily do not accept even mild forms of heckling ..
A university is committed to an intellectual life that is the very opposite
of heckling and shouted slogans and needs a special and protected
environment if reasoned discussion is to he carried on -- b) the facult:
by students and by invited speakers

There are many people' who have been 'discredited' in this 111;
people who, it is known, will have a pretty rough time if they come to a
campus Mrs. Kirkpatrick was (perhaps is) one, but there are others
For example, I think Secretary of Defense' Caspar Veinherger could not
get a civil hearing on campus, simtlarl, Alexander I Lug when he was
secretary of state, I lenry Kissinger, then and now and mans others whose
names are connected with proscribed positions on foreign and defense
policy These arc people whose iews could not get a cn it hearing in
many of the leading American colleges and universities

The process of discrediting people, ind thus discouraging their
appearance as speakers, is part of a more general effort to politicize the
university That effort can also he seen in the demand that ciintro ersial
figures he permitted to speak only on condition that they take part in a
formal debate, and that 'opposing view' he heard on the same
occasion and from the same platform. This demand assumes that on all
issue', all yiewr can he reduced to two, the right k tea and the wrong, the
position of light and the position of darkness

A university is committed to encouraging the development of crinca)
and independent views and to discouraging the unrefleone acceptance
of positions put forward by any group.

I suspect that the narrowing, by harassment and intimidation, of the
range of issues that can he fully and free) discussed on i r campuses is
embarrassing and not much discussed for the same r:ason that the
sensitive issues themselves are not much discussed If that is true, it may
be the most serious problem our colleges and universities face."'

linfortunatel; we found far too many cases where the principles put
fonvard in this measured and thoughtful statement were iolated from within.5
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"The process of discrediting people, and thus
discouraging their appearance as speakers, ispart

of a more general effort to politicize the university"
Mart in

POLITICAL INTRUSION

Finally, political intrusion is the interference in a decision to enhance
the ')olitical interest of someone or .sane group in state gm eminent An
example is the attempt to have someone hired on a patronage basis or to
locate , building at a site that is neither in the unn ersit 's nor the states best
interest ,nut which serves the intei est of a particular state official. Some recent
examples.

In on,' case, a president ordered a campus meter maid fired when it was
discovered that she had been stealing Immechatel. the president
receivec a call from the governor's office to rems e hen Atter agonving
ovei the lecision, he did.

In :motile instance, a powerful political leader decided to gne up his
seat in the egislature of a major state After his retirement from office, he
opened a )bbying office' and, ifter arranging to he nominated, was
subsequent! elected to tl,,! board of one of the state unnersities.
Immediately after the ek ton, he asked the chairman of the board and
the presider, to meet 'Audi liim to discus how he might help the
university in us new lobb)ing role One of the wa)s would be that he
wished to adn it students for the convenience of those lie was lobb mg,
and he expec ed the to set up mechanisms to effect this
smoothly. The president tr to explain that there was a regular
admissim pros !ss and that such a personal and political process would
be out of order After arguing back and f(n'th, the' fiwine. legislator finally
told the preside it that he was not suggesting what might he but what was
going to be.

For these and other reasons the president soon resigned and before
long so did the f miner legislator.

In another exan )1e, the chairman of the hoard argued quite frankl)
an interview tha his university, as a state entit) depending upon state
dollars to open e, should the political game Ile said that "to
deliberately not hire ja qualified job candidate recommended by a
politician) would be asinine Politicians are called upon to help constitu-
ents all the time. and recommendations from such people are a normal
part of just about every resume- This was the em ironnient in which the
bod was exp.:m.1 u) approve several appointments for new vice
presidents and c iancellors recommended the new president Among
them were both the brother- in -law of a state representatRe and one of
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his long-time friends.
It was the boatel chairman's belief that this was the first time in the

board's 10 ).ears of operation that it was trill) getting a chance to manage
the Way it saw fit, and that the trend NN ou d continue The [previous)
administration vas alreack in place when the board was created and,
therefore, the tail just got put in the wrong place up front" The
chairman was clear that he expected the board's grim mg control over
the administration would make it substannalk more invoked and there-
fore more effective politically

In still another example, when a state statute was enacted primarily to
strengthen a state's higher education coordinating structure, the legisla-
ture also specified that two members of the staff of the previous agency
who had offended several legislators could not he hired b the new
board, thereb limning the intended authority of the new hoard to
appoint the senior staff

The allocation of resources can also he a tool for the state to maintain
political control For example, morn states, despite recognition that the univer-
sity is not governed the same as other state agencies, require a rigid adherence
to a state salar structure that I, inappropriate for the universitn One effect is
to allow the legislature a measure of control over the unnersit s leadership
positions This is done b limiting the pool of those \N ho are willing to take
positions to those noneducators and nonprofessionals to NN hom benefits less
tangible than salar accrue such as patronage positions or political clout
within the state. For example.

The' battle over the chancellorship of the board of regents in one state
involved a dispute about the salar. The gmernor said the salary was too
low to attract top talent The ! louse, however, balked at a pad -raise bill
This prompted charges that I louse members hoped to discourage other
candidates so one of their own could become chancellor One of the
regents on the search committee said of liouse members Nho did not
want to support the pa -raise hall "The were looking for excuses. They
did not care about higher educaticni The care about someone whom
they can control and who owes them something: Further, one of the
candidates for the chancellorship supported b) the search committee
stated, -You NN011t find serous educators touching it with a 10-foot pole.
It's just unfortunate that the chancellorship is under a timid:

In sonic states, the tradition of political self interest is held so deal} that
any other mode of operation seems unrealistic

A fierce battle raged in one state over the selection of a Ile\N chancellor
of the state Inghei education board. A state representatke NN 110 had been
on the education committee sought the position but was not the choice
of the search committee. When the search committee made us recom-
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mendations to the board, the legislator's name was IRA included Nev-
ertheless, the hoard ignored its own search committee's recommenda-
tions and appointed the legislator

This posed an awkward problem for the higher education Lommunity
and for the governor because the choice of the chancellor was Lleark up
to the board Yet by politicizing the choice, the board wmpromised the
integrity of the higher education sstem. The governor immediately
objected, saying that the established search process had been violated. li-
the midst of the battle, an article appeared in the local newspaper. "[The
state representative] has asked the state ethics Lommittee whether It is
proper for him to hire his former legislative aide who is a nephew of ..
one of the regents who named him chancellor of higher education ..
Explaining his request to the %lilies commission, he said, '1 want to be
very careful about this, so there is no actual conflict or even the
appearance of a conflict. with the state laws on the conduct of public'
employees."

In this state, political interference and patronage seem so ingrained that
the inappropriateness of the issue is merlooked as long .is the procedures are
followed, i e, that the ethics committee is apprised of the situation

It should be noted that universities themselves are sometimes guilt% of
the same practices that, when imposed from the political communin, they
resent so intensely

A legislator, annoyed b the refusal of the state unnersin to cooperate
with regard to patronage. ran a computer check on the student pa} roll
and found a great man sons and daughters of faculn and administrators,
including 111:111V still in high school.

THE DIFFICUITY OF AGREEING ON WHAT IS INTRUSION

The above examples make plain that intrusion is nut east to define or to
'dentin. An intrusive climate is often one which has (nuked over time, in
which the cumulative effects of -,iemingl insignificant modems begin to
erode the relationship between a state and a state Linn ersin and, in turn, the
relationship between the president and other admmisiratois and the campus.
Even in the most egregious cases of intrusion, there is often little dm 11111C11L1-

ii011 People seldom write memos sa\ mg, "I would like to see Smith appointed
chancellor even though he is less qualified as I feel that this w ill gne us greater
political control" What actualh happened ma be dillkult to determine e'en
for the pkners who have been iinolved directk. In almost even Lase studied,
we discoverel that the' participant., had differing rewllecti)ns of the oents.
Even when the agreed on what happened, there wcie usually differing
opinions of what WAS legitimate publk polk. %ersus mappropi late inn Limon

As suggested earlier, nitrusion 6111 take place either to secure ends that
in themselves are inappropriate or to secure appropriate ends through map-
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propriate means In increasingl) frequent cases, mstautional autonom) Es

restricted in the name of public interest

A governor recent!) opposed the appointment of a new university
president because he felt that the search did not consider candidates
from the state's large minority population Nevertheless, the hoard
proceeded with the appointment. Before long, questions were also
raised within the university about the new president's style and admin-
istrative competence At the first opportunity, the governor appointed
new board members, giving clear signals that they had been instructed to
force the new president's resignation After more than a year's battling,
with charges and countercharges exchanged in the press, the new
president resigned. In the meantime, several nationally recognized schol-
ars left the university, citing the political climate as a major reason.
National publicity of the controvers) left the impression that the state
clearly did not aspire to have a great university

Citing en idence that students were graduating from the state's universities
without having taken courses in the humanities as recommended by a
recent report on undergraduate education, i state's higher education
coordinating board adopted a regulation requiring all students to com-
plete a state-specified core curriculum

A speaker of a state I louse of Representatives, interested in bolstering the
economic development of his district, recently proposed that the mission
of a small community college be changed to a university, despite

idence from several state higher education hoards that such a redesig-
nation of mission Was inappropriate Because of the speakers political
influence, no one in itate government, including the state higher educa-
tion board and other legislators, raised seri ,us objections w hen he
pressed for the change

As a further complication. the same problem approached in different
ways can lead to different conclusions as to whether good public pohc) is

being implemented or inappropriate intrusion is occurring \X ho has the right
and'or responsibilit) to decide whether ii programs should be undertaken?
Surel) the umversit) may expect the right to decide V huller to teach a new
course in history. but does it have the right to decide to open a new medical
school? Where along that spectrum does appropriate state imolvement
become intrusion?

Much also depends on Ii a states achieve their purposes. Ben when
there' is agreement on the goal being sought, there DUN be considerable
disagreement about the means As part of the hack-to-basics mo CMCIH, states
are beginning to pass laws about specific curriculum offerings.

Florida has been perhaps the most aggressive in this respect. In Decem-
ber 081, the state board of education ackipted w hat is commonly
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referred to as the "Gordon- Rule after the-state senator who proposed It
The rule requires all students in public community colleges and univer-
sities to complete six hours of math at the college algebra level or higher
and 12 hours of English or humanities coursework, and to write at least
6,000 words of term papers per semester prior to receipt of the associate
of arts degree or acceptance into the upper division.

Is this inappropriate intrusion into the heart of the university or is this
appropriate public policy? Should legislation he used to set standards tradi-
tionally set on campus? Florida argues that these actions ''ere justified because
of evidence that education standards were declining The imposition of
performance standards has not been punitive, rather, it has been accompanied
by additional state funding to help students meet the new standards. Early
evidence suggests that student performance, including minority student perfor-
mance, is rising to meet the higher expectations!'

In one state, new and tougher admission requirements that will he
phased in beginning in 1988 may have an adverse impact upon the
numbers of Blacks, Hispanics and Native Americans admitted into the
university system To try and ensure that there will be no negative impact,
the state legislature proposed that the university's executive management
budget be reduced by I% for every one-tenth of 1% drop in the
enrollment of minorities. This is not intended to he a punitive measure,
especially as there is enough time to prepare high school students to
meet the new requirements.

Reacting to appeals from frustrated students, several legislatures have
now enacted statutes requiring that fore.gn teaching assistants and other
staff be tested to determine if they can speak English before being
allowed to teach in the state universities.

Each of these cases has the potential of undercutting the sense of
canipus initiative even while encouraging the climate of aspiration for quality
Each is also subject to differing interpretations. BAN N\ ould argue with the
objectives But is legislative action appropriate? We think often it is not. At the
same time, one must recognize that these actions usually result from a failure
by those within the university to respond in a timely way to real problems.

WHAT AFFECTS THE FUNCTIONING OF THE UNIVERSITY?

The critical issue for this stud is understanding what effect policy
decisions, the mode of governance and differing forms of state actions have on
what actually happens on the campus. What influence does all of the above
have on teaching arc] learning, on research and scholarship, on what we would
call the academic core? By the academic core we mean the central concerns of
the university:
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What is taught and researched

Who teaches and conducts research

Who is admitted to study

What academic standards are maintained

It is particularly important that the university be open to new or differing
ideas and to:crate multiple views, even those that are unpopular with some
segments of :he society or the university. We recognize as a basic tenet of our
democratic faith that any attempt to limit or influence w hat is taught in a given
course would damage the quality of the university in the most fundamental
sense.

... [0] ver time, the interactions on the peripheral
issues will ultimately affect the nature

of the university's core

This has been the subject of constitutional debate. In a 1957 Supreme
Court decision, the court defined what it deemed the four essential freedoms
of a university" to determine who may teach, to determine what may be
taught, how it may be taught and who may be admitted to study. It argued that
"for society's good, political power must abstain ft um intrusion into this
activity of freedom, except for reasons that are exigent and obviously

Still, intrusion into the core does occur. In one case, a powerful legislator
objected to the views of a particular speaker at a conference held at the sate
university:

He demanded that the university close the conference and apologize to
the community The university president refused, arguing that while he
personally also disagreed with the speaker, the conference organizers
had the right to present diverse y iews The legislator then demanded that
the conference be revised to include representatives of a viewpoint he
felt better represented appropriate values. Again the president refused,
saving the faculty organizing the conference had the right and
responsibility to judge the balance of the conference. Next, the
!egislator suggested that the university S budget might be the best place
to resolve the issue. At this point, the newspapers of the state entered the
dispute in terms of both news stories and editorials, and the university's
alumni began to express their outrage at the legislator's behavior. After a
few further interchanges, the subject of objections to the conference was
dropped.

In another case, a legislator insisted on the admission of a constituent to
one of the most selective Ph.D. programs at the university. When the dean
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of the graduate school demurred, pointing out that the admissions
committee had carefully weighed all applicants and selected the most
promising, the legislator introduced a bill to limit admission to all
graduate programs to residents of the state The legislative leadership
refused to go along, and the bill died in committee

Similarly, political groups external to the government can threaten tne
autonomy of the core. This is a description of one group's effect

"Some professors are not speaking as freely on the sun-splashed campus
of [a university], where palm trees and young Republicans grow side by
side. They have seen what happened to (professor X. Fie] VMS the first
target of the Washington-based campus watchdog group, Accuracy in
Academia (A1A) Charges against the associate professor are that his
Political Science 101 is actually a pulpit for his on passionate antinuclear
views rather than an introductory sucvey of political ideologies, as it is
officially described. The AM founder wants to bring his crusade to
colleges with a national network oc informants, combating the alleged
malpractice by 10,000 Marxist professors:

Academic groups such as the American Association of University
Professors regard A.Is call fOr accuracy and balance' as a demand for
conformity to the right-wing orthodox) They fear AlA is the harbinger of
a 1950s-style assault on academic freedom that could chill the spirit of
intellectual inquiry and level classroom give-and-take that enriches Uni-
versity life."

INTRUSION BEYOND THE CORE

It is not, however, only the interaction on specific Issues within the
academic core that nutters. We have come to see that the whole of the state/
university relationship affects these central functions. There is a AA idespread
assumption that the interaction between the state and the university concern-
ing peripheral issues, such as the paving, of roads or the promotion of clerical
and maintenance personnel, is of a different nature and of less cumin n. But
the evidence indicates that, over time, the interactions on peripheral issues will
ultimately affect the nature of the university's core

Consider, for example, the following

List year, the president of a state university announced his resignation
after a year in office, saying that the . saddeH part is that outside
political inter ference has made it difficult beyond my wildest imagina-
tion" Ile was particularly upset that there were some people who
want to name the people in all key positions from football coaches to
vice chancellors ;' and he refused to let the university be used as a
patronage university

In another case, the president of a campus within a university's system
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reflected on the difficulties his campus faced as he approached retirement

"Sometimes I think the unversits is Gulliver tied domn «rth nipes bs a
thousand His main criticism was that the umsersits s\ stem
had become bureaucratized beset NN h niggling concerns and
mounds of paperwork, both from the state and from the university
system headquarters which presented it from ahies mg its mission of
becoming the premier universits of its region, Leadership in higher
education had been replaced mith management in its 'farms\ sense. What
is lacking, he argued. was the necessars vision and risk-taking in part
because of the lack of autonomy at the campus level Instead there were
"layers and layers of supers ision" which impeded decision making.

Bureaucracy and politics can affect every facet of universits life. But does
it affect the academic core? Suppose one has architectural and construction
limits such that after gaining the necessary approvals and funding, it takes 10
years to build a building Does this hurt the academic core? Much closer to the
center, what about the effects of various forms of intrusion in the selection of
the presiden08

After a lengthy seal for a president «ho could raise the quality and
prestige of the university to that of a world -class institution, the board of
reguits selected the president of a major universit\ in another state. The
nominee soon found that the legislature would not exempt the president
from strict limitations on salaries of state emplosees (the university was
not exempted from state civil service requirements), so that the presi-
dent could not receive a salary even close to m hat would be competitive
at major state universities In addition, certain legislators publicly
objected to the nem president's fringe-benefit package. Cons nced that
the state Licked the commitment and political necessars to build a
first-class universits, the candidate withdrem his name The board fmalls
appo ited the acting president, mho, NN hile qualified, did not bring the
stature to he university that had originally been sought.

Leaders in an organization need to be able to deliver. This is not to
argue that then need to ensure a plush or even comfortable ens ininment or
that they must prevent an external problems from reaching their constituency
Rather, the need to create a climate of belief that things can happen. The more
a state intrudes, the more it undercuts that belief. The more the campus
believes that irrational intrusion will occur, the more both leadership .0 id the
willingness to follow are undercut.

Particularly hard hit is the willingness to take risk and responsibility
which in time will seep all through the university

An example of how peripheral issues can affect leadership can be seen in
the fierce battle over the department of athletics between the president
of a flagship university and the board of trustees supported hs powerful
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political interests. The issue. the iole that athletics \us to plh in the fife
of the university, was outside the academic core let in the end, the
power, authority and ataonomc of the' campus were conipromised 1)! the
ensuing struggle over whether the athletic department was to luxe a free
rein or be forced into accepting that it was an integral part of the
university

The faculty senate went on record to "condemn am statements or
actions that undermine the authorih and abillh lof the president) to
provide leadership to the unixersih during this difficult time- It
reaffirmed it commitment to he tireless in asserting that the academic
Interests of the university take precedence over all other considerations.
It promised to pr(wide necessill) and appropriate support to the
president) in defense of those academic interests.- Not only was a major
amount of time of the president,. other administrators and even the
faculty diverted, but the ability of the president to lead also was eroded
Ultimately, the director of athletics resigned, but not until a damaging
and painful two-year ordeal was over. and not until the role of the
president was crippled

It is also important to realize that the influence of such peripheral
problems tends to he cumulative. The more intrusions there are, the more
effect they have over time Given enough time, they undercut the spirit of
campus leadership, usurp time away from the critical goal of providing an
educational vision and gradually drive out of office num of the most talented
people If the experience of being the president of the university becomes
onerous enough, it affects who will he willing to become president (or vice
president or dean or department chairman) Small points then ultimately add
up and create a downward spiral of greater cnicism, loss of trust and
ultimately a loss of quality

The effectiveness of organizations is in great measure a function of the
way people interact Because the \cry nature of the teaching and learning
process the art of scholarship depends upon creatic ity, the university
needs every ounce of this scarce commodity it can achieve. But cream Its Is
elusive It thrives on challenge but disappears in the face of intrusive and
bureaucratic behavior \X'hile our attention has been primarih focused on the
nature of the academic core and the factors that affect it directly. our consid-
ered winiion is that to the degree that the university and the state find
themselves in an ineffectual relationship on issues outside the core, it will
ultimately affect the functioning of the academic core as well.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WISE AND APPROPRIATE

Finally, there is a difference between what is wise and what is appropri-
ate A state may push for high tuition to reduce the university s need for state
funds This may be a poor or controversial policy, but it is not intrusion. The
state has the right to determine the balance between charging tuition and
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raising taxes. The issue of enrollment caps is often another embattled area
because of the implications for the campus. Yet sore!) the campus does not
have the right to determine its own size

How the state government addresses the problem affects N% het her we see
the action as appropriate or inappropriate. In one state, the legislature pro-
posed to set detailed admission requirements fur each campus. In another, the
legislature asked the coordinating board to develop a plan In a third, the
university president, sensing the changing demograph) and the worsening
state finances, announced a voluntary plan to limit campus enrollment.

These subtle but significant differences nuke the task of defining intru-
sion difficult Still, these complexities should not obscure the basic point.
Some states have gradually developed a tradition of trust and positive interac-
tion that has been a powerful aid in creating universities of high quality In
other states, the opposite has occurred. Inappropriate intrusion and the failure
of campus leadership has led to institutions of lesser quality. Intrusion is
difficult to characterize in objective terms, but we know it when Nye see it.

NOTES

1 Sloan Commission on Government and [ higher EdutationA Program for
Kowa& Parinerchip (Cambridge, Mass 13allinger Publishing Company,
1980).

2 Independent Commission on the Future of the State Universit), The
Challenge and the Choice The Stale lnuvrsto, of New }orP (Alban, N Y.
SUNY January 1985), pp 4-5

3 In sonic cases it is difficult to determine %%hen poke) slips across the line
to inappropriate intrusion. A recent attempt b) a state to intrude on
ideological grounds involved the imestments b) the board of a major state
university system Within the state legislature, two of its majoi leaders felt it
was important that the university divest itself of all holdings of stock in
firms doing business in South Africa. The hoard, through its regular
investment procedures, decided to continue W. Ith its existing policy The
legislative leaders then attempted to hold the state unnersit)'s capital
appropriation budget hostage, demanding that the board reverse its deci-
sion. Argui,ig 'hat this represented a clear case of ideological intrusion,
the university and the board held to its ground with the ultimate support
of many other members of the legislature and the governor's office. The
university was able to prevail and get its capital budget released Subse-
quently, the legislative leaders passed a bill requiring divestment for alI
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func:N of the state a bill that met the test b\ changing the issue from
intrusion into the univo sit\ to chat should be state poke\ It was signed
by the governor.

To us the distinction is critical In the Litter case. the state gmernment
has made broad policy fur the entire state in an area over Mitch it has
jurisdiction. In the former, it attempted to intrude into the affairs of the
university alone because the two legislative' leaders disagreed \\ ith the
board on ideological grounds

Ideological issues somettmes drive public action in \\:1\ s that affect the
campus Linking draft registration to tuition loans or other financial
assistance is a case in point The federal government can \\ ithhold loans or
assistance front those who fail to register. At least se\ en states have passed
similar legislation, and several are following suit.

4 Martin Trow, "The Threat From Within, Academe Freedom and Negative
Evidence,' Change, the .1Iagazine Gf Higher tea -rung, SeptemberOctober
1985 In the spring of 198', Kirkpatrick withdrew as commencement
speaker and honorary degree recipient from a pri\ ate universit\, s.n mg
that she felt "unwelcome- after a faculty resolution expressed disapproval
of the honorary degree.

5. As Tw ,.ow article demonstrates, ideological intrusion mac be initiated.
fostered or continued by students themselves. Another example in\ olved
students protesting or even preventing campus visits b\ unpopular recrui-
ters At one school. politically acme students called upon tile'r OtTICIalS to
cancel a scheduled visit b\ CIA recruiters. Thv \ ice chancellor 1.44r aca-
demic ser:ices and 4:ie director of career services said mat would not
happen. however Their rationalemale \\ as that the t's gmernment is a bona
fide employer, and a lirge number if students had signed up to talk «tth
the recruiters

6 Florida State Board Rule ()A-10 30, as described in a letter from Calofin
Herrington, polic\ at st, Florida ),tsec ondar Educatu,n C\ mum issR4n.
to Aims C McGuinness Jr, ECS assistant execume director for higher
education, July 1", 1986

7. Suvazy New iiampshire, i5-i I'S 23-4.263 (195-)

The Carnegie' Foundation f441- the Advtinceni,,It of Teaching elaborated
on the "essential core" "II the mtc'gritt of highc, 'aation is to '

preserved, the Nadelll \ mint have lull 11(011 (AC! those esscnnal
11111(11011s that relate to teaching and research. These include the selection
of faculty, the content of courses, the processes of instruction, the estab-
lishment of academic standards and the assessment of performance
Academic integrity tlsi requires that the tint\ rt, ha\ e control (Ail the
conduct of campus-based research and the disemniathm of results These
functions constitute. we believe. the essential core of academic life. It is
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her that the integrity of the campus must he' uncompromisingly
defended- (The control of the Campus [Washington, D.0 1982j, p
6).

8. A prominent businessman, former candidate for govei nor and a leading
fund-raiser for one of the major political parties \Vas a candidate for the
presidency of a university system. Despite public statements an,. letters of
support from the governor and legislative leaders, the search committee
did not include him on the list of six finalists presented to the regents.

Criticism of the search outcome and the search process was plentiful.
from the governor and other elected officials. Theis: , ilk of a legisla-
tive inquiry, but it Was quickly dropped.
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III. THE CAUSES OF INAPPROPRIATE INTRUSION

Logical forces cause states and uiii el'SltleS to be more imohed with eadl
other than ever before States now play a larger role' in all aspeds of public
life as well as in the lives of state universities. The relationship between the
universin and the state is driven b such complicated fOrces as the growth of
state involemt in a 1 ilk range of dem ides, the grow mg abIlm of the state
to intrude, the increasing sue and centralin of higher eduk.antli itself, the new
interest of states in the issue of qualm, the difficult if maintaining separate
missions for the institutions of higher education, the pressures of a single iew
of prestige, geography, political needs, bureau power struggles, the
pressure of short-term interests and the expanded forms of unnersin i.7,(A ern-
ance The length of this list alone illustrates the rumpleuR of the relationship.
Asa consequence, the opportunity for both appropriate public pilic) and
inappropriate intrusion has grown considerably

THE GROWTH OF STATE INVOLVEMENT

Today, states .tre involved with state universities t in a dail basis and in
hundreds of issues on subjects that would have' been in iii 30 or 0
years ago As a result the idea of autonom of the unnersin from the state
government is simply not practical, idding to the urgent of do eloping a
carefully designed and constructive role for each party

Universities have always been a part of the' strudine of the state, (nen as
far hack as the 'building of Oxford or Cambridge) But whereas unnersines
then were focused on the maintenance of the social struLtute, toda the lows
is on a much broader role' States now interest themsehes in subjet. is ranging
from programs for economic development to state-funded strident aid.' State
courts regularly address issues of admissions, tenure or even who can coach
football, To understand full the state relationship, it is important to see the
growing involvement of states witli the state universities against the backdrop
of more state involvement into almost everything. The publIc expeLts more of
government at all levels federal, state and local

While it is true that under the current administiation m Washington
there has been a tendenc fit the federal government to "deregulate, we sti!1
expect the federal government to be involved in a tcur broad range of
activities. At the state level, we know of no evidence of an decrease in
involvement bther, states have been more involved ;n almost (Act-) aspect of
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society in the last decade than ever before The growth of inure general state
initiatives in collective bargaining, equal hay for women, laborakw safet or
health care costs further entangles the states w ith the um\ ersines For
example, the following is a partial list of (opus, agents, deices, materials, eft.,
which are regulated by one state. affecting the operations of a nuior prmite
research university-

Air and water pollution
Asbestos
Biohazards
Building and fire codes
Food service sanitation
Hazardous waste disposal (Including radio:Kme wastes)
Insect and rodent control
Labor laws
Life safety codes

Non ionizing radiation, including nut row-a\es, lasers, light. ultra\ tolet
light, radio frequency. radiation. etc.

Oil spills, clean up, etc
Pesticides and pesticide usage
Polychlorinated Imphenyls (PCBs)
Radial ion
Right -to -know
Sewage

Swimming pool regulation
Uncleiground storage tanks'

For a public unnersity, the IN is far longer'

THE GROWING STATE ABILITY TO INTRUDE

There is also more' invol\ ement I-Y( the matt., simph because the hake a
growing ability to be inwhed. State legislatures. kw e \ample, ha\ e far more
numerous mkt in man states, better staff than e\ er before Twent e ears
:Ino, the Illinois legislature had a staff of four "likla it has 90 Thda the states
and territories haw more than 16,000 full -time and 9,000 part-time legislative
employees, including staff foi bill drafting, fim.al Lind budget matters. infOrma-
non services, legal services, program euluation and research. as well as
personal staff for inch\ idual legislators and. in some states, sir.eable partisan
staffs c In rnam states, the legislathe edlftat1011 (.011111111tIces now have
staff. often with .chanced degrees. in some taws. with Ph Ds, in addition. there
is

An increase in the numbei of legislatures that meet on an annual rather
than a biennial basis (from 19 in 1963 to 35 m 19-2 to in 1986)

A growing number of legislatures that meet earwound. resulting in
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more and more legislators who identify this as their prim.h-c uccup.ulun
(including California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Nlichigan, Nev Jersey New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin)"

States today have sophisticated computer capacity not just for the legisla-
ture but for tie administration, including the budget °filter. the personnel
office. the stat,, auditor. etc. Besides recordkeeping and information handling.
legislatures now use computers for drafting and tracking bills. statutor
retrieval tasks, production of journals and Indic idual newsletters and for \er\
sophisticated, highly detailed. fiscal analsis (first pioneered Michigan and
later implemented by Washington. Colorado, Louisiana and others )- In mam
states, for the first time, state government is equipped with the cdp.ICIty to
understand 1,11.11 Is .1011.111y happening on campus. including the details of
campus expenditures State government totla is made up of better educated
people who have better support and who ,ire concerned about issues that
involve the aniversitv8

THE GROWING SIZE AND CENTRALITY
OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Attention to the higher education communit. and particularl the state
universities, has also been forced 1) the grow mg size and complexit of the
higher education stem as a NN hole and the state unnersties m partit ular

The l'niversit of California stem is a good example of the phenomenal
growth of higher education over the List 30 years. according to as :..stemwitle
information data

Numlwr of campuses

19S"

6 campuses

196-'

9 campuses

198"

9 campuses

Facul,tv
(full professors
through teaching
assistants)

5.3-'2 18,6"9 33,888

Nonacademic Staff
(including
management)

No data
mailable

38,312 "5,385

Students 41,925 95,292 150,065

Budget $135 tnilhc $592 million $4 2 billion

In New jersc), total state approdrianons foi higher education intreased
from $100 million in FY 196" to 111''.'; 111.111 $8i0 1111111011 ill Fl 198

The increased reccigniti )l1 of the centralit of higher education. and
particul.arh the emphasis on higher ut anon and etouunut LIO(2101/1111211I. us
led states to imolvement in such things as icscaith tuners, business. state and
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higher education partnerships. and efforts to improse the qualit of under-
graduate efforts Ann Spruill has identified Ilse generic forms that state
economic development can take that engage universities The are In

1 Human capital programs (emphasis on education and training)

2 Research development and technology transfer programs

3 Entrepreneurship training and business assistance

4. Information gathering and dissemination

5. Provision of finance capital or physical property rights

These are valuable efforts, but the further intertwine the affairs of the
states and the universities.

When the university was smaller in size and in significance to the future
of the state, the relevant budgeting and gosernance decisions were often left to
those legislators and state officials who had a particular interest in the subject.
The university Was often out of sight and out of mind as far as its administra-
tion was concerned Now with budgets of hundreds of millions of dollars and a
role that is increasingly crucial, it is likely to he ver\ much on the mind of the
state and, consequently, directly in the line of sight

THE GROWTH OF STATE MANDATES
AIMED AT IMPROVING QUALITY

Perhaps the most significant and most recent change is that states have
begun to stir themselves about the issue of qualit the etlectiNencss of the
campus in the role of teaching and research an issue that was almost alw s,

recenth; left to the campus,
As one former state finance officer argued, the state sees itself as a force

needed for changing higher education "Often state government is the only
force that can bring change [to the campus] If we could go to zero-based
budgets, we Nvou It; do things differently. We can't and don't Yet it is conceiv-
able that reorganization may be useful, but the political will is missing. A
governor may be the only way of achies mg [the needed educational changes)
through external forces,""

This belief is one reason states have been increasingls invoked in the
internal working of the universit Although they are generall mousated by the
best of intentions, the result often is what appears to be inappropriate
intrusion for appi opriate ends During the last few sears states have become
used to inters ening in elemental) and secondary education in order to raise
standards, to improve access to students pro. Bnisl left out or poor I) sersed, to
correct financial and academic abuses and imp me the (pains of teachers or
principals.

The temptation is to use the same approach in higher education,
particularly because mans issues (such as teacher education or the preparation
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of high school students) cross the boundaries from school to college For
example, more than 40 states require teacher education graduates to pass a test
to receive certification The initial results of these tests were startling. Signifi-
cant numbers of recent college graduates scored poorl on tests of basic skills

skills that should have been gained in courses taught b the arts and
sciences faculties.'' Of those teacher candidates taking the Flom la test for
initial certification, 1'% failed the sections related to math. reading and
writing. The results not onl indicated a need to address the question of
quality, but also implied a sense of urgenc\. With main current teachers
projected to retire in the next decade, a dramatic increase is projected in the
annual rate of new teachers to he hired. perhaps as main as a million's There
is, as a result, a window of opportunit\ for qualit improvement that states do
not wish to miss.''

"Often, state government is the only force that can
bring change [to the campus].... A governor may be
the only way of achieving [the needed educational

changes] through external forces"
James 1) Nolan

In addition, there is a widespread and understandable sense that state
action during the elementary and secondar education reform movement
produced programs that have worked The result is an inexorable pressure to
carry the reform effort further along the educational spectrum to higher
education Is The danger is that the gradual acceptance of direct state action to
achieve these goals in the place of state action that creates the incentives for
change from within the higher education community will become coun-
terproductive, leading to more and more state mandates and a diminished
campus sense of responsibility"'

The determination to improve qualit is fat from the nil cause of inert
state intrusion "'here are a number 01 causes sonic internal, others
external.

THE INABILITY TO CREATE DIFFERENT MISSIONS

From what we have observed, the most frequent nritant undermining the
statelun iversity relationship is the difficult of ac Me% ing an appropriate c''' !mon
of missions among the institutions of higher education. There is a 'road
consensus that institutional ambition has led to unnecessar growth of institu-
tions as well as a wasteful overlap of programs

A blue-ribbon panel examining the higher education sstem of one state
commented:

"In the minds of [the people of the state j, the roles of the state colleges
and universities have become muddled. Time after time legislators told
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of the importance of bunging each of the campuses into sharper locus
to have the presidents and faculties understand w hat thek can and

cannot do The situation has been complicated by the locations of
campuses, population patterns, the aspirations of colleges and univer-
sities and the absence of clarity about how each is to mesh with the
others Although policy documents of the board articulate the roles of
each campus, these statements are not alums followed and ma be
bypassed, from time to time, in faun- of ad hoc judgment... Without an
agreed-upon role, a campus is tempted to expand beyond its traditional
boundaries, in part because of the great pressures of self- interest,
political interests and local status. .."

In another state, the sst( in should protect and enhance diffrent
definitions of excellence in order to reflect the diverse needs of the state.
Geograph alone mandates dramatic differences in the institutions that
make up the universit system . Sink .! creation of the multi-campus
universit), there has been a blurring of the distinctions among the
institutions, a kind of homogeniiation, sometimes taking the form of
proliferation of offerings, often out of keeping with what is understood
to he the unssion Too frequentl, some of the institutions hake appeared
to be competing.

Despite determined attempts at tring differing stems, states frequently
have been unable to fashion some form of governance that will resolve these
issues This, in turn, often leads to measures that end up as intrusive In recent
years, the concern about program oket-lap has grow n stronger because enroll-
ment growth has ended for most states In fact, enrollments are declining in a
number of states From 1980 through 1984, overall enrollment of first-time
students in public institutions declined I); 12% '-

The figures are not homogenous, however, and even within a state the
situation can be varied and complex In Maine, for example, enrollment
demand remains strong at the land-grant universit campuses and in the
growing southern area. hut is not strong at the small isolated regional
campuses The challenge of Maine's regional colleges is ''to maintain program
quality while adjusting to declining enrollment and clianging student body that
includes nit we older, nontraditional students, of them part-time."'m

In a number of states, higher education is seen as somewhat overbuilt. In
a few Mississippi, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Montana and leads there
are proposals to consider closing campuses. In one South Dakota a state
college has been closed, and in another Massachusetts two campuses
have been merged.'`

One of the major problems, therefore, is that it has be'..tn difficult to
encourage clear, differentiated missions that either separate c.inpuses into
groups with particular goals (as California has clone in its three-segtnent
master plan), establish specific missions for each campus within a system or
create a separate mission for each campus through a coordinating board. it has
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been even more difficult to manage the process institutional
missions continue to evolve as the needs of societ% change

THE DIFFICULTY OF A SINGLE PYRAMID OF PRESTIGE

A major cause of the difficulty over mission is the single mramid of
institutional prestige 2" Despite the assumption of different goals, the greatest
prestige and most rewards accrue to the research unwersit. It is understand-
ably hard to convince those at region. universities, state colleges and commu-
nity colleges that they should be Wpm w ith second-class status. Most facult at
the state colleges and the regional universities received their education at
research universities. The result is an inexorable drive within the fac-ulb to ti)
and turn each institution into some form of a research umersity Often, this is
inadvertently reinforced the actions of the states, actions that make more
visible the differences in status and prestige. As a consequence, there is
internally and externalh generated pressure dm mg institutions to mu% e Flom
teachers college to state college to state universit) to research unnersit)
to Division I athletics)

One report on higher education governance and coordination stated

"In all states, thcise employed at the public 'comprehensive or 'regional
universities tend to see themselves as 'second class' in the pecking order
dominated by large, research universities. What is more unfortunate,
however, is the perception b) many at the regional universities that state
policy relegates them to an inferior, indeed even third-class status."

A respondent to one survey administered during this stud} said

"In this state, the (research university( Is allowed to go first class The
land-grant university goes second class and the others are held to
third-class status supposedly filling a 'regional mission

Another respondent said:

It is a bad mistake to attempt to categorize the (major research
university( with all four year institutions It is in the best Intel est of the
state to activeh establish that university as a world-class institution Hie
point is that all four year institutions may be allowed to achieve their
highest aspirations, DM it is doubtful that the legislature is able to afford
more than one 'flagship' university."

Consequently, the harnessing of an appropriate mission to sere as the
central driving force toward quality has been difficult to achieve. Unless
missions can he differentiated and multiple pyramids of piestige created, the
natural ambitions of the campus cannot become a means for channeling
campus entrepreneurship into useful purposes Instead, the result is often that
the entrepreneurial drive essential for institutional glair) is often diverted
into competition among the institutions for prestige and resources.
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In one state, the legislature created a 16-member committee of legislators
and citizens to study the escalating "warfare" among the colleges and
universities competing to serve part of the state The panel "found a
pattern of expansionism and competition for students and dollars among
the institutions of higher education .. The individual interest of autono-
mous institutions, the lack of an entity with authority and responsibility
for the broad public interest and the unique characteristics of the
location promoze the competition and result in the inefficient use of
public funds" The committee went on to propose the consideration of a
merger of two institutions or at least of their boards as a first step, the
establishment of higher education structure "with a clear line of author-
ity to ensure that the broader public interest is being served .. and
legislative removal of the economic incentive to establish state-funded
off-campus programs.

The committee charged the institutions with conducting a "turf war"
through such uncoordinated and inappropriate competition as lowering
admissions standards to attract more students, pressing for new facilities
and opening new programs when the prime purpose was not to serve
the public but to compete with each other, lowering tuition charges for
courses offered, conducting extensive advertising campaigns, opening
store-front class centers and publicly criticizing each other. One state
senator commented, "I see this as these institutions simply wanting to
get all they can before the legislature closes in."

The political study, rather than cooling the actions of the two univer-
sities, escalated their maneuvering Even a long-time advocate of the
institutions, a representative in the state legislature, expressed his frustra-
tion "This could jeopardize adequate funding for the universities, and it
adds to the feeling that a new structure should be put into place to
coordinate these things for the good of the (higher eduiationl ,system"

GEOGRAPHY AS A FACTOR

Whether or not the state's colleges and universities are located in key
political and economic areas of the state can b.: a major fal tor in the nature of
the state'universit\ relationship In main states, the land-grant university,
founded in the late 1800s. was located in an area appropriate for an econom
based on agriculture, pulp and paper, timber or other industries of that time. It
is not surprising then, that in state after state, the land-grant tine ersiu main
campus is away from the major urban areas

The Unnersity of Maine is located in Orono, far removed from Portland
and the economic growth in southern Maine, the l'nuersit of Massachusetts
main campus is in Amherst, on the other side of the state fit Boston, the
university of Arkansas main campus is at Faettec die, in the fat \Nest corner of
the state a number of miles from Little Rock, Colorado State I. niversih is in
Fort r.ollins, well north of Denver, and the l`niversit of Idaho is in the far
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north of the state miles away from Boise and only eight miles away from
Washington State University in Pullman, Washington.2I

It was quite common during the 1960s and `70s for these universities to
establish branch campuses in the more urban areas of the state, not just out of
the goodness of their hearts, but because this Was seen as a way to forestall
establishment of separate and competing institutions in that area that might
draw enrollment (and state dollars) away from the main campus and to
develop visibility and a political base in the important power centers of the
state.

The president of one state's land-grant university put it this way: "If [the
university] is not visibly serving the metropolitan area, state legislators
from that area start asking, 'What have you done for me lately?' Given
their influence in the legislature, we cannot afford to be absent"

In several states such as Maine, Massachusetts and Wisconsin, a university
system has evolved In the initial years, the urban branch campus functioned as
an outpost of the academic base of the main campus Liter, the branch
functioned as a relatively autonomous unit but still under the president of the
main campus In the final stage, a statewide governing hoard was formed in
which both the main campus and the branch function as relatively equal
elements in a larger system. In such a system, the tension between the urban
campus and the original land-grant campus (or between these campuses and
other units in the system) often becomes a potent political issue In Maine, for
example, this tension was one of the principal issues that led to the formation
of the study commission, the Visiting Committee to the University if Maine.

In another state where the governor has been pressing the higher
education system to focus its programs and reduce overlap, several of the
regional universities have proposed to add Ph D programs competing
with the slate's major research university They argue publicly that such
programs should he ax'ailable locally, but privately argue that n is "unfair"
that the major research university should be the only institution allowed
to give PhDs 22

Solving problems of geography depends on political balance and leader-
ship in the higher education system. Much depends on whether there is an
effective governing or coordinating structure. Illinois appears to he a good
example of this. The leadership at the major institutions and by the members
and staff of the hoard of higher education has, over the years, gradually
resolved a serious geographic imbalance. A reasonable balance now exists
among the elements of the higher education s stem among the major
university governing >aids. between the senior institutions and the commu-
nity college system, between the institutions in the Chicago area and those
serving other parts of the state, including soutliern Illinois, and between the
public and independent sectors.23
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Clearly; it is in the public interest that these geographic mismatches be
resolved. If the coordinating board, governing board or system develops a

plan, the campus in- fighting that so often occurs can be minimized. Good
examples exist, such as the gradual dewlopment of the University of Illinois at
Chicago, the evolutionary growth of the campuses in southern Florida or the
long-term plan to develop the nine-campus University of California system a

plan that included both campus differentiation and an understanding of the
political needs for geographic balance.

WHEN THE POLITICAL AGENDA
REPLACES THE EDUCATIONAL AGENDA

Not all inappropriate intrusion flows from a desire to achieve a high
public purpose. It also st from self-interest, lack of leadership, confused or
inadequate planning, a lack of sensitivity on the part of educators to the needs
of political leaders and vice versa,2 s or from just plain foolishness. A great deal
of inappropriate intrusion occurs in those states that have a tradition of self-
interest politics.

"I control every position in the state, from laborer
to director [of a state department], except those in

higher education What makes the university
think that it should escape?"

State budget officer

Self-interest in the political world has, of course, existed in this country
since the first colonists came ashore sn the 1600s, based on the desire to he re-
elected (and consequently the desire to solve problems for constituents) or
the desire to make a name for oneself. But the ke is whether it becomes a '.say
of life to the extent that it causes Appropriate intrusion into the UM\ ersit) We
have found, for example, states in v such pats gage in the hiring of unnersity
employees is an everyday fact of life In other states, the traditions are such that
it is simply newr clone

Of course, universities may also act based on political rather than
academic gain because they clearly understand w.here their ongoing support
Iles.

In one case, an influential member of a state Senate and an enthusiastic
booster of his alma mater's athletic program worked for a new stadium
to be built The school's faculty and administration neither favored it nor
thought it was necessary. The school had a sizeable reserve fund that was
controlled by the legislature, however. The boosters added another 33%
to the fund, and the administration, tam Wing to jeopardize the boosters
future support and good will, accepted the new stadium.
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THE DESIRE OF THE BUREAUCRACY TO EXERCISE POWER

A frequent cause of political intrusion is the desire within the state
bureaucracy to exercise power. Often the state university is the only major state
agency that escapes the full control of the state administrative apparatus. To the
people in the budget, finance or personnel offices, the state university often
appears to be uncooperative or "running free." Frequently; the bureaucracy
finds the university pleading that it has special requirements over and over
again and it often does.

A university medical center recently found a donor for a kidney trans-
plant and submitted a request through the state comptroller and office of
general services to purchase the kidney for $5,000. The request was
refused because "there had been no competitive bidding to set a fair
market price for the kidney .. A phone call to another official cleared
the way for the transplant, but time, expense and good will were
dissipated.

Over time, this request for special treatment or the determined push for
autonomy comes to bother many state officials independent of whether or not
it is justified.

The budget officer of one state put the issue in the most straightforward
terms. "I control every position in the state, from laborer to director (ofa
state department), except those in higher education. What makes the
university think that it should escape?"

SHORT-TERM INTEREST VERSUS LONG-TERM PRINCIPLES

Finally, a continuing cause of inappropriate state intrusion is on-campus
thoughtlessness about the consequences of campus actions. Often, for exam-
ple, the university, in projecting its legitimate needs fur autonomy, will appear
as arrogant or aloof.

Even more troubling is the tendency of the campus to invite intrusion by
appealing decisions over the head of legitimate campus procedures.

A major state university with a new medical school faced a dilemma over
whether to utilize a new communit) hospital or build a university
hospital on the campus After a long debate invok mg many parties, the
president deckled to use the community hospitai. The medical school
dean was determined to have his own hospital and organized the local
!egislators to press for a separate appropriation. The s)stem chancellor
was able to defeat the proposal, but at the cost of alienating some of the
legislators.

In one state, several institutions were competing to serve a major urban
area To avoid turf wars, the state system assigned the urban mission to
two institutions and explicitly forbade one university from operating
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programs in the cit) The state university president confided to his state
legislative friends that he intended to offer programs in that area, anyway
"Without a foothold in the state's major urban center,- he said, "there is
no Nvay that I NN ill be able to get legislative support for the universit)"

Clear and decisive action I)) both Li:mei-sit) and state leaders is required
if the system is to be kept workable.

An example of how this can be done occurred w hen California Governor
George Deukmepar onsulted 01 Da; id P Gardner, new I; appointed
University of California president, ant.: then vetoed hems in the 1985-86
budget totaling more than $655,000. Deukmejian saitI "The regents have
an established method of requesting sup t:,, university al,111 flies
These requests (did not r,-.- "noel university review nor the
assessment of priority 'thin the universit S ograms.-2' lie went on to
point out that many were worth), but that the process mtm it:flowed.

BOARDS: PROBLEMS IN BEING EFFECTIVE

The idea of a lay board responsible for the operation of the' university is
a uniquely Amet icon concept These boards traditionally halve three roles. The
appoint the uni ersit! leadership, the buffer it from undue intrusion, and the),
hold the un;versity accountable to the needs of the public.26 Our assessment is
that boards of regents and other governing and coordinating boards in many
states are having difficult) performing as effective public bodies 2- On the
whole, they do a credible lob of the first task, appointing leadership, to the
institutions There are notable exceptions to this, as when the selection
process becomes ()Ned) political or acrimonious or when the excellent
intimnation now available about the process of presidential sclettion is not put
to use.28

Our concern, however, is with the difficult) that man) boards seem to
have in perk wining the other two tasks, mllet) holding the institution
accountable to the' public purposes and buffering it against undue Intrusion.
Why do boards have so much difficult) being effective at these two key
responsibilities? One' obvious answer is the need for better appointments.2`)
Too often the process of appointing in& iduals to the board of regents or
othei higher education boards is a task that becomes simply one of the
hundreds and hundreds of other board appointments that must be made. The
result is that these appointments fail to get the kind of determined careful
attention and pre-selection screening that make for appointments of the
quality necessary to create a higher education s)stem of the first rank.-c"

The board role is a demanding one requiring long hours, stature,
sophistication, a willingness to learn how to be' an effective board member and
a strong sense of public service. In toda) S political climate, with the prolifera-
tion of special-interest groups demanding a yoke in decisions, the grow mg
cOmplexit) of the university and In a few states overly demanding
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sunshine laws,' attracting able board members is harder;' The state, there-
fore, must think about how to communicate the importance of the board lisle
and how to support able people when they serve.

Yet, frequently, the state sends unintended signals about how, little it

values the board's rule. Take, for example, the following editorial from one
state:

Two gul,ernatorial appointments to a public university board were never
confirmed by the state senate. The term of one member of the same
board expired, and several months later the governor had made no move
to reappoint him. The failure to follow through was acknowledged to be
in part a slip-up by the governor's staff But the editorial comment was
that it also reflects the status of university )board members] .. in the
state, no one gets excited about appointments because everyone knows
the boards don't do anything." The board members in this state are
perceived as largely ceremonial because governors have' traditionally
used board member's seats as "rewards for political connections and
campaign contributions rather than as an opportunity ¶0 influence the
management of the universities The end result of this is that .. )heard
members) are more valuable for their presence at football games and
ribbon cuttings than their views on faculty pay plans and tuition levels-

Because there is not always a relationship of trust,
presidents or chancellors (and their staffs) often
keep their boards directed toward administrative

trivia so they will not have time
to address serious policy issues ...

There seems, as well, to be a misunderstanding about the nature and
role of the board A recent study of the role of presidents found a considerable
difference between the way private university and public university boards
operate Every board needs to support and nurture the president Every board
needs to encourage the president to be prudent, yet to undertake essential
risks Every board needs to create the right incentives for proper leadership.
Yet relatively few public presidents, as compared with private, indicate thA
these functions take place to any significant degree in their relationship ith
their boards." Public university presidents (with sonic notable exceptions),
are much more likely to feel they could not turn to members of then boards
for advice and support.

This is partly, because' public university boards tend to focus on narrow
forms of accountability Too much of the time, they concentrate un administra-
tive rather than policy issues. Boards have the responsibility of ensuring that
the university serves the public in the broadest sense. They should, therefore,
focus on strategic and assessment issues, i.e., what are the university's goals and
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how can the university demonstrate it is achio ing them? Because there is not
always a relationship of trust, presidents or chancellors (ind their stafk) often
keep their hoards directed toward administrative trivia so they will not have
time to address serious policy issues, an approach that, over the long term, is
always self-defeating. Few boards actually spend any significant portion of their
time on the urgent questions of educational policy

In case after case we found that political leaders viewed boards as failing
to exercise the needed leadership despite the fact that they generated the
board appointments and often inadvertently were themselves a force that
undercut the board's ability to fli-,ction. State I .aders have been concerned
about the failure to address effectively such issues as the overlap and pi older&
tion of programs, excessive competition among universities, lack of clarity
about missions, the need for higher standards for admission, the low quality of
teacher education, the need for closer university ties to the schools, the
effectiveness of undergraduate education and the need for better means of
assessment.

Why are boards seen as so ineffective? There are numerous reasons.
Clearly, boards are themselves reponsible because they fail to take the
leadership necessary to get things done. But they also are hampered by the
lack of outside support with the appointment process Most governors don't
seem to recognize the importance of strengthening the selection process,
regents often are perceived to be captives of their institutions and thus
removed from the issues affecting quality Many of the nations strongest lay
leaders are reluctant to serve on public boards, pointing up the need for state
government somehow to restore incentives for public service. In addition, it
difficult for public boards do their jobs. Public-interest groups demand a
voice in virtually every decision made by a public board, and board members
often find themselves, caught between i!overnment leaders on one side and the
public on the other" Often the universities and their hoards seem to conduct
themselves in ways that create pressure for a structure to reduce the squab-
bling among institutions

As one observer noted, .. board members of intim idual institutions are
assuring their demise and the transfer of such power as they have to
centralized councils and boards, by then myopic, unreasoning advocacy,
of the interests of their institutions as advanced by the faculties and
administrations."5

in 18 states, boards have responsibilities for multi-campus systems. In
another nine, more than one university reports to the board While every
public university hoard needs a broad view of the public's need, these 2- have
a specific responsibility to develop not just institutional but also system
strategies.
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THE NEW LANDSCAPE OF STATE GOVERNANCE

As states have struggled to find more rational Ways to govern a larger and
more complex array of institutions, an important change has occurred in the
university's relationship with the state. 0.-er the past three-and-one-half dec-
ades, three forms of intermediate agencies that function between the state and
the university campus have grown in numbers and in influence the
coordinating board, the governing board and the multi-campus system. All are
means of organizing multiples of university campuses in some rational form.
All have an effect on the translation of state polict into the higher education
system, and, particularly relevant to our concerns, all have an impact on the
quality of the campus.

The growth of gt ling boards, coordinating boards and multi-campus
systems has made the a.ademic world appear to the state government
more like other parts of the state. Dealing with the office of the executive
director of a state coordinating board is enurelt different than dealing directly
with the office of the president of a campus. Coordinating boards function in a
po.,ition between state government and higher education, serving the needs of
state government at one point and colleges and universities at another.3('

When we think about the relationship of the state to the university, we
still tend to think in outmoded terms. It is no longer as simple as the state and
the university interacting The president, from his place on the campus vv all its
daily contact with the life of teaching and learning, communicates less and less
frequently with the governor and key legislators. The result has been to
undercut the aura of higher education as something special, as a comnmnitt of
a different nature to which we accord a special sense of affection anU allow an
exemption from the nit rind of rules the state sets for its agencies `ke still hold
a ,,pecial place for the University of Michigan or the Unnersitt of irgima, but
no one has ever written a song about St NY

Each system, governing hoard or coordinating boat a can he .1 C.Ills for
enhancing the quality and focusing the mission of a campus, or It can
inadvertently become a fOrce that undercuts campus qualat It is important to
keep in mind, however, as La vrence K Pettit argued:

"like political science or perhaps as an emeiging branch of that
discipline she study of higher education governance has one unremit-
ting, unassailable (and quite bothersome) law it varies from state to
state Consider the organization of public universities into st stems Over
one-third of the states (Wisconsin. North Carolina, Oregon, Montana,
Maine, for example) consolidate all state universities into a single system
with only one state governing board In California, the vinous 'segments
(doctoral universities )'her state unit ersines, minimum colleges) are
organized into separate statettide st stems. Illinois supports set end pub-
lic university systems, quite difteient from one another in most respects.
Texas supports 3' public senior universities under 15 different governing
boards, six of which govern systems
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The variety in system arrangements should not mask the important fact
that most public universities do not have their own boards. and a
significant number of public unnersit) presidents and chancellors do not
report directly to boards, but to system chancellors or presidents"'-

Atter a long period of growth in the number of multi-campus s)stems,
higher education governance has entered into a period of relative stability. New
new systems are now being formed.' Similarly, the growth of governing
boards has also slowed Since 1970, the current s)stem of higher education
governance has been largely in place.4`) When concerns about governance
come up, there has been a tendenc) to strengthen the powers of coordinating
boards or to create them in those states where they have not existed. In part,
this reflects the slowed growth of higher education, in part, it reflects concern
about the effectiveness of s)stems. It real cts, as well, a strong sense among
campus presidents that coordinating boards are easier to deal w ith than
systems:4°

This is the key consideration: What is the ultimate
effect at the campus level on teaching

learning and scholarship?

Understanding the functioning of a s)stem of higher education institu-
tions in any of the three forms is not simple, particular!) because man) states
have both a coordinating board and one or more multi-campus s)stems. Such
an organization has multiple parts, each of w hich is d) mimic, vet connected to
the whole In a way it is more like understanding a Rube Goldberg machine
than an ordinals organization chart It is hard to predict what effect state polio)
will have after V leaves the statehouse, works its wa) through these agencies
and finally reaches the actual campus Yet, this is the he) consideration. What is

the ultimate effect at the campus leYel on teaching, learning and scholarship?
Understanding these forms of organizing is important. Despite the

slowdown in the growth of multi-campus s)stems. there is little likelihood that
they will be abolished or atrophy Man) of the wuntry's most important
universities are within multi-campus s)stems, including about half of those
named by the (residents as the highest-A.111.11a) campuses. As Clark Kerr noted,
More than half of all students in the United States are on campuses that are

part of systems, and approximately one-half of all public campuse., are
combined within s\ stems's° Similarly there is little likelihood that the powers
of governing or coordinating boards will be diminished.

THE PROMISE OF SYSTEMS AND GOVERNING BOARDS

In addition, multi-campus s)stems were created to meet real needs. They
are intended to provide the means for thinking about how the whole of the
higher education system is to serve the public,, to resolve questions of mission
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among multiple university campuses and to set pnormes among institutions.
In the words of Joseph F Kauffman, . the justification for a system is planned,
purposeful diversity to serve all of the population better, improwc1 planning
and coordination, and keeping the state gcn eminent officials from deciding
academic program and educational priorities b) making those tough priority
decisions within the system.''`'

The problem is not that there are multi-campus mstems or consolidated
governing hoards. If they did not exist the would, in most cases, have to be
invented Therefore, the critical question is whether new approaches or a
better understanding of the operation of the systems of higher education can
be developed so that extant systems and boards can sere as constructive
forces in state policy

If there is recurring pressurf: from state governments for some more
effective form of governance, what is it that the state hopes to accomplish? Both
from the recent plethora of commission reports and from our own inter) iews,
the promise of systems and governing hoards is that they would.

Allow the energies of those at the system or governing board level to
focus on broader policy issues so that there is a continuous effort at
planning that reflects the ever-changing demands on higher education

Buffer the campus from inwpropriate intrusion and free campus presi-
dents from the demanding, task of interaction with the state and allow
them to focus their energies on academic programs at their institutions

allowing the hiring and retention of more axle presidents

Empower the chancellor and the hoard, from within the academic
community, to make the decisions necessary to ensure tit,. effect n eness
of the whole of higher education, ego the need for missions that, in sum,
meet the state~ needs

Improve the communication between higher education and the state, in
turn building a sense of trust and greater stabilit). particular!) in
reducing the state desire for reorganizing higher education

flow well have systems and gmerning hoards done in meeting these
hopes?

PROBLEMS WITH THE MULTI-CAMPUS SYSTEM

Of the three types of systems of governance, perhaps the most has been
expected of the multi-campus s)stem. Yet it is this system that is most
susceptible to problems unless great care is taken \Xe need to recognize that
the term "multi-campus system" includes a varlet) of quite different organiza-
tions and entities (see Appendix 3). Perhaps the most vexing problem is that
for those that encompass a variety of types of campuses (research universities,
state colleges, community colleges) in one system, there is a tendency to level
the research campuses down so that all campuses look mo,e alike and lose
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their diversity. This is particular-I) true where there is collective bargaining
Systems tend to create more bureaucracy; more laters of management

and administration. The bureaucracy often results from the system's efforts to
prevent criticism from the state government, some of which should be resisted.

A number of years ago, a system w ith a large number of campuses issued
an extensive policy cotering the operating procedures fur campus police,
including the requirement that all campus police be armed The policy
resulted from media stories of an incident that led the hoard and several
legislators to criticize the system The incident involved an unarmed
campus policeman who responded to a burglary report and was threat-
ened by a knife-wielding intruder. Whatever its other merits, the policy,
instituted with no discussion among the campuses, undercut the long
efforts of several presidents to build a different image of their police

All too frequently, the system office or board spends time on what are
essentially campus issues. There is an almost inevitable tendency to build a
bureaucracy to match that of the state in order to deal effectively with the state
Likewise, the campus tends to build a bureaucracy to match that of the system
in order to deal with the system. Some multi-campus systems have reached the
point where they are more bureaucratic in their operation than the state
government itself.

"The governance of systems is one of the really sore
points in American higher education; a few systems

seem to exist on the verge of explosion."
Clark Kerr

In one case, the state finance director and seyeral legislators each told us
independentlt that they had opposed constitutional autonomy proposed
for one of several multi-campus systems in the state because they felt that
the interest of the campuses would be better protected by the state
government than by the system headquarters, which they saw as overly
bureaucratic and intrusive.

According to Kerr. "The governance of systems is one of the really sore
points in Americ,in higher education, a few systems scam to exist un the verge
of explosion."'

There is also a tendency for the campus to lose' academic autonomt ( and
consequently flexibility and initiative) to the system In these cases, the
system's office simply becomes a super-prt.sident's office, centralizing man)
decisions better addressed un campus. S'stems tend to become vehicles of
bureaucratization rather than buffers ag.tinst it. This has been most et ident in
those systems that have failed to that the campus president must play a
different role from that of the system chancellor. Both must he effective
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leaders, but in differing roles and modes. The chancellor must support and
encourage campus leadership, ensuring that each campus has the flexibility to
be different, to be dynamic and to strive for quality. The chancellor must,
therefore, select and nurture aggressive and Imaginative campus leadership,
but leadership that operates within established system ground rules.

A successful system, both with regard to the roles of chancellor and the
roles of the institutions, depends not on the choices of either centralization or
decentralization Rather, it depends on centralizing (and decentralizing) the
right things. The day-to-day management of academic programs, including
appointments and promotions, the development of the curriculum and the
management of campus life belong at the campus level. The establishment of
system priorities, the relationship of the university to the state government and
the public at large, and the creation of fiscal controls are central functions. A
clear understanding of the differences, by all parties, including the state
government is essential.45

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES AND
INAPPROPRIATE INTRUSION

There is another concern that the governance structure on occasion
becomes a force for amplifying inappropriate intrusion rather than buffering
against it. lf, for example, the system leadership is overly sensitive to the
political winds, it will force the institution to move in directions that may be
counterproductive, a condition all the more dangerous because it comes from
within the system The countervailing forces from the campus, the need to
understand the centrality of faculty and student concerns, are felt in only a
weak or limited sense at the system headquarters or within the staff of the
governing hoards System officers are often not in daily touch with campus
activities and with students and faculty The danger exists that the needs of
these groups lose their sense of immediacy compared to the needs of
legislators and others v ith whom system officials do have more direct contact.

One reason these structures lend themselves to increased intrusion is
that it is harder to recognize the boundary line between state government and
the university. Where there is a single university Ni ith its own board, the
president is universally perceived as a part of the university and not a member
of the state administration But w hat of the chancellor of a system Surely, for
an effective academic environment, the chancellor must also be seen as an
academic leader But then, what of the commissioner of higher education
appointed by a governing board or an executive director reporting to a
coordinating board% Behan ior that would seem inappropriate for the president
may seem less so as one is fur .,er and further remoNed from the campus.

It is important to keep in mind that a crucial role of a campus president
is to combine a responsiveness to the external (i.e., public ) needs as well as
the internal necessity to build an academic community through leadership of
the faculty and responsiveness to student interests If a president ignores the
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external neeus, he or she may create a situation in which intervention by the
system officials is inevitable. At the same time, the system officials have a
primary obligation to address external concerns while supporting campus
presidents in their responsibilit to create an exciting and effective learning
atmosphere on campus When those higher education officials attempt to act in
the place of the campus president, or the campus president ignores important
external considerations, a distorted and one-sided approach to policy results.

In one multi-campus system, the president of the major umwrsit)
campus announced without warning to the s stern chancelk it- and board
that he intended to find additional funding fur his campus' research and
teaching functions by cutting support fur the politicall) popular univer-
sity extension service In response to strung reactions in the state
legislature, the system chancellor who was perceived primarily as a
politician and bureaucrat fired the campus president fur being
insensitive' to the external consequences of his actions. Allegations were
then made with the active encouragement of the campus president
that the chancellor was ignoring the efforts ,f the president to build a
strong university The controvers led to legislative proposals to separate
the campus from the system The governor and legislature finall agreed
to establish a special commission to stuck the issue The commission
recommended that the campus be retained 'thin the mstem but that
there be a clearer delineation of the differing responsibilities of the
chancellor and the campus presidents.

Campus ambition and energ are essential \X nhout them there cannot
be a unwersth of high qualit. But they must be channeled b the system
leadership into the task at hand, not allowed to run \\ dd or he ignored or
stifled

The critical job of the coordinating board, the governing board or the
system headquarters is to set priorities for the whole system and to nurture
the ability of the presidents to lead within those priorities When the board
or swem is unsuccessful at this task, It tends to focus on administration, which
leads in turn to inappropriate intrusion into the affairs of t he campus. Consider
the situation in one state, as described in a newspaper editorial.

"In a time of financial crisis fur state gm eminent in general, the
unwersit needs advocates, especiall on its board of regents, who
conduct themselves Nith the quiet dignit, candor and cordialit that one
would expect from representatives of a great institution

Regents are the guardians of a universit)'s integrity, placed bound
normal political controls. Regents have profound responsibilities, they
are policy makers, not mai lagers and achmiustratots, the are fund raisers
for the ,. hole tmersitt, nut just for fawred projects, they set the time
and the standards of the universit, and they work quieth, not as political
actors pursuing private feuds and personal interest, but as guides,
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philosophers and friends who cherish the principles cl free inquiry and
the institutions and traditions that make it possible.

(The university) does not need spectacles from the political i.,Yym-

nasium drowning out its genuine and crying needs. It does not need
public browbeatings of its president, harangues over affirmative action
which only demean its importance in our still racist and sexist society. It
does not need regent lobbyists for football stadiums when humanities
scholars with more than 20 years experience still make less than $30,000
a year, nor does it need regents meddling secretly or for effect in
administrative procedures regarding student discipline.

The university needs advocate of Jeffersonian hearing and beliefs
who work for the good of the 'academical village because they fervently
believe in its vital contribution to a free and prosperous society

The irony is that, instead of the frequently articulated goal of enhancing
efficiency, the system or board, by undercutting campus administration and
adding to the bureaucracy, often adds to the inefficiLncy

THE CAUSES OF INTRUSION

A review of the long list of factor, that cause intrusion into the university
makes clear why it happens so often They include:

Confusion over institutional missions, compounded by the unchanneled
ambitions of some colleges and universities

Overlap of institutions and programs and even a sense, in a fcc% states,
that there are too ) many colleges and universities

A focus of boards and s stems on admimstrame matters rather than
policy

A need for more effective leadership at the campus, the s stem or
hoard and at the state

The desire of political leader to force the LIM ermt% to respond to
changes in the state's economy, get and demograph

The tendency of some political leaders to look tmard self-interest rather
than public interest

The desire of bureaucracies at all levels to exercise pmer

Patterns of funding and criticism that create counterproductie incentnes
for universities

Campus attempts to subvert the orclmar mode of gmernance to achioe
short-term gains or to serve namm sell-mteiests

The failure of those on campus to take state leaders and state needs
seriously
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Given this list. it is surprising that so much gets accomplished. Even
more encouraging, states are experimenting with new I-orms of funding, new
forms of recognition and W ith was of Lusting away excess bureau( racy that
hold real promise.

NOTES

I I farold Enarson has pointed out that state uniersines have alwas been
creatures of the political process. nut their founding itself was b an act of
the state government during the passage of which the debate about
purpose, location and other issues Ras resoled (speech the
ECS Advanced Leadership Program Seminar for state legislators, Kansas
City, Kansas. September 19, 1085)

2 We are indebted to Maurice Kogan, the British scholar of higher education,
for pointing out how much state puty.ises were involved :n the founding
of and rules for European universities

3 Clark Kerr attributed much of the growth of mtrus i to the advent of
more state "technicians- who get further and further into the budget. State
staffs are large, there has been a growth of systems and coordinating
boards. and there is more willingness to address a broader range of issues.

4 Letter from jack C Faust, Princeton L'itiersit, Office of Occupational
I lealth and Safety: April 12, 1985.

5 William T Pound. "The State Legislatures:. The Book of the States (Lex-
ington, Ks'. Council of State Governments, 1984-85 ), pp. 80, 81

6 The role of state legislatures has grown dramatically in the past 30 years,
paralleling the overall growth of state governments. In addition to the
increase in the number of legislatures meeting on an annual basis, the
growing number of legislatures that meet on a sear -round basis and the
dramatic growth in legislative staffs. there has been (a) an increasing
independence of the legislature from the executive branch in areas such
as fiscal analsis, revenue estimation, program evaluation and information
systems, (b) tensions between the legislative and executive branches in
some states (court challenges in Colorado, South Carolina and Wisconsin)
on legislative dictation of executive action through notes on budget and
appropriations bills, and (c ) tntensif lobby mg pressure, reflecting the
shift of domestic policy making from the federal to state governments (the
number of registered lobbyists has doubled in some states since 1983).
(See Pound, "The State Legislatures,- The Book of the States, 1986, pp.
76-81.)
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7. Pound, 1 q5, pp 82.83.

8. Pound (1986) observed that "US Supreme Court rulings on legtslative
districting in Baker e Carr (1963) and Reynolds . im (1965) .. (requir-
ing) equality of representation based on population in both houses of the
state legislature have resulted in a shift of power in main state legislatures
from rural to urban, and especially suburban, intertms and, inevitably, a
change in the composition of legist .. res. The number of farmers and
lawyers has declined, while the number of educators, urban professionals,
women and racial minorities has grown" These changes mean that fewer
legislators and their staffs are in awe of the university and are far more
inclined than in the past to have confidence that they are as well, if not
better, equipped than the univer.aty to make higher education policy

9. James C Wallace, assistant chancellor for fiscal affairs "hwentues for
Improlvment in Higher Education, Neujersey. A Case Stud);" New Jersey
Department of Higher Education, August 1986.

10 Ann Spruill, "State Policy On Pirtnerships Between Higher Education and
Industry, Lieh7g On The Leading Edge. ECS working paper No PS-86-2,
see also Maryland Board for Higher Education, "State Initiatives to Promote
Technological Innovation and Economic Growth,- June 1986.

The practical facets of each of the generic forms may he present in any
one type The following are offered as suggested examples of Spruill's
(bans of state initiatives.

human Capital Programs
The Advanced Technology Development Center (Georgia)

Research Development and Technology' Transfer Programs.
Center for Innovative Technology (Virginia)
Corporation for Science and Technology (Indiana)
The Thomas Alva Edison Partnerships (Ohio)
The Ben Franklin Partnerships (Pennsylvania)
The Industrial Technology Institute (Michigan )

Microelectronics centers in Minnesota, North Carolina and Wisconsin
Seven specialized technology centers in New Ymk

Entrepreneurship 'Raining or Business Assistance
Institute of American Enterprise (University of Texas)
Center for Entrepreneurial Studies and Development (West Virginia

University)
Information-Gathering and Dissemination.

Michigan's database of industry -related researdi conducted at its
universities

Rhode Island's listing of areas of expertise of state faculty
Provision of Financial Capital and/or Physical Property Rights.

The Massachusetts Technical Development Corporation
The State of New York Seed Venture Capital Fund
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Innovation centers in Iowa, Unnsiana, Missouri, Nevada, New Mexico and
Washington which assist inventors in developing their ideas with
the intention of bringing them to market

An echo of the American experience is being heard throughout the
United Kingdom and Europe. In 1980, there were just 10 science parks in
Europe. By 1985, there were 47. The goals established varied in each
country France chose to emphasize regional development, Germany,
technolog transfer, the Netherlands, local initiatives. In a studs focused on
Europe, Spruill found that as the financial strains on the universities in the
United Kingdom grew, public money created a new wave of parks linked to
universities but with no significant involvement of local government. Of
the 36 parks in existence in 1986, two now have local authority involve-
ment as well

There is even a growing presence of formal programs supporting
entrepreneurial efforts Programs using business, government and univer-
sin funds have been established by consortia in five regions in Britain, the
largest at Durham Unnersitx Despite the changing attitudes toward gradu-
ate enterprise in Europe, there is still a vast difference from the United
States Approximately 2% of U S. graduates start their cm n business, in the
United Kingdom, the figure is just one-third of 1%, and in Europe,
estimates are even lower

11 James D Now Ian, Polmcs of Higher Education Lawmakers and the
Academy m ( Urbana, 111 I Iniversitx of Illinois Press. 1976)

12 New Jersey recognized a precipitous decline in sAr scores among its
education students, graduates of almost other courses of studx were far
better prepared for their professions than teacher education graduates.
The state, therefore, took several steps in 1985 to rectin the situation.
Among these were the requirement that education students must now
major in one of the liberal arts or sciences as well as in their professional
studies, thex do not begin their professional component until the third
x.ear (concentrating instead on the basics in the first two sears), the' must
pass the National Teacher Exammat R m for their certification While two
years is too short a time to assess an change on rectlx and accuratelx, the
general feeling is that there is dehmtelx a change fig the better telephone
ugnersation with Celeste M Itcgro, director of teacher cei tit-lotion. New
jersey Department of Education, April 21, 198")

13 The Carnegie 'task Force on 7i2al lung as a Professfigt projects ts that between
1986 and 1992, 13 milli( )11 teachers will he hired It estimates that 23", of
each college graduating class will he required to meet the need kw
teachers projected fur the earl 1990s (A Nation Neparc'd, liyichws for the
2Ist Conlin 1Washington. DC Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy, 19861, p 31)
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14. When is a state's intervention in testing for teacher qualm Intrusion and
when is it good leadership? That may depend on when, during a teacher's
career, competency is tested, and how For example, 23 states have entry
exams for students wishing to declare education as their major. flew the
state in effect is telling students that their judgment about their aptitude
for teaching is not to be trusted. The further message is that the cannot
he expected to grow into their chosen profession should they test below
the exam's cut-off point.

At the other end the spectrum, four ..totes are experimenting with on-
site assessment of teachers by trained observers. Virginia waits until
teachers have worked in their field one year and passed other require-
ments before they are observed.

In general, teacher qualit) control was an issue that was taken on b) the
states because the profession itself did not come forward with reforms.
After initial resistance because the}' believed that this was not the proper
domain of state government, professional organizations are now develop-
ing programs to test their teachers (and teacher education programs)

15 Twenty-four states reported having statewide minimum admissions stan-
dards in effect for their public colleges and universities in 198 -85. In 13 of
these states, institutions are not allowed to exceed state requirements,
while the other 11 states allow individual institutions the althorn) to
impose more stringent admissions standards In states that don't set their
own admissions standards, althorn) to set them rests with the governing
boards of individual colleges and universities. Reflecting on the 1983
recommendations of the National Commission on Excellence' in Education
in A Nation At Risk, about one-quarter of the states acted to strengthen
admissions requirements from 1983 to 1985 Most changes !molt ed impos-
ing or strengthening a prescribed pattern of high school ct mrsew('rk
Others raised minimum test scores. The most significant increases
occurred at the major state 1111INVI'SII campuses. Louisiana enacted a statute
prohibiting a high school graduate from attending a state' college unless
the student achieves a certain ACT score to be established b) the state'
boards for 'her education and elemental ),scconclar) education (11.13
885. 1985) Colorado enacted legislation requiring the state' coordmating
hoard to set minimum admissions requirements ftn each institution in the
state The standards stratified ,tudents among institutions according to
academic preparation for college, with the most su ingest requirements at
the major state univeismes (1I.B. 118-. 1985) (see ECS Clearinghow."'
Notes, September 1985. Margaret E Goert,. and Linda M. Johnson. State
Iblicies for Athnission to Higher &Inc-anon, College Board report No 85-1
New York: The College Board, 19851).

16 It is interesting to note that it wa, the National Goternors Association that
produced the report, Thne for Results The Goto-nors' /99/ Report on
Education (1986), that addressed, air.sing other issues. the qualit and
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effectiveness of American higher education and how to demonstrate or
assess the achievement thereof

1" Enrollment trends varied among regions during this time, however, only
the Southwest reported a slight increase (1 5% ). All other regions
decreased in their enrollment. Plains (-5 3% ), Northeast (-5.9%), Southeast
(2" 5%), Mideast (-9 8%), Rocky Mountains (-15.7%), Great Likes (46.6%),
Far West (-211%). There was a greater variation among inch idual states, of
course (American Council on Education, Fact Book On Higher Education,
1984-1985 [New York. ACE and MacMillan Publishing Co., 1984])

18 Report of the Visiting Committee to the Unitersity of Maine (Augusta,
Maine: Visiting Committee, January 1986)

19. A similar condition in Australia led the federal government to use the
budget to pressure for a reduction of the colleges of advanced education
(the closest American equivalent would be the four-year state college),
from 97 to 47.

20 The first recommendation of the chapter on college quality in Time for
Results. The Gotvmors' 1991 Report on Education reads. "Governors, state
legislatures. state coordinating hoards and institutional governing boards
should clearly define the role and mission of each public higher education
institution in their states. Governors also should encourage the governing
boards of each independent college to clearly define their missions" (p.
160).

Immediately following this, the second recommendation reads (with
explanation) "Governors, state' legislatures, coordinating boards, go\ern-
ing boards, administrators and faculties should re-emphasize especially
in universities that give high priority to research and graduate instruction

the fundamental importance of undergraduate' instruction.
The predominant model to \\111C11 most colleges an.] universities cur-

rently aspire is that of the research university Current rewaid structures
for promotion and tenure in American higher education often encourage
faculty to concentrate their efforts on research-oriented tasks. This can
lead to a loss of institutional enthusiasm for undergraduate instruction

Institutions, and the faculty who teach in them, must have the strong
encouragement of governors, legislatures and coordinating boards to hold
undergraduate instruction in special trust and gie it special attention.

The task force of governors fully recognizes the sy nergism that exists
among the functions of teaching, research and publk service. Further, the
governors understand that undergraduate stuctL,as benefit from the
enrichment and example of flk ilty engaged in iesearch and service
activities.

There are several ways in which this can he furthered. Governors, state
legislatures and coordinating hoards should encourage public discussions
of the nature of undergraduate education on each college and university
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campus, public and private, two-year and four-year
Governors, state legislatures and coordinating boards also are encour-

aged to develop funding incentives for institutions that reward quality
undergraduate teaching and student learning"

21. Not all of the major state universities are located in remote areas. The
University of Washington, the University of Wisconsin at Madison. the
University of California at Berkeley and the Unwersit) of California at Los
Angeles are examples of the opposite.

22. The obvious solution for those cases where there is truly a need for
locally available Ph D. degrees a joint effort under the supervision of
the research university has not been well received by the regional
universities.

23. Informal conversation with Lyman Glenn

24 One state wished to build its own dental school The state's higher
education commission recommended to the legislature that such action
was not in the state's best interest, especially as it had the opportunity to
exchange its few dental students for another state's veterinary students.
Acting against this recommendation, the legislature established the dental
school anyway The commission Was then accused of foutsing too narrowly
on educational reasons for its recommendations and of ignoring political
realities

25 letter from University of California President David P Gardner to Frank
Newman, January 30, 1987

26 As Kerr pointed out in a conversation with us, the have a fourth task, to
fire the president (October 8, 1986).

27 Kerr's study of presidents led him to conclude that boapIs are increasingly
inclined to get into administrative matters, sometimes for the best of
motivations Boards are also less able to take the long iew. Presidents are
especially worried about growing board intrusions (Presidents Make a
Difference Strengthening Leadership in Colleges and l'imersities (Wash-
ington, DC Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges,
19841) Also see Appendix 2.

28 There are excellent summaries of how to conduct presidential searches
written expressly for boar 1,-. These show that there is frequently lack of
candor between the board and potential presidents, sometimes careless-
ness, rudeness and lack of confidentiality. Kerr argues that considering
how many searches are conducted, soviet} is getting better presidents than
it deserves

29. In five states (seven universities), members of the board of a major state
university are elected. Even here the process can be improved b) screen-
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ing In Illinois, the slates fur board el CU ni are n(nmnated a committee'
of university administrators

30 Kerr's studs recommends "constituting hoards w , &noted to the
long-term Nelfare of the in. 'tuitions for which the\ are responsible'. and
"eliminating 'where it still exists) political patronage in the selectnin and
retention of staff"

31 Harlan Cleveland examines sunshine lays, in me and Benorn.,
Opeiiiwss Sunshine Iwo and Higher Education (Vashington, DC AGE,
1985). In it he defines the "trilemma," composed of (1) the public's right to
know, (2) the individual's right of privacy and (3) the public institution;
mandataS to serve the public interest None of these three elements is of
more importance than an other, and each of them must work in harmom
with the others "ethics is the art of combining them: he says.

32 A side issue here is the dilemma of allowing boald members to be
politicalh active (endorse candidates, support campaigns, run for political
office) or of penalizing them after the\ ha\ e done so Functioning as a
trustee is a political endea\ or, and certainh capable trustees are polutcii
creatures Folhiclding or penalizing them for outside political amities
may discourage able people from taking hoard positions In one state, a
hoard member who ran for go\ ern( w in 1986 was refused reappointment
to the board based On his (unsuccessful) campaign ("College Officials
Who Want to 'Eike Rua in Politics Must Strike a Delicate Balm ,,e;* The
Chronicle of hgber Education, November 5, 1986, p 23)

33 Kerr, /3residenA Make a nifierence and prnate comeisations .th frank
Newman.

34 Robert I. Gale, pre iclent, AGI3, in a letter to Frank Newman, Match I-,
198-

John Corson. The Colowanec of Collego and numwo, re\ used edition
(New lork, NicGraw fill, 19 -5)

36 When the Colorado Commission on Higher EcIticat m was Iecoustituted in
19) z the legislature directed the commission to uncle' tat social spe( ffic
studies and to repot t hack to the legislature. These inc ROA a stud of
how to reduce' the number of teacher Cdtlulln ni plogiams and r commti-
mh college govelnance The commission must be responsne to the
legislature, ind, in some respects, it serves as an arm of the legislatne stall
From the view punt of legislators, the commission is more pal t of state
government th in of the higher education commumh At the same tinie, to
he effecthe, an al..mq such as this must function in was that build a
reputation of trust and fairness, it not alwa s agiecment, \\ah the higher
education cemin, nifty Other coordmatml such as the California
Rmsecondat y ..mation Commission and the Florida Postseconclar Edu-
cation Commission serve in similar "in-between- roles
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Lawrence K Pettit, "The Administration of Public [nisei-sus S,sterns. An
Organizing Perspective:. 11",7ieit Collego Lobbv States The Higher Ethica-
fion'Sfaie Goveranwni Connection, Leonard Goodall, eel (Washington,
DC American Association of State Colleges and nu\ersines IAASCH,
1987)

38 A few continue to develop as a result of the further deselopment oc branch
campuses by a flagship campus, such as the branches of the Um\ ersits of
Colorado which continue to e-pand in Denser and Colorado Springs

39 No new coordinating boards have been established since then, with the
exception of commissions such as the ones in Alaska and Nebraska that
evolved trom federal legislation (Sec 1202 of the higher Education Act of
1965, as amended in 19-2 and subsequently repealed), which required
Mates to establish or designate state onumissions to be eligible for federal
planning funds On the other hand, coorol. atmg boards in 1.issachusetts,
Wisconsin and North Carolina were abolished and replaced with consoli-
dated g(werning boards In an year, three to Ilse states will debate
formation of a consolidated gosenung hoard structure, hat, in most cases,
the choice is to frengthen the cmadmating hoard instead

40. 1.nterview with Kerr on his studs of presidential leadership

-II Kerr, p 71

-12 Joseph 1: Kautlman,.11 Pleaqtre of the Board The )(Tyke 0 /the Colkge
and l'auersio Prestdenl (Waslungton, DC . ACE, 1980), p -9

-13 Mule we did not undertake am ssstemanc analssis of the effects Of
colleens e bargaining common concern of those inters loved was that it
had the effect of pushing the system toward equal conditions tot all \\ bile
admirable for sonic factors this causes, in mans cases, 1 leseling, particu-
larly at the reseatch muse sits. This became a m no: issue at both the
univeisines of Nlaine and Wisconsin 11 Committee to the
liusersits of Maine found that since' _anon of the multi-campus
university, there has been a blurting of t .2 distinctions among the
instautionsi kind of homogenization The committee found that the
share of the system's discretionais funds allocated to the I'myersin Of
Mame at Orono. the land grant um\ ersits and largest institution in the
state, dmpped from 55% to 18% between 19-2 and 1985 At the Sallie time,
faculty salaries tell far behind those in peer institutions, Mule the faculty
salaries at the Other smaller campuses were comparansels better, set still
behind their peers The committee did not attribute this leseling effect to
systemwide collective bat gaming (implemented in 19-11 but noted that
'collective baigaming is not known fOI encouraging disersits, but these
is nothing in c Alecnve bargaining to poem disci-sits tl it is seen to he
important enough too he on the agenda lot discussion Nlembets of the'
teaching profession are interesed in the conditions hot teaching and
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learning as well as the financial rewari" (Report of the Visiting Committee
to the University of Maine, pp 7, 8 and II)

44 Kerr, p. 71.

45 For further discussion of the distribution of authority, see AASCU, Institu-
tional Rights and Responsibilities ( \Vashington, D.0 . AASCU, Nos 9, 1971),
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Wu Lation, Gott:null:cc of Higher
Education Six Priority Problems, .4 Report and Recommentkatons (New
York McGraw -hill, April 1973). pp 25-2", Board of Governors, The Code,
(Chapel lid!, NC. The Unnersity of North Carolina, July 1972), and Kerr,
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IV. CREATING A POSITIVE CLIMATE

An active state role representing the public interest is essential, but how
the crate plays that role has a profound effect on the oukome. ON mush, state
involvement can be both positive and negative. as can the tole of the 1.111I\ el'Slt\
Success on the part of the university achie mg a high level of qualit and a
re ,ponsiveness to the state's long-term interests leads to willingness on the
part of the state to pros ide more resources and ultimateh more autononn
That is, high qualm can help a ersitx maintain an appropi late relationship
and combat mapprop-ote state meddling. poor perf(irmance appears to have
the opposite effect Which comes first is debatable. the effect is not

The state's responsibility, fri addition to pros Kling funding, should
include the willingness t(,

Resole issues between the state and the university and build public
confidence

Decentralize the decisions as to how to achic".e the uru ersit\ s purposes
and centralize overall policy and goals

Value diversit among campuses

Be explicit about institutional missions define the arena w ithin which
the 111StItlItt()I1S can innovate and aspire

Recognize the value in geographic balance lest political forces be created
that undercut all of the above

Crew appropriate incentives (and eliminate disincentn es hi! e ci
can. aS to 1)11511 Itself to change and improve

Recognize quality publicly

For such a system to work successfulh, there must he open discussion
and a shared understanding about these points

States need to develop a variet of polit tools that allow them to set the
appropriate climate that draws the um\ ersit toward qualit, 'hi be limited to
only one' approach or to onh a few approaches for such a complex probleni Is
inadequate A range of options can provide the state with choices that better
match means to goals the elimination of out-moded bureaucratic controls
that provide disincentives for institutions to assume responsibility for
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improving their internal management, state leadership in setting an agenda
for reform the initiation of state competitive grant programs that reward
universities for entrepreneurial efforts to strengthen programs consistent
with their missions, steps to inhibit efforts to circumvent the governance
process by those within the university, public support of those academic
leaders who take the risks that are part of building toward quality and the use
of governing boards and multi-campus systems in ways that create a climate
of excellence. The ke\ 10 achie\ ing both the necessar\ institutional independ-
ence and yet the \\ illingness to change is fiw state leaders to create a climate
that encourages the appropriate initiative from within the university,'

An encouraging de\ elopment is that several states recenth ha\ e begun to
experiment with innovative wa\ s to encourage universities to move themsef\es
forward.

High quality can help a university maintain an
appropriate relationship and combat inappropriate

state meddling; poor performance seems
to have the opposite effect.

MOVING TO CUT BACK BUREAUCRACY

The level of bureaucrat\ the st,tte imposes is not fixed or immtp, able In
the I,tst few \ats. at least si\ states Colorado, KentikkA. Mar\ lnd,
New Jersey and New York have moved to reduce the burden on carnpuse,
while defining more death campus responsibi hues 2

NEW JERSEY

,Vs part of an effort to impiove the \wain\ of its public highei education.
New jerse has been illo\ mg to t c its 'state colleges and um\ ersines
fiom the constraints of the state bureauckk in 1982, the legislature'
granted the l'mversit\ of Medicine and DentNn, of New ler.,;,n, auton
only HI H11 \ Of the more burdensome state fiscal and procedural
controls applicable to ()then state agencies Rutgers, the state's nutor
tinwei sit), had aka\ s been exempt from such controls In 1985, (ow(
nor Thomas II Kean proposed that si mlar autononn he extended to the
state colleges Ile argued that the state needed Insutuuons Of higher
education as good as the best in the I 'lifted States to meet its own goals
for de\ elopmeni and that both incenn\ es to impime and greater flembil-
ity were needed k) e such Twit\

FAamples of the tontrols that had been applk able to these institutions
include All transactions, including purchases of ecitnpment and con-
racts, \\vre subiect k) rigid pre- and post-aucht re\ ie\\ and appro\ al by

the Treasury Department. ali re\ (Ante generated thiough tuition of odic,
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means had to be deposited with the department the institutions
received a state appropriation for an approved expenditure budget and
had no revenue of their Own, all Elwin members were subject to the
state civil service system, and all appointments and other transactions
had to be approved by the state personnel board

The governor's legislation proposed three steps. ( I ) establishment of a
state college governing board associ 4I011 that ser\ es as an advocate for
the autonomy of the colleges and has authora\ to file suit, (2) authoriza-
tion of the colleges to contract and handle Al their own transactions
without going to the treasury, (3) empowerment of the hoards of
trustees to manage their institutions, including ha\ mg responsibilit for
the institution fiscal operations The' association was approved in 1985,
but strong opposition from the state affiliate of the American Federation
of Teachers led the legislature to delete the removal Of faLult from 0\ 11
service The Senate finall) passed the bill mimic 1986 o\ er intense union
opposition The details of implementation will now be worked out mer
three' years under the direction of the Department of Ifigher Education.
Each college is to de\ clop as own plan (over a MINIMUM of three \ ems)
for assuming responsibilities as specified in the new legislation

The key to achieving the necessary institutional
independence and yet the willingness to change is

for state leaders to create a climate that
encourages the appropriate initiative

from within the university

HAWAII

Per \ ears, the Universit of Hawaii has been subject to bureauci at
controls applicable to state agencies but u,tonsIStent with the rule of a
major state unnersin The Hawaii legislature in call 198(, en,ictecl
legislation to pros ide the unnersa\ with greater flexibdin in budgeting
and expending appropr lawns Spec \ the legislation allowed bud-
get requests and expenditures o1 appnipriatu>ns to be made ac Lording to
the unnersin's own pi tonnes as long as the were \\ itlim the budget and
allotment ceilings established the governor Most of die pro\ 'slims of
the legislation had been implemented adminiq mu\ el\ In the go\ ei nor

These changes were prompted b the dcAasion of a prominent higher
education leader to withdraw as a candidate for the presider,(( pun-
opal! \ because the state, detailed bureaucratic controls of the unnersin
signaled a lack of commitment to the enwuragement of a In st-,.fass
instaufion In addition, the regional au editing association had till eat-
ened to place the universa on -warning- Mattis unless significant
improvements were made in state unnersit\ relations In enacting the
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changes', the legislature still expressed concern that the UMW' sits was
not "capable of handling its own affairs" But in light of the unRersft's
new strategic plan, the appointment of a new president and an admin-
istrative reorganization. the legislature indicated that it was willing to go
along with the changes and to give the universit an opportunit to
demonstrate its capabilities

COLORADO

In Colorado, the states role became increasingly mtrusixe until 1981
when the state legislature and the higher cducation gmerning board
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOE:). Operating on good
will, without the force of law. the IOU nevertheless succeeded in
gaining increased budgetary management flexibilitt fin die gmeining
boards In turn, the governing boards agreed to limit their requests for
budget increases

Detailed line-item budgeting emerged in the earls 1970s after an
unfortunate series of events that senousl undermined trust between the
legislature' and the unwersir For example, when the fact that Colorado
ranked low in facult salaries was cited, the legislature appioved a facult
salary increase of '6 When facult menthe's complained, however, that
they had received only about 4%, the legislature vowed to hue-item
salaries the following year The university's ratumale was that other costs
were increasing and that funds had to conic from .somewhere The
"other costs," however, did not have the lobbing power of the faculty.

In the mid-19-0s, an increase mteaded the legislature kw student
aid helped fund 172 new administraine positions, an mum which did
nothing to foster cordial iumersit 'state relations The more the legisla-
ture moved to line-item expenditures, the more iumersines were tilted
to lobby on every issue

The increasing level of mutual mistrust had lurch to elver- expanding lisle
items Footnotes with precise expectations for expenditures were added
to Imes One result was a wowing political bias to higher education
decisions Community and small regional colleges ~.ere pat ticularlv
vulnerable because they could serve the needs of inch idual legislators
seeking to establish larger or more prestigious schools in their districts.
(One legislator was instrumental in getting expansion funds at a commu-
nity c( ge, which Liter dedicated the building to him ) There were
many ()tiler instances in which political motivations rather than educa-
tional needs seemed to determine the choice of building at community
colleges

Legislation reorganizing the higher education ststem was finally
enacted in 1985, with certain aspects of the MOU incorporated into it.
The bill included reforms in financial matteis, institutional ioles and
I 11 ISSIOD 5, admissions standards and higher education accountabiht It
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also re-established the Colorado Commissuin on Higher Education
(CCI1E), increased its authority and made sclera' other changes

The MO1: between Colorado's governing boards of higher education
and the Joint Budget Committee of the General Assembl [educed the
legislative responsibilit to two budget decisions (1) number of full-time
equivalent (I7E) resident students and (2) appropriation per such
student All other decisions became' the responsibilm of the ginerning
boards, which also received authority to carr forward unspent funds

KENTUCKY

An unfortunate side effect of a 1936 reolganization of kentuck's state
government was increasing centralization of fiscal control of state col-
leges and universities

"By the mid-19"Os, the state department of finance controlled all
procurement for higher education, including capital protects Almost all
universio funds, including student fees, were accounted for centrally, and
most pachecks .Dcl vendor p.nments were written centrall ... causing
long delay., . Goods and :iervices purchased were not al a s the best
value for the mom* Inefficiencies arose also on campuses where the
prime responsibilit of administrative units was 'pushing paper through
the state bureaucracy"'

In 1981, by directive of Governor John Y Brown Jr, two consulting
firms began a study of management practices and funding levels IA the
state colleges and universities. 'l'hec concluded that heavy state control
prevented managerial and administritive improvement of Kentikk
institution., .rf higher c_ducanon ltn1S1.11Ltilis recommended changes
in purchasing, personal service contracts, printing, computer pur-
chases, out-of-state travel, payroll, surplus propel ty the selection of
architects and engineers, the oversight of capital construction and the
treatment of claims Mans of these recommendations, which were pre-
sented with more than one alternative, were incorporated in House Bill
622, which passed during the 1982 session.

llouse Bill 622, the "Unix cfrsitie,, Nianagement Bill,- reversed -ii) %eats
of state centralization Purchasing ma now he dom.' on campus, from
suppliers of choice, even cooperatively if desired Institutions mat initiate
their own capital construction, making then A\ 11 del 1510115 e'er thing
friiin first plans to final landscaping Accoulning and auditing is stream-
lined, with expenditures Leing nude from each campus and the state
reimbursing each campus dad% for its disbursements the hires wits day.
By law, each campus is iequired to hire qualified accountant, for an
animal audit.

An important feature is that each institution nia exert ise some or .111
of these options (or none), dependent on its staff, experience, resources
or inclinations
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MARYLAND

As late as 1983. "state ollielais sel101isl% quest Hied the Deed 10 treat
institutions of higher education an\ differenth than other state agencies

The result was an adversarial hIllate of distrust and dissension
between the state .111(1 the Linn ers11. L'entenng sPecificall\ around the
state's budget process As a strong-g ivernor state. M.-\ lands executive
branch reser\ es the right to prepare the budget, allowing the General
Assembly onh to delete. nit add. items

"Four-ear public institutions mere required to support detailed bud-
get requests with extensive chwumentation Requests for funds .14
'Maxinuml Agenc\ Request Ceiling imposed b\ the gmernor had to be
presented separately and stood slight chance Of appro\al

The [Department of Budget and Fiscal Planniogi. the State Board of
Ifigher Education and the legislature all re\ iewed budget iequests, and
the two state agencies used different approaches lAs a result). the data
required 1-n the two agencies differ and are difficult to compare."

There were also other problems created because the state budget
office controlled federal funds, including research grants. gifts and the
flow of funding Inan the state's General Fund. Unexpended and unen-
cumbered funds went back into the state treasur at \ ears end, as did
interest income from investments Finalh. purchase Of services, com-
modities, supplies, ccmstruction and e\ en computers \\ ere se\ erdy
circumscribed by state procurement laws

On July 1, 1981, legislation took effect that began soh ing some of these
problems The new budgetar\ flexibilin meant that institutions could
transfer up to 43(),,) of funds among progr..ms al101.1I state approval,
positions could be transferred among programs ( within certain guide-
lines): une\pended special
one fiscal \ ear tt the next. interest income Ranh tuition, fees. room and
board would he credited to each iihsutut<>ns atciulit as would SO% of
the mei head prim research grants. private gifts would be used as their
donors w ished and not substituted kw state general funds. and 111SI
lOns COUld 11M bu\ ctmhputcrs ( used sold\ for academic and research

purposes) outside the state purchasing requneinents
lkirtherimwet Finance Ad\ ',Air\ Committee that began meeting at the

beginning of 1981 recommended «insistent \ in the budget format,
reducing the number of budget piograins and support detail) and
allowing each institution a certain amount of unrestricted funds

NEW YORK

The State University of New \Orb. (St 'NV). whic h has the largest number
of stud k!rits of an\ uniersit system in the world, has had a reputation of
being among the most if not /he most bureaucratized university in
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the counts In I98-1, the s\ stem chancellor. Clifton harton, orgai;ued a
I5-member panel of distinguished citizens to esamine the issue and
propose wa\ s (0 transform the universin 's relationship with the state The
panels report was remarkably outspoken, to w rt

ITIo distilbing conclusions stand out when St'N1 as compared
with leading public unkersities in other states. and they form the major
findings of this report
I In research and graduate education areas that are cruual to the

future well-being of New York's ecimonk St'NYs achioement rs
well behind that of leading public linRei-sities in other states and
leading independent uni\ersities in No\ Virk

2 The commission finds that SyNY is the most 0\ erregulated unkersm
in the nation Given the oast arra\ of laws and practices that go\ ern
New lurk State agencies, i fundamental and hasic change in St'NY's
structure is required to allow the Linnet sit\ to earn out the function
for which it was created This commission has concluded that St NY
should he restructured in the coming \ ear as a public-benefit
corporation. under the St'NY boatel of trustees

At present. St'NY lacks the fleibilit\ to compete with leading unker-
sines in other states in reciuning and retaining top fat Lilt\ and
adnunistratke talents 01/4erregidation weakens tit NY and dept No\
York of benefits that other states reahie from their public unkeisit les It
also results III waste and inefficlenc in the use of state las dollars

In light of this commission's major findings. New York's pi ()time that
St 'NY will provide 'a' (nil\ equal uPPtn 1-()I. higher '.location in the
public sector must today he judged unfulfilled

The state has entrusted as inmersit with the education of a genera-
tion of Ne\\ Thrkers. but state go\ eminent dot's not oust st s hoard of
trustees, chancellor or campus piesidents with ocn the most elemental \
administrative decisions concerning the institutions the,: hake been
asked to =nage.

Saell, and unintentionalk, New Yolk State has become an esti eme
example of w hat not to do in the management of public higher
education

Unantmou:sli, that members of this commission hehoe that no peat
unketsit, and no yer\ good one, has been built or (..111 he built under
the state rules that pi eseotk g kern the adnimistiation of St'NY There is

a cleat choice heroic New York The state can do hie New Yolk IS not
going to get a public 1111111-SII1 of high qualit Or it can change the
rules Dialing the nest decade, SI 'NY can become better. without neces-
saill gtowing bigger, b pro\ ichng !rue equalit of educational Oppa-
tunit) in graduate and professional education and b becoming an equal
partner with other educational institutions in the cultural and economic
development of the skate.
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However, this commission cautions New York State and SUNY that
achievement of these goals in the future depends upon what is done
today It is our considered iudgment that SUM' stands no chance to
realize its potential unless there is change drastic enough to permit
SUNY to carry out the functions for winch it was created:

That report came out in January 1985 mid-1985, New York had
passed legislation that granted trustees and administrators authority over
areas of SUM' operations that other state agencies ha( pre iously
regulated On March 26, 1986, the SUNY Board of Trustee ,ived four
measures to implement that legislation They were:
1 Greater control over university personnel, purchasing, contracting

and budget activities
2 Greater freedom foi campus administrators to make personnel

decisions in the professional and management ranks
3 Greater authority for local managers to contract for purchases and

services
4 Local authority to reallocate financial resources to areas of greatest

need within statutory limits as well as authority, also Nithin statutory
limits, to transfer funds among SUM' units to balance resources with
educational needs."

On October 21, 1986, in an attempt to capitalize on the new oppor-
tunity to rgiove toward quality, the state university further proposed a
major initiative in graduate education and research that would make
SUNY competitive with the best public universities in the land Four
goals were established to be met over the next 10 years, including.
1 The establishment of mulu-disciplinary centers of excellence on its

doctoral campuses
2 Doubling the number of Phi) programs that rank in the top 10% in

the nation in their discipline and doubling the number of others
ranked in the top third
Doubling the real-dollar volume of externally sponsored research
Substantially increasing the enrollr (ent of mmoinies in graduate and
professional programs`'

Other states are continuing to consider w'tis to gne their uno,ersities
greater management flexibility

In Wisconsin, the newt elected governor, 1bnim Thompson, supported
the recommendations of a task force that would give the University of
Wisconsin system increased management flexibility"' The governor's proposal
relates to areas such as purchasing requirements, earn kirward of funds, abi
to spend revenue when received, regent authority to set auxiliar fees and
control of positions within the university
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INCENTIVE FUNDING AS PATH TO PROGRESS

Perhaps the most promising new form of initiative are state incentive
grants designed to create university initiatives toward (pants. One advantage of
a focus that encourages leadership from within the university as opposed to
mandates from without is that it allows for considerable variation and chversuy
among universities and among programs This diversits is essential because the
public needs and the students that universities must serve are so diserse.
Diversity also allows, and even encourages, continuing innovation and change

OHIO

In the past two ors, Ohio has undertaken several new mit iativs:,,, to
enhance the excellence of the state's higher education ay stem through
the leadership of Governor Richard Celeste, the General Assembly and
the hoard of regents In 1984, the board of regents began two new
programs Eminent Scholars Awards, which must be matched bs institu-
tions from private sources, to establish endowments for distinguished
faculty chairs in selected graduate programs, and Program Excellence
Awards to reward undergraduate programs in the state's public colleges
and universities The Program Excellence Awards were intended to
encourage state institutions to identify their best undergraduate pro-
w anis in statewide academic competition for On e-tuile enrichment
grants Beth awards were competitive Selection sas made bs the hoard
of regents upon the advice of ex, nal res less teams of distinguished
scholars and business leaders from both within and out of the state

In 1985, further ..hanges in the state funding of highe education were
made The state made a commitment to StabIllZe the base support fi it

institutions and expanded the selective excellence inmathes to
include five interrelated challenge grant programs

Eminent Scholars An extension of the program ululated in 198i

Program Excellence An extension of the program initiated in 1981

Academic Challenge. Unlike the Eminent Scholars and Progam Excel-
lence initiatives, this program is not a competitionmon among public colleges
and universities Its purpose is to encourage institutions to set pi iorities
among their programs and to build "centers of ,2xeellenc, %N.lich serve
the state's Intel es's The program pros ides each college and university a
budget supplement of 1% or $50,000, whichever is greater Programs
designed bs their institutions for increased funding would then continue
to he funded for six years at the !Agilei level through the state's subsidy
formula.

Productivity improvement Challenge This pros ides incentives fker the
state's c muminits colleges, technical colleges and university regional
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campuses tO de \ Clop ummall\e lies to it-Kt-easing

postsecoodar\ education, lob training and retraining

Research Challenge. 'Fhb program offers a partial state matth of funding
secured from emernal soul ces for bash. research The institutions them-
sehes then invest these Lkillars in research projects of their &\\n Lhoos-
mg to enable fault\ to le\ erage support for emerging ideas of high
priority

Several features of these mutat Ives deserve attention

The\ are packaged as a major elhirt to conned e\Lellente III higher
education With the states economic future

The supplemental programs are tied to efforts to sustain the base
support for higher education and make up clip ()",, of the total state

for highei education A portion of the funding is a\saiiied on a

comPelltne pasts and a Polito" on a non(011111ctline basis to all
Institutions

The initiatives are intended to reinfoiLe the di\ ersii\ of instilutional
missions \\ Idyll the state,.from the needs of the major Iesearch institu-
tions to those of the «ininninit Colleges. teLlmiLal Colleges and unner-
sity regional campuses

Pet haps most tno-tanti, the go\ ernr and General .v..,sernhi ha\ e gn en

the program anLI the institutions that ha\ c \\on the Lompetime a\\ards
highl visible attention :mil support

MISSOURI

l'nder the 'cadetship of the 6)in-diluting Board fin I I igher EduLation.
;Missouri has taken a series of steps sinLe 198-i to improw the qualit of
higher education programs Colleges and unhersitics are urged to
reallocate resources nn investment areas important to the state's eco-
nomic future' and to adjust public. College and unnersit purposes to
meet current and future state needs A ke clement has been to e
.III expliLit definition of the put isc and misshin Uf -Cadl instituthm and
then to relate deLisions regarding the loci of state support, program
priorities and Other polit dcusions to that definition In essen1e In this
approach

Each institution Is icquested to present institutional plans to the Coordi-
nating board, including pm: ales, programs in \ \Illlh the institution
proposes to aclue\ e exLellenie and plans for IRA\ a \\ adllele its
priorities

The coordinating board IllItIated a tomprehenshe state-10 el program
re\ ie\v process, fix using on the identifiLation, sansfation and financing

CHOOSING QUALITY, REDUCING CONFLIC1 BETWEN 11th S1AI h AND Ilit UNIVIALS111
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of state nee&- After anal\ /mg data on .111 kmr-year undergraduate
programs, the board selected eight dr NC 1philes It )1 fur ther cumulation
Reviev's of each of these areas \\ ere then sp. -(xl. over a three-\ear
period.

The coordmating board initiated a pmgram of 'targeted State In\ estments
specific supplemental funding focusing primaril on the imp(a lance

of higher education to the states future econorm In effect, each institu-
tion is challenged to request funding that will both enhance HS mission
as well as make a WNW... C011IribullOn l0 state prhaities as defined b
the hoard For fiscal \ ear 1986 these Included Inonnumeni of under-
graduate education, improlonenA suggested b\ recent Male program
reviews and state manpower and research needs. and hhrar moron,-
mews .The coordinating board re\ iewed Cad) program as to its relation-
ship to the institution's mission, the merit of the proposal itself and (a
key factor) the extent to which the institution had actuall\ reallocated
funds to reflect its In the pre rous fiscal \ ear The process
provides an explicit incenme for iiotuuuons to reallocate resources

If an institution continued a program that \\as determined III the
program review process IR* to be needed in teems of state priorities, the
state funding for the program \\ as subtracted from the /munitions
budget

The coordinating board's budget recomnlendanons to the governor and
the legislature, then. dlrectl\ reflected major state pr 'twines for strength-
ening higher education, the newt) refined institutional nitsstuns, the
result,, of the state program re\ to\ process, the commitments of institu-
tions to reallocate existing resources and the plans of institutions to
enhance the excellence of their prograirs through the targeted State
Investment fund,.

As with the Ghio initiatives, the Missouri program makes an explicit
connection between improvement in higher education and the future
state econom This reflected a central priont of Go\ernor John Ashcrott
who took office in Januar\ 1986 The immune's also illustrate how a Mate
can use a cianbination of regulaka \ autlarrit for purgram e\ rew and
budgetary InCeIllIVeN to promote Iealloiat1on oil I CsOLIR es in line \\
refined Institutional m.ssions

NEW JERSEY

I3eginning In V 198-1, New lerse nu wed fronI a formula-based funding
system driven by enrollment to a -base-plus-pi lot it) incentne funding
system. The system works this way.

Each institution is provided an appropriation equI\ alent to a negotiated
base operating budget "Ibis base budget is adjusted annuall on the hams
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of negotiated salat imreases and Lk tots La inflation ad;ostments
ate made automatkall 101 k11,111gCN in enrollitmil as .,is dune in the
past

The Department of I lighel ELIthation pm ides polk LIne( non,
mak, it net.essal lot 11P,titlItioll,, to make realloLations then 1).1se

budget, lieLause little Llisd-ettoriat mune\ utile' than (.ertain speual
pr.tieu funding is aailal)le, institutions must Icallot..11C tillkk to respond
to dlanges The department then Aids to the on going inLenties for
reallot.ation b\ setting polit. parameters, suLlt as the lequilement that
Instituttons Tn' no mote than -3",. of their liaise budgets on salaries
This ha; led to M.6,4,111(1,11 sums being LltieLteLl from sala to nonsalar
.0 eas

ImentRes ft it realloLation .ire also tied to 11kt:tunes tot regional or
,haled programs It an institution toms in a Looperame effort ith
another institution, for e\ample, the institution LleLreasing its effort IN
.11)1C It) Iet.un the RIFKIN N.11 L'Ll 111 IN I1,INC Inklget, ahtle aLILIttional tutlds

are pro\ ded to the institution that \\ ill he the site of the LotperatRe
program

T.() I)e, of imentRe funding tot qualit plug! ants 11,Re been
estabhshed

* Competime grants tot IN. It)8-, (i Aeon)! Kean leLommen(leLl SII 8
million tor Lonyetit Re giants to 1)(... akIntinisteleLl It\ the l)epartment
of Higher ELlikation These ale tot areas suLlt as Lonyuters
Liu rut Lila, teLlmiLal engineeting Llmaticn. humanities lOreign lan-
guage and the fund tot Imptmement of (,ollege lbc latter
plogiam is funded thrt nigh the states higher eLluLation assistance
authotit I unds re(eteLl lion) Lompetime giants ale not built into
the institutions base ImLlgets, institutions must realloLate then base
to I .J1111,1111 tl,e neap CNI,11)11N110.1 L'11011

(A/1(.11101 r11,111\11ge .111I, 111111.110i 1)\ GML11101 bean in I"i 1980.

the plogiant Lhallem.tekl ca(lt Nt..A jelm..A 1)111)11k 111,4111111011 to he the

best . ithin its Lletined mission foul funding of these dullenge
grants .1, S2 III I"i 19811 and Si? I million in 1.1 199-

()tiler tepoiting plogiants (.oloiaLlo. I lolida,
limessee and \ irginia

(ININ'ERSITY 1.F.Al)F.RSIIIP IN 11( TUBING TIlliST

Roth the slaw and the inmeism 11,te .1 st/eable stake the pope'
fundioning of the gtAeinarke ,stein All too hequeittl, Aoet,
groups an. \\ tiling to Inn lo the k'gbiall"c if LoittionteLI alth all aderse
deListon ,\II tot, hequentl, the, alt2 ..11)1_ to told a ,(211sIllC cal among Itkal

(.111.X/SIN(. QI A1111 RIDI (.IN(. (A/NI [ICI 111- INN I LIN IIII. SIMI. AND 1111 l NI\ I RS111
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legislators Vhile these sante group, dec r\ Slate inn Limon in campus
decision making, thc...\ often fail to Nee that the\ haw in\ tied the camel into the
tent Such appeals \ cilium call quicki) mow from a tare occurience to
the normal wa) of doing business to the (ink \\a) to get things done.

Breaking this c)c le sometimes requires joint and deIeriii ied action One
example of a successful eflo..-1 to create a more disciplined approach nom
\\ 'thin the onkel-sit\ occurred through the joint (Molts of the go\ ernur and
unnersity president III California (see Chapter III )

The uniersit\ can build trust and respect list autunoin) k demonstrat-
ing understanding and \ hared reSPOnSibillt \ Or dtthcult prUbleni,, that state
officials face Sometimes this takes finding a graceful \\JA to !Alke a problem
ratite! than force a confrontation 'Eike lot example, the follo\\ mg letter hom
the president of the [in\ et sit) of Calthirma to the AssembI\ \\.a)s and Means
Committee. in response to a demand IO 1111111 1.1111\ (21-m1, ,411,111(2,, \\ Inch the
urmersit) felt \ icilated t, constitutional protection

-In recognition of the concern )(iii ha\ e expressed and ill \ of the
states difficult fiscal problem,, I \\ Inc' to e\PreNc the unn sit "
ness not I() use state funds in 1983 -8 -i to increase the salaries of the
[senior um\ eisit\ officiakI k an amount greater than the .1\ erage salar\

IL ,r all ()ther um\ i2ec,

In Maine, after sacral eat of antagonistic relationships bemeen the
unnetsin s\ stem and the state, the ne\\ I\ appointed chancellor has
expressed a no\ \\ illingness to respond to state needs In a I eient
inter\ \\ ith the arom( le 4,y ihmilo- Education. the chancellor, aftei
arguing that much (.0111d he done 1() nni)1( unnet,11\ but Ina( 1:,(2.
goal \\as not to eale a huge center of tesearihi, commented Maine v,
not a rich ,talc ,o \out goals must he tealtstic \\ere not going 10
build a NA-1.de\ 11(21(2 1:()110\\ lag the teconlniend.tlons of the Visiting
Committee to the rimersin of \tame, \\ Inch lepuited in earls 198o, the
tie\\ chancellor is \\ ()thing to e the ck.finitions of campus mis-
sions, to strengthen the states historic land-g.-ant Linnet sit\ at Omit() and
to encourage each campus to identik unique \\a's that it tan sent the
state's needs

Ns stated in Chaptci III, slate 0111(.1.1k .11-(.' CO11(.1'1110.1 ahoot the (111.1111\
role, and 11111011" state um\ el-sines 'the Natiolial ((;\ Cl nor, Asmkia-
tion Forie on College Qualit\ Icconimended that [wore attention he paid
to the fundamental impui Lilac ut undeigiaduate education, thus Kilaniing
out the pw.innik of piestige" One such successful (Molt occurred un
Missouri

One of the tegional 11111\ CI still's, NO1111(2.1'4 Ntissollt I Slate, has spcin the
last decade cle\eloping its (\\n 111(24111N of 41',ses',111X the (111,1111\ of Its
undeigraduate education thi()(igh a unique \al:lc-added assessment of
the impact of its programs on students President Charles McClain used

(.1111A1 INC. A POSI I IVI: climArt.
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the plogram to build confidence and win the 11- list Of slate officials and
show that ths institution was making ,t difference I meet the leadership
of Sh. ,1en, the commissionei of higher ecIlIcalnI11111(.1 %%1111 the

SUN ort of the g()%ernoi and legislatule, the si,itc has changed the
tumetsm's mission from a regional to a statewide institution with a
specific mission to he the states Itheral arts UDR ersit The IleA
prestige of Northeast Missouri State has not onl% led to a rise in
applicants but also hats spaihed a new interest on the part of the other
Ma,souri regional Linnet-sides in their undergraduate qualit a well
Most important, it has gn eh the campus a new sense of the Imp II tance
of evening at their 1111551011 I aiher than attempting to become anothei
Ieseatch mmersm

The president of a knit- %ear institution in another state testified on
behalf of his unRersit colleagues helot e a gmernots blue-ribbon
commission on higher education The president emphasized to the
commission that the state had plopkti tionatel Jewel students enrolled 111
pi 0grarris at two %car communm colleges and technical institutes than
man °ther states l lc argued that the state shot.ld give more emphasis to
two-wat progiams to balance its commitment to lout car ulmersities
rhis kind of concein of iiitheism presidents for higher education
bound self intere,t builds bust and confidence among thum.. %%h)
epresent the state

THE GOVERNANCE STRUC run AS A POSITIVE FORCE

huge sum., of g,Rc,,,ance can he an Impediment t() qualm ( see

Chapter 1111, the% t.an also become a positive lot cc enhancing the abilit. the
elleameness and the responstwness of he campus \\ hat is the critical
differenced Where should decisli)i be nude within the sstem to make it
more of a positRe forced As we disc 'sec' these questions mound the count n,
the lc /How wig seen titles tot eflect s\ stem of gmedung board operation
emerged as essential

1 Leadet ship is needed. Including the hind that establishes a cleat %ision
of the role, mission and stanclaids of the whole mstem as well as for
each Linnet sits campus and that recognizes the dilicrence between
them

Pohtical 'cadetship is required from the heads of the gmeinancc
structuie, he it the s% stem chancelloi, the commissionci of higher
education ot the Inlaid chanman l'his includes leadership in the
establishment 01 .1 broad image lot the whole of higher education as
well as th. indRidual unRersm, the setting of appiopi late e\pectations
of higher education and of the urmerso, the buffering of the campuses
from inappropriate intrusion and criticall impottant the support

( 1100SING ALM RENA 1N6 ItINX FEN 1111. SlA11.. AND 111E UNIVI:16111
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of those at the can loel \\ho take the risks inherent in bringing
about diange and impnivement

3 The sy stem or hoard must set cleat rules and pi locales. in luding
priorities for each campiN

-4 The hoard must he \\ Wing to cleleigate the administration of the kit\ -to-
day affairs to the campus

5 The s\ stem must he tolerant of, \\ Wing to \ e and genuinely
appreciative of differences aniA mg campuses

o The s\ stem of go\ erning INherd must enforce the rules that it sets for
the campuses There can he no end runs to the budget bureau or to
ical legislator., to get special treatment for one campus over another

The system or hoard must doclop credibility both inside and out so
that it can al bit rate :wrong contending patties

Me operation of a multi campus system, hecause of the further danger
of submerging the Klemm and Ammon) \ of the campus, requires three
tkIchtional rules

I Tile cilabcC1101' MUM be percCI\ Cd as an educator not as a state official
Roth the uni\ eisit\ s\ stem and the thancelloi need a special aura to
function effecti\ el\ In this sense, the chancelloi is 11111th like the chief
justice of the state supreme court I11clnic111,11 (Milts in the state' ale At
pai z of the states (milts s\ stem, but \ \e expect each of them to function
independenth and to renclei a cletN14411 111 e\ er\ case on an indepen-
dent basis fherefolc, \\ hat is needed is a lUcht 1.11 s stem in \\ filch each
(nut Iti sc co as pc'l 401 ming its o\ \it role as pal t of all erall sy4C111

\\ Inch the (ltd iustice e\ciciscs broad authority Ivl the s\ stem
succeed, both the cow ts and the chid jlls410! Illlltit ha\ C specl,'I aura
that makes plain that the cowls ale not list anodic' gmernment agency
tin it is \\ ith the chancellor and the UM\ sllies

2. The cluncellut must sec as one of the must wocal tasks the nurturing
of campus leadeislup lo assist this, polio decisions must he made in
an open, participative mode

Both the chancellor and the presidents must see that their roles are
drlfelent but complemental \ The problem Is not to di' ide the leadel
ship tole \\ ith the light amount fin each, but to enhance the total
amount of leadei ship h\ enhancing the I( )142 44 Cad) \\ (thin then propel
spheres I-

foim go\ei name is needed \\ hen man\ campuses must (0 CNN
1411111 a state 11111141 callIplIS of go\ (Ailing 01 cooldinating board can

be a positne lot foi institutional diffeientiation and campus quality I lo\\e\ er,

IV (,RM IN(, A posh tytt cumixt:
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unless the tradition that is to sa\ the \\ idel\ accepted \ ica\\ of the real mode
of operation of the : gmernancc st Stern SIVIN e I ideN, the s\ stem
\\ill ultimate! \ uncle' c tit the (Alec t Belles." of the campuses

What hetame clear to us .is this poiect progressed is (ha( hen slates
and \\ hen uni\ ersit les set Men minds ;o it. thew is htetall\ an unlimited
numher \\ s It) MAC then non nun e prndiktRe I he i. hes
noted in this chaplet ha\ e pr Act! to be \\ )rhable. but Mete are - irel\
hundreds mote that eee ha\ e \ et to chsc1

NOTES

1 `..\ end states. Including Califon-11a. lo\\ a. 1 Jela\\ arc \fichigan, North
Carolina and l tall, ha\ e beer: successful Ill cleating such a climate user

nunthei IIt \ eats

2 Fut cletails on se\ eraf of these (lunges, see lank, R Mingk. .1kmage-
men/ llexthilily awl Vale Reg:11(81cm in High) 1:cluctiliwi (Atlanta
S uthern Regional ficlucation Board, 198,i) ancl,k11111 h. l'olg r and Aims
C McGuinness (.iriabt.; of Cluing(. Incnlue. fur (ocility anti
Management lie.vibiltly in I ligher 1'(Incati(»1 (I)cam et ECS. 19H t

3 EC', .Nlemorandum, Nfaioi In noun, of II B 118 Reorgantiation of
I lighet Education. 1,1\ 10. 1985

Folger and N1c Guinness

Nfinglc

6 Folger .Intl McGuinness

Indwenclent Commission oil the future of the ',Lite l nkerso, The
(.1)(///ehge (hut ilk, (.'hok(' Ilse state I mi of ,\(4 )())h (Afb,111, N y
SI 'N' . Ianuat \ I985 )

H Ne\\ s rek.ase, M N1 Office of l ;mei sit \ at 1,1 De\ calopmcant, Ntarch
26, 1986

9 NC s 1 CIC.Ise. 1( 'NY e NIR .111(.1 1)0(.1011111CM
OCR )ber 21, 1986

19 Meeting in NIachson Isconsin. betv.ven 1 tank Nc.\\ man and the gi.)\ er-
nor, legislaine !cadets incl the 0-c...std.:Jr of th unnersit\..\pid 14, 198'
("ern". ThomPsull I °NC 'il"e IN )111" ill (his JUR)" in II I'll he bald
RIM deka:Hell Ims prCkleCCSM

I I Because the had developed ill A cment plans, Itutgos
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the \e\\ Inst nine of "let.hitok)g I .111d

Si 3 million. Ivspectnek. fin 11 1986 These am( itints \\etc to he
reased in 11 198- to SI3 millB in tor 1utgels S'S o nitllu,n for NIII.

I lie I imersit of Medic to and 1)entisii Of Ni...\\ lerst.1 v% ill ick.eie S38
million in 11 198- In addition, in 11 1980, c,(11 state college (other
than Rtitge;-. \JIT) tetAc..1 SItt,tlf10 pi,,,,,, o4 grant to begin
competing for pall of .1 SIO million Challenge I and This plaimmg
process Iequired that C1(.11 college t.k)sel\ evil-nine its mission,
snengths and veal.rwsses, cwate a three -cal institutional plan that
\\ ()ult.! reshape the instituti()n and sul)nut .1:2,1.1111 proposal I-Lised upon

the plan 1\11, state college, uecei'ed challenge funding in 11 1986. ank.I
more v% III lecene funcling in 171 198- anti l' 1988

12 I ett(..1 irom t ithersit of (allIornia Piesident 1),i id 1/4, \on to
.Vssenihlmen_kilin \ast.ont.i..11es and Itobeit LluiIphell. 11111e I. 1983

7/110: \I A C111.111k. elk i )1 stk. MS ) B.[1.111(..e \(Idenlit
. \lit( ) 11\ \\ 1111 Ines t.thlc 1)( 1111(...11 PR:Y.111i (,//n))/// it' V/ Higher
Echication. \ 21,

13

I t //me Remt/A 7/' /991 Rep(p1 cart /41/( (llion ( ash-

inglon, D C National Gmerno11,-, .\ssociation, 198(,)

Nlissouri Cool dinating Board for Ilighei Education, Strtvigthcimig the
111.()101 Public llt4hcv 1.(litiation

jettetsom Cup. N10 N1CRIII:. 198

11)

.111.110p

likiebted 1( I" net G CI1101 fOSeph 1.1111,2 fur the

1' I he r,s stem leader) should 11.1\e a broad \ ntt 111 of till' S\ steal s role
meeting the highet edoc.tuon iik.eds of the state aral should encourage
each component 111111iititni to deel ip and at. hit.le its missicin \\ith
appropiiate independciat: I fhls person! sl ret.ornmend 1-x ilk to
the board and urn. ith the It..intris Ie,ldelsl t.ollegiall 111 inylement-
mg 1)oat (I polio

I he k.luef e\ek.uti\e officer cl e.k11 1..11111/lls 11.1s the (.1C112g.110.11-Csp1,11-

s11)1111\ 1()1 implementing c\isting hoar(I Polk les .Inc! lu1 a.k.ontineikling
personnel matte's ank.1 ilev% polit.ies to the 1)o.nd either directl or
thi ()ugh .1 .teal v\ek.litne In addint Ht. Ithls persi.).11 should create and
maintain .1 stiong ision and sense of wittition insotuthinal duo:lion
and sell esteem 1111,4)1 heel pi intar resiNinsthilm is to aclimiti,ter the
instittitkin in so nist rut. I i c Lishion as to enli.like die possthilit that

V. .tchie\ e its total misslon, Int et.lu,.111,11, research and
\ tees nl Accordance nit state and tedcr.111.1,s and the pollcie,s of the

goerning 1)o.11d ithili the resources made a,n1,11)le to the
institution' ((iol»Iwice .Sittte Collegt., ,Ichicrillg
institutional .111.sioil. At\SC17.Nuveml)(ar 1981)
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V WHAT IS IT THAT MATTERS?

When one consider- all of the e' !deuce of the earlier chaptels, whit is it
that nutters in terms of building a constructRe state 1.1111CISIR ICI.111011ShIpi \\e
helleVe that the ingtecnents 1110st Ilt.A.essal 1-(r stRACss tall alto three
categories

Aspiration The most impottant ingredient is the asf)tratIoll lU 11.1_.
1.11thersIt .old, 111 fact. a s stem of higher edikatii in of high qualit
It is the most Important because' it is the wellspring from which all of the
others flow l'nless there is a deeph held and ,shared asimation to

bUlki a first-rate utmernY, it will nut happen

Tradition. In states where the imersit is of high qualit and here the
state inmersm interaction N constructne, a veb of relationships built up
over tune protects and encourages the umwtsit and et ensures that the
camersit Is accountable \Xe would call this web tradition A tradmon of
a constructive relationship ma deteriorate in a tradlt1011 of a poor
relationship ma he impimed, but the 'alto takes conscious effrt

Leadership ',cadetship b the uniccrsz president, the s mem chancellor.
the hoard chairman, the giAet not, the legislatins. the deans and the
fault i.s absolutel critical Important aspects of this include a \ism!) of
what it Is to have a peal 1.1111ersIt, V111111gIlt..+S to take those IISIss
Ilek.essar to adlltne that an abilo to empower others 'cadets,
willingness to work with others to hrmg about change and willingness ti,

short lei m gains \\ fill ones k.onslthieno loo the king teim effort
to build e%cellence

"States should lead not regulate; challenge, not
dictate; set initiatives and climate, but leave the

institutions free to respond."
T FA\ d 1 'of Linder

The crucial relationship hemeen the state and the tirfw2rsit shout t not
he left to chance It tan he changed 'I here are states that have set about to
Improve the relationship with their umwismes, often v oh considerable
Imagination (see Chapter IV) Spec [tic steps can he taken to imprme the

V WIIA1 IS IT 'MAT MAITI.RS)
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chances of success ()cii suggestiuns tut these 411c summarlied it the eml of
this LI-toter

A ennui tole le, the states Is to estal-ilith 4i climate iihin \\ Inch the
turn-el-sit\ .Intl those"Aithin the uni...ism are intimated It I e the highest-
pussible \ N\ rnui the assigned and aim' no late mission, W lin nixsimilm
eftik tend As Ne\\ Jet sec (ikillInlissiiitlec if l higher Ecicicati( in led I It illailder
pointed out. `alai's shoulcl lead. nut regulate. challen1 e. nut clictate. set
immunes and climate. but lea%c thc mstitutions free to responcl Ilus is nut an
ea.\ task

Ili\\ then (41(H. s the state cleate the incenmes lot campuses to puisiie
their u\\n sense of glumness. ,.et erk(attge them tit sta \\1111111 ies
of their appromite \\ hat ini.enti\ es encuilie legislaturs of state
administi4ituis t() hunur the plan that the mmersit, the s stem ut the I)()ard
Lieu:hips for gi(mtli 111 (pain\ (assuming that it eta& )(Iles the Intel-ust the
state) lather than 10 tut us on rhirr() parochial interest.,

incent Res enctimage those (in campus. as \\ell, to 41()K1 their
nal roR self inlet est' The merits (il guals are nut 411\is seen
IninuAllatek 1)\ the unnersities I or cAiirwle, hen states 114ie proposed
polio s that 11ured btuactet Man\ action, 1 loClis
teaching .Intl learning ectinumic cleeltiontent (,r the elinimatit in of cluplica-
nun ur ()unlit dud prugrams. these \\ ere. and aite. often lest' teLl 1)\ lini \ el sines

One sa tug glace is that. in Rpkal anode (>1 atictemit. LIinge 111 the
rimed sNialeS, \\ hen lint \ ursine. ale plodded 1-m e\ternal Juices. the
ns liSti,111\ SIM\ J11(.1 sumetimes aggia\ atmg, but in the end it is usuall
cunstrucme I imersities tittcn .tarot uut lainimg the emernal pressuie Is an
infringcnicill 1)1 academic het:Juni. then gracluall accept the heed IA )1- actitin
(claiming 4111 the \\ bile that It v V1t)Ik iii \\111111.1 1.1/sl Rh) 11111(1) In time
;he\ inteinallie the iieccssai cliange and ultimatek claim the iclea '1/4 as theirs
in the lust place \\*lulu at fist this seems inure than annu mg, it clues irk It
allm s the iiimerit to take (iiici,1111) of the ideas It implies all openness.
alb n gludging. to) cliange lite result is that Anicrican ale tat intire
tesp)nsie tt) etiliiiiiini change than their cutinteipits 111 Fultipe tit ,14.141

ASPIRATION

tar the must inTuitant ingicclient of 41 successful (Mutt to build a
uniwisit of high qualit is a 1. (minim as;-)11 anon t() that end

kit eviinple, the chncellur 01 tine states medical centei anti cican if the
medical school un the ee of his 61)u-tine captuied the essence ()I the
in11)1,1 tame of aspirat tun

"In ems ul intense (it:whip-nem (If public educantin. C\INA
I()Ils It /I re11 eV.cilL'Ilkk.' ut public higher cclucatitin hae been

nut tu he as g( ii a. the inclependent
sector That is the critical missing ingreclient Ili this state! I his is nut a

( lionsIN(i Qt AI I Il Rini ( CO NI Uhl I.1-N IIII.sIAII AND nil.
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ci% for nu)re mone, this is a cr% for reform in the expectations 1-)\ [the
state's) residents.and political leadership

It WOUld tolloV% that as soon as a clear message of e\pectation (not
demand, lust expectatIkm ) of excellence rang from all quarters of the
state, these inst..,,,ions would iespond iapidh longer could there he
tolerance of their statuN as patronage reser\ ations for elected officials at

\wok] hudgeLin deLisitnis rest on the
precarious balance of regional political logrolling, and lit) longer would
judgments of indh iclual institutions he made ()Oki- than on then pro-
gress toward excellence

All that is needed for [die state] u) add one more immense asset to
help maintain its economic, social and intellectual future is the clear
enunciation that the people and the leadership of (the state) e\pect
nothing less than excellence in all that it does File final steps toward
greatness will follow rapidh

To our surprise. we found c)\ et and mei that both state gt A ernments and
the unnersines often lack that aspiration Ow estimate is that in inure than
half the states there is simpl not the aspiration to build universities of the
first rank The aspiration to be second rate isn't worth much as a motivating
force. Some stales seem afraid of ha\ mg a great 1111I\ et'slt\ for fedi that It w
become a political [Neat or an expensue habit Some simph do not belioe
that the have w ithm themsekes the ahilit to he first class

An aide to a gmernor told us that die comniumt and political leaders in
his state do not behe\e it is in their power or e\ en apptupttate to build a
great i-mei-sit \ It is a populist state and in a pet.1111.11 a hat hors an
anti-intellectual strain The result is an acceptance of the Idea of limited
aspiration

By far the most important ingredient of a
successful effort to build a unimrsity of high
qu,llity is a common aspiration to that end

In One slate aftci another, we ran into the question as to \\ huhu or not
all 50 st ties could each !Luc a great WM elS11\, let alone mote than one That
led US to raise with oursehes the question of how nian\ first-rate state
universities there can be, Is IOU WO litany Is there a natutal limiting factor,
such as the availabilit of high-quaht.t research dollars or of good
students" Is there a !muted demand fot giaduates of first-rate professional
SCI1001s? We would argue, after evimming 11,1s as calefull as we can. that it is
perfectly possible for every state university in our sample to improve
simultaneously and that it is perfec t1;\ possible fur each to aspire to %)e of
as high a quality as the best of the current state universities. \\,e can find no
evidence that would support the Ilion) that there ale limits pre\ culling us

V WHAT IS t1"I 11AI 1I/0"ITRS,
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from ha\ mg WO unnersines of high qualm other than those inhibit I( Is that
't.ites and 1.111Versines CI Cate fiw thernsek es

A (.111emma in dealing \\ ith the quest n nn of aspiration Is that \\ hile high
'WWI Is eSsential to high quaim, institutional aspiration is often the cause of
much of the problem of mission merlap \ \l.0 needed, dui efore, is a
i,IFeIuih constructed Immo\ ork that alto''., institutions to aspne w imia(Ae
their qualm, to do mole resean.h, to attract better students but within the
boundaries of an apps opt late mission The state, timing!) its appropmite
go\ ername medunisnC rilist spell out these ithssionsis \\ ell as a Immo\ (irk
that moots that those \\ ithm the unnersth aspic to mole than lust qualm
'I he) must aspire, tom example, to be effklent 01 to he responsne to the
changing needs of the state

These added (Ainditions requite the (.reat ion of a (. lea-, khos\ [c tath. set
of expedations lot cacti campus .kspuation should be the dining torte tom the
institution but %%Rhin the applopi Lite definition of purpose I he aspiration that
dines the uunpus mint he slid! ell h\ the boat d the s\ stem, the go\ einol and
the legislature it the stalk. is to \ alue and support the stated mission of the state
unnerso it, instead, the um\ (AA\ chooses to pursue it o\\n goals, and the
board and the state do 11(4 Intervene,cne, oi it the state At Lull\ rew,irds some
other mission at the expense of sun mg tut qualm, that is \\ hat tlit pubIR.
get institutional (Aerial) and Isser (pain) There must be a derl)
understood, shared set of expe(.tations

There is no reason \\ [I\ n\ state should settle for a second-rate
unnersm In the nature of tod,i s Lit( urnstalkes, second -talc ersit\ \\ill
er\ e the real needs of a gn en ,.late less and less as the (napent kin for

et.onomk., poluk.al and Lultutal doelopmeni Lelerates each ,rate go\ ern-
ri-k.nt must ash itself \\ hethet it has set out deal, high aspuations flu Tula)
and \\ hethei the unnersit) understands and shares these aspnations for itself

One state in 198') tool. a step towai (.1 enumiating its pub, and a Npiratums
in a Repoli of the High,' Eduwilon Committee to the (;enea Assembl)

if Higher educatio., is an essential engine f(>1 aim:\ mg the qualm of
life and economic opportunities desired I)) the Litt/Ails of this statel.
'the goals of the state mid of its higher education s\ stem are permanent')
connected Out WIllpet1I11 CUR.:SS as a nation depends more than e\ er on
a qualm 11 Ighel educauun s1 stem ri wthin tt,e state 'Mere are, howe\
storm thuds er [us) The turf wars of out stat,'si higher (....luLation are
being fow,:,ht in the legislature and chronicled in the nation press.

Without change, out 'Astern will tail to aural educational leaders, higher
qualm facult\ and, ine\ itabk, will fail in its essential task of education.
We are experiencing a sraral of decline in the public confidence
necessary to support excellence in higher education

I low then are aspirations set? Can the be changed' I low can the) be
changed? As noted abo\e, a large number of institutu ins ate indeed upwardly
mobile in terms of quality The force that brings this about IS often quite
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dtlleicrt In nun Inc lone u1 t. oninninn pressure the
determination to mo\ ,Is sl.11e, an ek.(111()1111. )1111111.11111\ .1s

(..1.1111.1r.11, rek.Up,11111011 that the 1.1111\ CI sit\ Is k.C1111 al to this

In some sttes, that k.ommunit ptessuiC 11,I, bet,k)Ille IentAlt,k1 in an undet-
standing that put ales the I& II t Mot tunatel. this is all too laic In odic1
states, the !2k CHU rt It is stepped 14, 11-\\,tid (some Cs.,,t111111L'S k )1 this appeal
C11.11)1LT \ In certaut 11.11C1, 11 11 the 1)1 La11lIC111 o1 n of the state
unneisit sstem that has taken that leadership tole In the best of all \\ ot Ids, it

t.(),11111k)11 Of the Masted, the giAcin(n, the legislame ;cadets, )1111111.11111\

group, the Lhant.ellois, the pIesIdellls Is such k.11 ersit among
states and state tumcisities, there ale diAerse tones that liac 1)1 ought tor\\.tit.1
the needed aspiration to qualm

Part of the diffik. tilt\ ut sitting a pm...i aspilation lot ha\ unncr-
slues of high qualit is that it is tied to the 1)1 oAlci issue of the states sell-
image It is both a chicken anLI an egg, issue A stale \A all a LA\ sell-image has a
hod time imagining that it Lan Li eau.' iiithersit of the highest qualit ()II the
other hand. the pi ok.ess ul huthling tilmersit of high qualm is. in itself, a
step to\\ard unpimed state self image (.112.111\ It )1 the states .11 We end 01 11112
line. impro mg the state's image of itself and impio mg the qualit of the
linnet-sit\ must go hand in hand

Does the leei or .151Thati, )11 ailed the poilik.11 Ielauunshtp beteen the
',Luc and the state 11111cr`.11' It .11)1)c.Irs 111.11 nut ulth dues high Ic":1 sit
aspiration imphAe the relationship but aim) that 1 1 le lIppt /SUL' 11 t i t IC A

(11.1l dues 11o1 feel .1 1111121',11 of high qualik is an impoitant goal is tat mote
\\ Wing to harden it \\ ith Intl tisie helm\ lot It is hi caking the t. \ tie of t.\ Illt,15111
Mkt 1111111s11111111.11 n liftit.tilt

TRADITION

\lost AL,ILlenik, ale ,1,11e 111,1I thole is something called politic-al
culture The\ kno\\. tot essample. that sonic states tend to elect a go ono' ()I a
legislatute hum one pal t Litho than the ()the' Hie\ kin that some states
are kno\\ n Ili then clout 1s lnit.s, utheis It)! (hell Iclklell RAUILI pationage
if uthet praLtit.cs that clout states ould 111)1)11 let Ie \\ academes seem

a\\are that the politkal culture alsk) mimics a tiat.lition sit litm the state and
the unnersit inteiaLt In .ante states the telationship seems mop.: lit e
acrimonit Pas ntaiILige tradition of Lonstant bickering, distrust, (Marge.
am! Lountert.haiges lictlict the telatioliship Is krintonious of liimomous, It
hectnties, mei the decade,, \\..1\ of Mc tradition ith .1 lot k.e of Its (A\ 11..1
sell-fulfilling pm-Alec\

We \\etc impressed \\ith the ahilit of one states inalk iiimersit to
\\eather sticAessfull the reign of a gmein(li ho \\as publit_k antagonis-
tik. \\as it that the iiimersit could escape the (yen \\ lath of a man

ho Lame into office ith the .1AeLl intent of 'getting' the tuthersit
amd hid eight Neal. to \\ hitli to du it? 'lit out airpuse, found that
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(lu;eil, in an unspoken va, ghoul lanipals.zn of am sort un the part
of the Linnet sit. the test Ut the state government had rallied to the
unnersit\ aiil I:\en the go\ einor's finanie staff to! I us of Lases ill \vInill
the\ hail ituiell preset \ eil the Liimersit\ autonf 011\ anti iitialit\ beiatise
as Ille pomteil out, I his state needs a gieal 11111\ ers11 \l,e ha\ e one, \\LA
need to p1 (tect it

It must he 111)\ 1011S that stilt a trailmon encompasses d nIalthitig
responsthilm on the um\ ei sit\ 's pail Can suili a nailition sup! Jrt for the
mit\ ersit emst \\ Idiom a tiadatoll of uni\ersi,. gel \ lie to the state
If the population t' ihanging so that more 1111100 ries are in\ ol\ el. the
ulmersit\ rry.i.t he open to the idea Mat II hats a responstliiht to\varil those
minorities If the states cionoim N thteateneil, the uni\ ersit has an interest in
helpmg Ci.)111)1111L lk.1C11)1)111C111 11. instead, the pattern of
11111VCrsIR bel1,1\ lOr Is aloofness, al roganie and disdain to\\ aril the st,ite
go\ ernment. the 111,1;1 iage is On Its 1,1% IM,11'11 detetnuauon

let, lust ,ts is true in a marriage, a lelallulls1111) 1,111 he 11111)1MeLl h\ Ihc
Cl/IlslIC1111011s CII,)1 I (11 lioth pai ties One ptolilem N that there are fe\\
mai-flame i(>1111se101s at )1liitl for states and then Loh\ et sines. though there are
groups that do Lire fc\\ oLiasionsis \\oril of 1111s stuil spread.
ionierneil l luiens gtoups hate appioaiheil IN \\ 1111 the illles111 111 Of I10\\ the
might interieile to nut 'gate the tension in then state het \\ cell the state and the
Lirm (Aso \ One gioup of husinesspeople felt then state \\AS falling behind
beiause the\ did not ha\ e a high quail( \ Lini\ ersit\ l'he\ sa\\ the iause (as did
\\LA) as a pool lelauonshlp het\\een the stale ,I1111 11111\ elsit and \\ anted to
kno\\ \\ hat the\ ioulif lit, to help lull sett it In anodic', a group of Lommunit
leader,, telt that bulb the state ,inil the Lomersm i,itkld aspiiation to
inTio\ L. things BLit lust as Is 11'11C 111 1111.' mai ridge analog\ that nu p11npess tan
°Me h spouses Nit it, 'U it IS 11th the Litmeistt\ and the state

LEAI)ERSHIP

\t 1 wit Ill nit the Lugeni \ of impi-o\ LAI !cadetship liciame
mole L.\ iilent rhe einem of the qualit of a Lumersit\ does not lust
happen some sots natuial )11.111011, LAC11 I)\ the e\pLAniliture of more
resign ies It leciuti es those I onsk.ii His, planned stLps foills till iertain
p a t giani,, hosing stanilarils foi pi onion( 01 and tenutc, introilui non of a means

oaluate estaNisliment Ut t11111Jenlents that demonstiale \\ ming
skills ,nil hundieils of ()Theis call of II 1111,11 Is ilkek to upend some
estalilisheil interest

I (2,1dCrSiiI11 Is needed nut 1)1111 from the piesident of the Lamplis I)111 also
uthets 111 till' i,11,11)11s as \\ till' tit:ails, the ptesIlleIlls, Ille 1,111111\ 1111`,

is talualk true lin (11(. sIs(cms as a \\ tulle leadership is needed II (1111 the
chancellor and the Leailei ship is needed hum the gtAel 1101, the
legtslatois, the state higher (Alkftat,/1 e\et.unie ()Int leailciship that
creates anti supports a ilimate utaspit,tion, that supports l,lnlpus leader,
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push for qualm and that asks hard questions about the inmeisit\ 's dneimon
and level of excellence

A good institution does not ha( t.ed amount of leadership, so that if
the president exera,es mole, the de,m in the lai.ult\ must e\eRise foss
Rather, a good institution e\pand, the .1111011111 tit .1\ .111.1hIC It Is

innpotlanl .11 even ICel to expand the e\eR Ise of lespollIble power It e., the
akin) to get things done) within the higher Calk-Ilion s\ stein II skilled
leadership is piesent, power will he skit ed and nil poAer will he i.reated
Leaders must empower subordinates so .1s tO enflame that ahilit to lead The
thaneelli,w, 11)r exami)le, should tr to eN).111d the amount and qualm of
leadership exeRised h the presidents In some of the 'stems we studied,
eharftellors spent then enerp [lung to reduce the abilm of the Lampus
president to lead The president should he tr) mg to expand it aiming the
deans and so on

,1.s the report of one State k.omillittee said, the 11111 efslt mint 11.1\ L.
hOth ,tiring khaiftell( mid strong jpresidentsi In the past, the
11111C1s1/ \ 11.15 osi.111ated between elfin ts to strengthen anti 1111n efforts to
weaken the funi.tions of 'the Lhaiftellin In part, the i.on helloes
this osullatton based on the notion that a strong li.haike!lorl weakens
the roles of the presidents' This is not the use .\ stiong unnersth
leader and strong i.ampus leaders .ire required tot suae,'

The exeri.ise of le.ftleiship is noel eas In understanding tits piiftess of
leadership as it arlei.ts the state unnelkit\ relationship, It Is 11111)01 1.111t to
rei.ogni,te that eah pam, mi.luding the unnersit president, has i.onstituents
The piesidents most important i.onstitueno is the fai.ult, Lonstitueno
usualh mine demanding. more oral and less ti &Tani than that lai.ing most
politftal leaders But legislators, gowniois. boaiiis. state higher ediftation
()lifters all haw then own i.onstituelfties fun the publft Intel est to he serwd,
eaLlt of them must 1.11.0 the risks then LOIINIIRICIlts to .111
effedive sharing of that !slim and to an undei standing of the appi opiate tole
that each pimp must pia\ lin) often the future t,f !cadetship to Lhanncl
constituent pressuri. I rusti ales this

John \\ Gaidift.i. founder of Common Cause, defined the relationship
like this

-The !Cadet WIN alien( tel.u. )11SI111) IS at its I/CSI mutu.tlh now [slung,
mutuall strengthening It is not .1 Nand relationship It 1,, not without
tension and i.onflftt One must not suppose that the ideal i.onsists of
!cadets and Lonstnuents so deferential to one another that nothing
happens The ideal is !cadetship strong enough to piopose deal dneL
lions and followers strong enough to l.I Ilk lie and amend and finall
enough Lomminut of purpose ti) resohe disputes and mow 011c

All too often we have found that the state and system, insftad of
nurtuung those pi CSIdentS \\ho lake risk'. to 1111prl e the qualm of their
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institutions. gme them little stippth t In laLt. stkh eskients ate likel\ a

f)Ihe h. those 1.11alkellOIS ha1e .1 I. leAr k 'mon and \\ striking
to build great institutions often do nut get the support from their hoards or
from the state he are attaLked to unending some established nue' est as
the\ Lhallenge the status quo and. (ALI unie. are almost Lei tam to he drnen to
distract ion

The wile ~late L 0111111H CC report also said

On at least t" oLLasions in the past. pi esidents hake undertaken
e\tenst\e piogiam planning, progiam differentiation and the shaiper
definitun of the missions of the Lampses Their efforts failed For
the must part, battles \\ere never ...anted on \'tthIn the formal struLture
it the uniketsm Campeses that Iteheked the llsek es threatened b\

esklential untualunti harmlul to then best mteiests took their Lases
out of Lhnnels to Lonsutuents. to influential legislators and even to
inLIR klual 'hoard menthe's'

lItlegrettahl, there no\\ e\lsts m the memo!, at the institution the
I(\\ that end runs ,Ire posSlhle More than anything else. MIN

e\plains \\ h\ the um\ ersit has osLillated hemeen a 'strong exeLtine
model and a '\\eak e\ecuti\e' midel

.1011ten the efforts of presidents RI eXert..1,,e strong leadership have'
been husuated h\ embittered critks on Lampus \ ho have not
hesitated to go out of k hamlets to appeat an ad\ Lrse dek iston or to fend
oil the immune,. of rental admnustration In subtle and not so subtle
\\a\ s the mmersit bet. Imes poll( [Zed. RI its lung-term detriment"

Leadership. theielore, must indude the \\111ingnes,, of those ()ft Lampu..,
to I esist re,,ponding to such end runs

hot leader...hip to he elto.u\c. it must enLompass more than 'um the (ail
administiation tit the k.ampuses A Lent-al task tit 'cadetship is the need for

151011 ".liat has most often held had, mank state Linnet-sines Is simplk the lack
of am sois of %%ha( the 'skin is tot the unllersitl lake, kit' examf )1e, the
tollm mg findings hone a ieLon hlue ribbon Lommission on .1 state uni\ersit
sstcm

The lad, of clear 1111sS1011 fur e.11,11 tlnutuuun And for the

s\ stem as \\ hole has Lontributed to the Lk k of undeistanding .15 to the
responsibilities of the ()like's of the s stern and of the Lampuses. The
subtleties that inhere in the delkate organism of an eduLational institu-
tion do not lend themselkes to chains of command .

In a period that has been notable lot frequent administrative
turno\ el on the Lampuses. the absenLe of a Llear \ 'mon of the total

enterPuse h.h Prul),11)1 e\ALeilmted tennIns bemeen the central
()like and the Linnet-mt\ Lampus \\ here presidential turnover has been
peat

i
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It is also important that this be a ;Marcel \ i,um. artie nixed drat I\ and
repeated\ so that it is hulls into the eonsciousness of all patties It

bonding of beliefs and action

The ;VI\ isur Rinel on the I attic of Ilighei Edueation in one state
acknowledged that the people of the state possessed imp(n taut intangi-
ble resource, that !mimic a fierce pride. W iii to ea r\ through e\ en
in the face of ad\ eism and snai eel eommumt\ spirit that plates the
common good abo\e panklual interest, None of the other states have
"people \\ Rh the le\ el of split, pi ide and eleterm Hunt HI [that the panel]
saw in still ,ibUild,ulce I it Me \ er the panel also Warned elearl and
elnectly

-To all whose decisions shape higher education. repeateell
u1 our !wort 'lour statel needs dhow all a slimed \ 151011 of What it

wants ',1 Om IN wilegek, and imm el sine 4,, and floral the board and its
commissioner"

Furthermore

'We find that Hair state] does not haw in plate s\ stem of higher
edueatRni equipped b\ tiadakin and puhlrc Understanding to elelnel the'
range and qualm of education and ,erg ices needed b\ c it,/ens as the
state enters its second tentur\ ke\ leaders are not woi king in
concert to strengthen higher education or to increase the confidence of
the people in higher education (The states] pressing financial diffitulties
ha\ e ser\ ed to ,421;1,1\ Ale 1111s, campus relies on its own
legislatne suppolt baseind eommumues compete cc Idiom a Ision of
the V hole The situation has been eomplitated b\ the locations of
canipuses. populatRin patterns. the .1S1)11,1I1011s, of colleges and unner-
sales and the absence of thin\ about hoc\ eat. h is to mesh n h the

others-
When it wines to planning for the flume of this state's higher

education, the panel tells us that it has
INJo tolerance for master plans that gne the impression of a lob

done once and foi all The undertaking !of the planning process] itself
is continuous A process such as this, far hone doeloping plans as
blueprints for action, heroine, a \\ a\ to extend \ ision, to imagine how to
cope with the man uncertainties that he ahead and to make decisions
now that will help reahie future goals"

And finally

"Leadership is required at all loci, If the colleges and um\ ersines ate
to become sluing partncis in the building of a bughtel tomoirow All
Nrties to the higher education enteiprise must become stronger, better
leaders,

Coupe! alum, not coeicion, is required I,eadership inun one group
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that works against another is counterproductne 'Flie college c,unpus Iti
unlike am other state ageno, or business for that matter No one can
coerce a professor to gne qualm perfun mance desire to ex...el
runxs trom deep within, it is to be nurtured rather than commanded So
it is at e\ery level in the world of higher education:.

Rut to merit this support, the campus must he aware of the broader
social framework within w luch higher education operates Despite the empha-
sis state universities place r iii se!. \ Ice. presidents and even chancellors do not
alwas pa( attention to what is happening w ithin the state that ultimatel w ill
affe,t the campus If a state IN faced with a declining industrial base, a shift in
the nature of the sate', purrIlanun, I rise in the n UM hers of at-risk youth or an
erosion of the tax base, these must, at a MIIHMUM, be seen and understood 11(
the campus

In one state, three of the universit( s colleges of agriculture, in agri-
cultural experiment station and the cooperative extension service were
sued on behalf of small, noncorporate farmers fin- turning their research
into practical .Ipplacatrons that \\ ()old benefit major agribusiness cuwpora-
uons while helping to put the small farmer out of business Naturally,
there are two sides to even such case, but certainly farmers and farm
workers helloed the state's schools were not paling attention to their
needs '

In another case, one commentator :In the American scene (a former state
governor) called for major reforms of our schools, even to the extent of
creating "a networ:( of alternative schools to educate those students who
would otherwise drop out of school- Ills implication was clear. The
nature of the world econom is (hanging with great rapidit, but our
schools are too slow to respond and must exhibit more flexibilit
meeting state, national and international needs s

It is essential that the campus leadership must help hr mg the unnersit
and the higher education sstem into harmom with the state's needs Camous
leaders must not treat these problems with the respect and concern that
the( deerve, thcl must also treat state leaders with respect and concern. '10o
often, universit leadership treats these leaders at best w ith patient indifference
and at worst with an ogance and aloofness

For every state,... there is an urgent requirement to
take every feasible step to improve the quality of its

universities ... Surely the same sense of urgency
must energize the university for its stake is no less

profound than that of the state

1.1 2
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WHAT MUST A UNIVERSITY DO TO BE GREAT?

How then can states and LIIMersities encourage a p )sit Re relationship
and an eolution toward qualit, From this stuck, we would suggest the
following ground rules ft w unnersities that wish to num. toward lughei (pain\

I The unnersit must haw a sense of its niche, its particular role among
other institutions of higher education, its particular programs and
characteristics in which it will he outstanding. It must locus its
resources on these areas and recognize that no universit ever moved
to greatness b tring to he tnerything to e"er hOch It will nut spend its
resources where it clues not aspire to greatness

/ While it must succeed at the task of research and graduate' education, it
must also de ote the energ to excel at undergraduate education

3 The university must create a climate that will attract a president, deans,
facult and students of high quality It must he a place where people of
di\ erse backgrounds involve themselves in teaching and learning,
research and scholarship with the shared expectation of high standards
But the expectation of high standards must not stifle the taking of risk
and the exploration of new ideas So the unnersit must he supportive

at all levels of carefully thought-out risk-taking

4. The umversit must move to ensure freedom for all points of view on
campus, first by restating clearh and unequRocall, the responsibility of
the universit to be open to all views, including the unpopular, and
then 1-r, acting to eNeicise that right and responsibilit so that it does
not wither

Can,pus leadership must haw the courage to set standards, evaluate
results, eliminate outmoded or ineffective programs and search
relentlessly for ways to improve

6 The tilliVersit must take those actions that are needed and responsible
so that state frustration does nut lead to inappropriate actions Academ-
ics need to remember that, left without a solution to a pressing
problem, the political nstem will create one

The essential exercise of institutional stri mg must take place within a
clearl understood mission that is shared With the board and the state
and must avoid constant attempts to :,ubvert that mission for reasons of
self interest

8. The universit) must take the state leadership sei iousl, must recognize
the state has legitimate interests and an important role in higher
education It must understand the needs of the state and work diligently
at adapting the university to help achieve these

V WHAT IS IT THAT MATTERS? i
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WHAT MUST A BOARD DO TO ENCOURAGE
A UNIVERSITY TO GREATNESS?

1 The agenda is an important ke\ Boards should be sure that their
agenda focuses on polic and not On S`AleS of dail management A
critical board function is to ask the hard but fundamental questions Is
qualit impro\ mg, Is the qualm of the fault\ impro\ ing", Who is
admitted and \\1w I km does the administration I.mm lum much
students are learning", 1k) maim of those ho enter complete their
studies? 1 IoM 111,111\ NAL kS and I 11SpallILS Ciller and COIllpietei I IM is

the unnersit contributing to die states economic de\ elopmenr, Does
the film of the universit's resources match its priorities?

2 Boards must think about h0\\ theii action \ ill affect the presidents and
other institutional leaders The\ need to act in w.i\ that encourage their
chancellor or president to take intelligent risks in order to attack the
difficult problems that stand in the .1\ of reaching high qualit, such as
the reallocation of resources In encouraging such risk-taking, hoards
must IL:cognize that the\ ale not lust supporting the president but
commuting themsel\ es as ell Boards can use their program re\ iew
and budget authorm to reinforce presidential efforts to imp11M2 the
11111VerSIty

3 Boards need to spend some of then time seeing actual programs and
leaf. Ine students 'nix) Often the \ deal in abstiacts The\ need to refresh
their understanding of and lO11111111111Cill to the put poses of the uner-
`,11V, the nature of students and the nature 01 faculty

-1 A system Of pre-screening of board appointin-qts is essential 10 qualm

5 Boards need courage courage to challenge the institutional leader-
ship ith the right questions, to challenge the political leadership hen
inappropriate intrusion U((liis, Ill challenge the state to address impor-
tant problems through appropriate use of the highei education sstem,
and to he self-Jisciplned enough to amid getting into the c\ rong
issues

WIIAT MUST A SYSTEM DO TO ENCOURAGE
A UNIVERSITY TO GREATNESS?

I The s!, stem must support and enhance campus leadership, mcluding
support of usk-taking and the si-n mg for quality

2, The s\ stem must buffer the campuses from mapprop late intrusion and
not create 1-,-"re of

3 V'ith the participation of the board. the canmuses and the state
government, the system must create clear, specific missions Icir each
campus and enforce them

1 4
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The s% stem must work tut long-term c wi ect ms lui geographic
mismatches

5 The s\ stein must pro% icle the Ile\ibilit% and autononn necc4ssar% for
ca.Apuse, 1)% clelc4gating to diem matters of clad% achninistration

t) The s stc m must clemancl aml get hom the institutional Icaclership the
answers to those critical questions that s11111 lip to the .10001111tabillt% to
the public and that allow the s% steal to deles4ate the 1 esponsibilit tot
daily administration to the campus

here necessar, the sstem must campaign to eliminate unnecessar%
bureaucrac front the state or from itself

S The sst(.4m must he a bate for continuing change to ensure that the
unnersit% continues tO eu>he CO meet the needs of the State and that it
COnStanth m&> CS Riward higher qualm

WHAT MUST THE STATE 1)0 TO ENCOURAGE
A UNIVERSITY TO GREATNESS?

The state should create incentn es to ensure needed decisions that
should be made tin I-11111)11s ,11-C 111.1lle there Arid resist the terriptatiuri to
111.11(... 111(.4111 1)% legislate Mandate ()111\ a few aspects of univeisit
clualit lend thc4insekes R) mandates, and these usuall imoke larger
social issues

2 It should take cic4ar steps to reclucc unnc4cessar regulation ()I umber-
some bun...loci-A% while defining MI ire daub c.unpus reSPOIINII)I Imes

3 It silt/111d Ills's( (11.1( the ApprOpl late planning bocI establishes, w ith the
pat tic ipation of the campuses, clear. appropriate, understood and
shard missions for each campus that meet the current and anticipated
needs of 111(.4 state

-I "...lI 1 e state gmeminc ut must support, 1) recogniton and IrKt_1111\ es. the
iiiil rang missions am!, 1)% encouraging diffe1ent p> 1.11111l1S Of prestige.

support the value of different types of institutions

Legislators should awl(' ioining with local campuses to sithwert
tat Iona! statewide plan for the dolopment of higher education

(, The state go\ernment should ensure that the f()Ini of funcling for the
unnersit meets state purposes and clues not create wrong Inc ent w CS or
punish sensible beim\ tor

The go%c4rnoi ancl legislators must support boarcls, chancellors and
presidents w ho take the risks inherent in building .t great and respon-
sive univei sit) ancl anal)ze state' actions to prevent unthinking disincen-
tives to risk-taking State leaders can use public recognition to encour-
age appropriate behavior.

V WHAT IS IT TliNr NISITERs, 115
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S The state shluld set the agenda for (Ruin\ b) AIR MS and speeches of
the go ernor and legislatot s It should make plain to the public that the
communit) needs a great unneisii and z,) the ulmersm those areas of
public need that must be addressed

9 Those in state goNernment should use information w seh b) monitoring
the more important issues that bear on public needs (such as the
enrollment rates of minorities or the rates of completion of students),
:aking care to obtain relerant data and recognizing the nerd for
multiple and nonsimphstic indicators.

10 The state must believe in and insist on a ersit) of quail()

HOLDTNG RESPONSIBILITIES IN TRUST

The major state unnersities hold in trust for the American public
important responsibilities There are expectations that the unhersities will
foster the evolutions of our econom) and spearhead our scientific and
technological advance so we ma) remain leaders in an ever more demanding
world The public expects as well that, Unlike unnersities elsewhere, ours will
prop idea pathwa) to social mobillt for all people N% 1111 abilm and determina-
tion, not just those from prn ileged families [null-slues are also expected to
be great centers of thought and culture that are part of and not clout from
society

As the ("lilted States mows toward the I990s, these roles are more
needed than clef- For e'er) state, even the most bountifulk endowed. there is
an urgent requirement to take (net-) feasible step to improNe the qualm of its
universities Surel) the same sense of urgenc) must energize the universit), for
its stake is no less profound than that of the state It is nut simpl) that the state
universit) has a responsibilit) to respond to the needs of the stay_ twhich we
would argue it does), but that as a center of intellectual ctlort, the universit)
as a fundamental aspect of its nature should be constant!) attempting to
understand its own workings and to improve and move forward.

The purpose of this stud\ has not been to point fingers, but rather to
assist in that shared responsibilit) fin impri A mg American higher education. In
the relationship between state and umNersit), there is much that is wrong and
much that can be done But there is fa' nil we of whidn \%.2 should he proud
and upon which we can build. 13) open1) discussing both aspects, b) seeking
new and better app,oaches, we behoe significant gains can he made

1 G
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NOTES

1 ho some states, the belief that a first-class cini\ 'At he knit would
require a change in the states belief in itself, some resources and a decade
or better of haid \\ orb

2 The state must make plain the um\ ersit\ s 1111sS1011 and re\\ arcl efforts to
improe quahr, through Its financing policies. the process for presidential
and lac ult e\ aluat It ill and the use of measures used to Judge institutional
performances

3 John \V Gardner. Mc Mora/ Ape( o/ Leado.../itp, one of a series Of papers
on 1(2:1(.1erS111p.1.1111.1:1I'v 198

i The opposite \ R..\\ \vas expressed In the new chancellor of the l imersit\
of Mame when he was chided on the unnersth 's Maine IA)bster institute
"Don't laugh For us, lobster is an Impoi (ant part of the econom\ And this
universit should he. and is going to be, a part of it ("Three Ne\\
Chancellors of State S\ stems ft NI.110110111\ 11111

1110 11,11)1C Political Pressures; //it, (,??mulch' of /1t,i4/kl- Lima/ton, Januar\
21. 198-1

5 Former Coloiado (ti \ error Richard Lamm. speech to the ,Amel Kan Associ-
ation of Colleges for Teacher Education. une 198

V Wi IAT IS IT 1 I IAT mart:its)



APPENDIX 1

STATE UNIVERSITIES INCLUDE!) IN THE sway!

l'imersit Enrollment'
Constitunoilal

Ntatus"

Alabama
Auburn l nnersitv, 111.1111 campus 18,888 1

Unieisit of Alabama, Tuscaloosa 15,1-1S

Univeisite of Alabanr, isnnungtt, m 13.51-

Alaska
Unnersity of Alaska. Fairbanks -1.-8- 1

Arizona
Arizona State 'imermty -10,223

Universit% of Arizona 30,4(,0

Arkansas
Universit of Arkansas ( main campus) 14,890

California
Unieisit of California (I C Berkele 31.008
l'C, Davis 19,5.1(1

ITC, Irvine 12,681

Los Angeles 34,50-1

IC, Riverside 1,85>

liC, San Diego 1.1,303

I1C Santa Barbara 16,936
ITC, Santa Cruz 1

Colorado
Colorado State l'nivel sit\
Um% e rsit% of Colorado, Boulder
Unhersit of Northein Colorado

18,09-1

22.299
9,28-

1

IIivs vs not inienklo.1 .vs .1 inignicnt of nvstituttonal lill.1111N nor vs the takt 111.11 ill 111'4111111011 I's

tglIIMAI from the Ivst inklpuent about it. I ,tenthil .t lttt,wtic tic \%,111il'll it) utcludc
unnersita...s from all .siatcs, .soinc ut tlic better hnutu, and largcr livst 'ninon., ,ue not on the IN

21inrollinent ktc(1 in Higher Mutation Directory, I986 inion

it nnersnie.s Nnli .scparan ut Inuit' kaininv, hood., iii !Ned .rs 11.1N nig Lowstitutional .status I,

unrersn les in .1 st.itoNikle tern unLIct gotcuuug boarLI ItaNe t.ttuvs 2
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Connecticut
l'imersit\ 01C:0'mo:twin )),9-0

Delaware
Unn sin of Delaware 18,083

Horida
I'mversity of Florida 35,301
Florida State Unwersin 20,-191

Georgia
Georgia Institute of iechnolog 10,958 )

Universit of Georgia )

Georgia State [I-mei-sit\ 21,306 )

liaWal I

I. TDB Cisity of MINN-aft Nlancia 20,960

Idaho
Idaho State .111\ ersit\ -,103 )

University of Idaho 8,9-0 )

Illinois
Illinois State 20,903
Northern Illinois 23,500
Southern Illinois 'im crsitN. Carbondale 228 -1

Unnersit of Illinois, (Imago
Unhersin (If IIIII101S, 34,-00

Indiana
Indiana I'm\ crsin, Bloomington 32,-15
Purdue I'm\ ersit 31,108

Iowa
1\\a state 1.ruversw,
universliy of Iowa

26,530
30,029

Kansas
Kansas State Universit% 18,092 )

I'mversity of Kansas )1, )19 )

Kentucky
Universit of Kentuck 20,03--
1.)Iivei sill. Of IA /HIS \ Ills 19,-94

Louisiana
HliSialla State Iii ay 30,590

Maine
Universit) of ,Maine, ()roil() 11,180

Maryland
University of Nlaryland, College Rik

1 1 5
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Massachusetts
University of Idassachusetts, Amherst Campus ? -.156

Michigan
Michigan State Universit -42.193 1

Universit!, of Midivan 3.4,593
Wayne State Unnersity 29.0-0

Minnesota
University of Minnesota 1

Mississippi
MI, sissippi State Unnersit!, 13,292
University of Mississippi 8,-15 )

Missouri
University of Missoui, Columbia 23.-110

Montana
Montana State University 11,035 )

Unnersitv of Montana 9.213

Nebraska
Universit or Nebraska, Lincoln )4,-)88 1

Nevada
University of Nevada, Reno 9,891 )

New Hampshire
1Iniversit-, of New Ilampshire, Durham 12,311

New Jersey
Rutgers University, New Brunswick campus 33,048

New Mexico
University of New Mexico 2-1,610
New Mexico State 12,-86

New York
State t 'mversitv of New York (St 'NY), Alban 15,938
SUM; Binghamton 11,964
StINY, Buffalo 23.036
SUN' Stony Brook 15,160

North Carolina
North Cat olina :state 23,602 )

University of North Carolina, Chapel 11111 21,612 )

North Dakota
North Dakota State 9,63 )

University or North Dakota I 1 ,053 )

120
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Ohio
13(mling Green (main campus) 1-.10t
Kent State l'itiersit\ (main campus) 20.321
Nhanu ()xtorcl campus 15.420
Ohio State 1.'itiversit (main campus) 53.
Ohio 'niversit)' (main cami-ius) 11.08
Universit Of Akron (main campus) 20.01-1
Universm of Cincinnati 30 830
University Of Toledo

Oklahoma
Oklahoma State 21.9i1
liniversitv of Oklahoma 22,90- 1

Oregon
Oregon State i imersm I 5,b3 t
l'iuersit of Oregon 15.810

Pennsylvania
Pennsylrania State Unt\ ersio .1)1.101

Cremple l'mversa 39,9:i()
( I 'niversav of Pittsburgh )' 29.19-

Rhode Island
l'itiersm of Rhode Island 13.965

South Carolina
l'imersit of South Cat olina 23,300
Clemson Vim ersit\ 12.920

South 1)akota
South Dakota State I 'it:\ el \

ersit\ of South I bkota 0,9 to

Tennessee
'1M ersIt of Tennessee, 1:11,,\\ ille ,(118

1i..bxas A and NI I'm el \

limersit of I louston, rimet sit\ Palk
'im et sit \

1,111ersit of

[Rah
lithersm of l tall
'tall State I noel sit \

\WADI

2.011
11.819

Vermont
nmersit\ of \ermom 1090-

qi..buiple auk.' the ,t,tcc wit And21runuu111 (1
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Virginia
Universit\ ()I Virginia
N'irgirna Pith teclink I'm\ et
Virginia Coninion\\ calth l imci,11\

Washington
wa,hington state l nv, cr.," \

1.:niversit\ of \ \ :1,1111g in

lo. 159

i-1, 152

West Virginia
20.o2

Wisconsin
l'ni\ ep,it\ ()I NV1,,c(ap,iii. R.Ii(,;)11 11.50)
rimer-Ai \ ()1. NVis,con,an, N111%),:iukce 20. i0

\X'voming
(il \\ wining 10.2-0

122
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APPENDIX 2

IMPROVING TRUSTEE SELECTION

The follow ing 18 recommendations are excerpted from Rewininenda-
tions jar Improutng iku,,tee SeleLtion dl Publte Collo4o and 1 atte1Nttto1
Report &am the Aationed Commt,s,%ion on College and l'utterstty Thrstee
Selectionkssoc lawn of Governing 13(ml-cis of l'IllNersines and Colleges, 19:10

1 li-ustees of public governing boards should be appointed b the
governor or other established authont (legislatures. mallors, Lounty
commissioners, local boards, governing boards, etc ) from a list of
nominees NN ho have been carefully screened b a special committee

2 A nominating committee fot each institution should he appointed b)
thi governor It should consist of at least five people: and its composi-
tion should take into account the diverse) of the state, region or local
community the institution primarily serves

3 The nominating committee should have carefull delineated respon-
sibilities. Among these should he:

To assess board membership needs in terms of background. skills and
diversity (ethnic, racial, sexual, age. geographic, social and political)

To consult with trustees and the chief executive

11) determine which of the basic board responsibilities needs to be
stressed in a given appointment and balance this need with the
assessment of the board

lb conduct a broad search fi)r qualified canchdate.s

'11) screen candidates nomination. including re iew of trustees
eligible for reappointment

4 The search for qualified candidates should be continuous It should
include four steps

Identification of the statutor\ and other qu,,lifications necessary to be
a trustee of each particular institution

Publication of the process (time Ii.. and 'leadlines) under which
the search functions

123
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A broad L.111 fur prospeL tne Landidates Ior lit minium in, including
consultation «Ith the president, Almintsu. students and

each board member to ascertain membership needs

Identification of Landidites fin' II Ilsteeship umbers of the nomi-
nating committee

5. Qualified Landidates should he Larefulk st.reened The st.reening of
candidates should in\ e at least five steps

Analysis of biographical information

Re\ KA\ of supporting documents pro\ ided b, nominators

Identification of .1 group of -finalists whose personal and professional
bAkground and sense of Lommitment can be pro\ ed in more detail

Inter 'Lbws \\ ith call of the finalists to ( 1) LIL termitic their interest and
knowledge of the institution and trusteeship, (2) assess their indi-
\ !dual sl.Ils, abilities and personal L !IAA tenstfts to determine' how
the) wind I benefit the ho.Hd, and (3) eNplam the reqUilenleins of the
trusteeship

Preparation of a statement on eak.11 person to be recommended,
speL thing the reasons 1.1\ the person would be a good trustee and
w hat particulat ooard need(s) would he filled b, his or her
appointment

The Lonliiilltee should Make at least three nominations for eaL h \ aLanc
from w Int.!) the gmernor (n tithe! appointing ofli.i,il must make the
appointment

If none of the nominees is aL ceptable, the Lommittee should he given
an oppoi tuna, to Lonsult ith the appointing Althorn\ to learn wh),
the three nominees ale unaLLeptable and should then submit three
mole names

1110.1111belll ti ustees should l011111111C 10 wile until then suLCessorS are

app(nnted

1.1.2 s, ite senate should have the opportunit Lonfirm trustee'
appot'anlents and should use this OppOt tnnit fur substantne, nonpar-
tisan review,

8 New, trustees should he pro\ ided ith a sstematiL and thorough
onentant in pi ogram The following elements should he ilk hided

Briefing on the obligations and responsibilities of trusteeship

The opportunit) to beLome more full\ acquainted with the instilli-
llon's thisSions, plans, problems, weaknesses and strengths, and future
prospects

1 9 /1
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A tour of the eampus, including meetings v ith administiators, :Ali In
and students

The opportunin to meet and exchange .siews w ith trustees Of the
institution outside ()I regular Ixhirel meetings and, ideall, the oppor-
tunt to do the same with trustees of other institutions

A re\ iew of the strikture of the hoard showing how the new trustees.
area(s) of expertise and interest fit in

9 V hen deucd publieofikials are members of go A erning I) -ds, the
should be ex elude .111(.1 without wung pri\ lieges Although the com-
mission is «)n\ inced of the potential usefulness a d apopriateness of
ha ing the \ iews of public officals when boards deliberate. no hoard
should have more than two such officials

1() Political part affiliation should not be a eriterion foe appointment

11 There should he no residence requaements which pie\ eill qualified
people from serving on governing hoards,

1' Go\ erning hoards should have at least nine \ ()ling members whose
terms should be appropriatek staggered

13 Trustees should he appointed for terms of not more than six \ ears and
should not serve fin num e than 12 consecutive \ ears

1-t Students should not he noting members of the go\ erning boards of the
institutions in which they are enrolled

15 Faculty membeis should not he toting members of the gmerning
boards of institutions by which tho are emploed

16. Go\ emu* boards should adopt a code of conduct for trustees which
specifies hoard duties and responsibilities and establishes procedures
for dealing with potential conflicts of interest

The code should spoil thy duties and iesponsibilities of the boat d
and its individual members

The code should include pros INI( /1Th for eomphanee with the conflict
of- interest policies and disclosure foams doeloped b the state or the
governing board.

Trustees should not partkipate in discussion 01 \ ote on issues w !tele a
potential conflict of interest has been identified

I. In states w lune trustees are elected b the public, nominating «myth(
tees, is specified in recommendations 2 through 5, should he
appointed to assure that all candidates on the ballot are lugl.l qualified

18 Trustee elections should he timed to coincide with other local or
general elections.
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APPENDIX 3

TWO VIEWS OF STATE UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE

In reacting to an earl draft of this report, two authorities, Lawrence
Pettit, chancellor of Southern Illinois Vnicersac, and Stank\ 0 Ikenberr.
president of the I'm\ elm - of Blink/IS, \Nrkne insightful comment~ to Frank
Newman about variations in state university gocernance

Lawrence K Pettit
(Excerpt from letter
to Frank Newman,
(kited March 18, 198')

A At one ext.:erne ale those whose ()hectic es are the' public interest..
and the applkat 4)11 Of state polio This would include the go\
legislature. legislatne staff and state agencies These are dead\
external to higher c ducation, and t he 11.111! no legitimate Rile in the
governance and management of college~ and unnersines

Next are the state llmrdil Jung boards and agencies The are state
agencies, but for higher education. The usually are viewed be each
a., the ackocate for the ()tiler Ben when they have strong
cixircit:1 lung powers, such boards agencies still are external to the
governance and management of the states unnersities Am intrusion
on their pal( intii the internal affairs of colleges and unnersities
would ciinstittite state intrusion

C. Next ate consolidated go\ et ning boards w ill "weak- executnes
that is, with exec tune seci curie:, who do not have line authority
over campus presidents Examples are Iowa, Kansas, Idaho and
Anioila These boards and their executive officers are [menial to
higher education, but often iewed he 'he' campuses as 'external"
authorities The weak C.Nel time does not have inherent executne
authin it, but (ink that which he exercises on behalf of the board
Ile is nix accountable for NN hat happens on the campuses, mil\ the
presidents are It is inapplopriate, therefore, for the "weak- execu-
tive to become cer much involved in "campus matter~..

I) Next along the continuum are the' ll)11501illatell !AXON Idc gocerning
boards \\ ith "strong' executives, I e , chancellors presidents (and in

ait.ma. "ciimmissioner") \N ho 11,111! Imc alltill)11t 0\ et- campus
presidents chancellors These boards and their chief executive
officers , Ms) differ Ner\ little from less-than-statewide multi-
campus s stems in the legitimac of their giic el mince and manage-
ment iespiaisibilities Here, the chancellor is head of the admm-
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istratkin rather than simply chief of staff to the board, has
executive authority inherent in his rule as system CEO, ind he ,s
accountable adimnistrativel fur what occurs on the campuses it is
not inappropriate, therefiwe, for him to be Concerned with and to
mime extent iimilved in "campus matters- While the "weak- execu-
tive, described above (C), mould not become inmIxed in campus
administration am more than would the board itself, the "strong"
executive, described here, must be so imulved ... The problem is
that no one has ever defined mhat is appropriate and what is not in
the exercise of this kind of executive prerogative, there are no
agreed-upon standards Some of the (i1)1(Als examples of this
-strong" executive model are isconsin, North Carolina, Georgia,
Mame and (I-) polio, if nut inclination) Montana Somewhere
between the 'weak" and "strong- models are North Dakota, Rhode
Island and Mississippi

E Moving along the continuum away from the state end and toward
the campus end, the next model would be the less-than-statem ide
multi-campus systems (I'm\ ersities of Illinois, California, Maryland,
Alabama and Missouri, Southern Illinois Uni,.i-sity, SUM: CM;
Um\ ersit of Massachusetts. etc_ ) The assumption is that [most] such
sstems have CEOs xith line Anhui over the Lawns presidents

These multi campus systems (E) are like the "stning- executive
state sstems (D), except that they coexist with other sstems and
institutions N ithm their respecme states and, in addition, must deal
with a state coordinating Niardagenc. There is, in the coordinating
agencies, a buffer between these chancellors and the political
branches of state go\ ernment, a buffer that the statewide goveroing
CEOs do not have This distancing from government makes it easier
for these chancellors to be readth ac know !edged internal higher
eduLation authorities than fiw then statewide colleagues, who often
get categorized mistakenk with state coordinating agencies

the ()thet end of the Lontinuuni is the campus president

Stanley () Ikcnhei 1\
(Euerpt hom letter
to Frank clx man, dated
Mardi 18, 198-)

]Olt all the mstems tit go\ ernance, the multi campus mstem in ore
fit in ()I- another is now the most common in public higher cduc.*-
tion. the da\ ()I a flees( incling canpus with its own g(Aerning hoard
is mote anti mole the exception than the rule rlihe term 'multi-
campus stems- [mimics multitude of quite cliff-el-cm °I-gam/J-
(1(MA entities There is what might he descrthecl as a 1\ pe A' multi
campus model that might include St 'NY, Wisconsin, North Caiolina
and the Ciliforma systems A Tpc 13 model represented ht places
such as Indiana l'imcisit, Penn State, Illinois, ()hi() State and others
suggests a multi-c;impus sstem that is 'mail smaller, less complex
in some respects. with a clear Lento of gra\ in a flagship or
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central campus as in the case of 131(iomington. State college, Urbana-
Champaign. Columbus. etc Perhaps there is also a "Type C
campus sstem In \\hick reIativel autonomous campuses report to
a single governing hoard, as is illustrated in the case of 10W3 or in
the case of Illinois in our board of gmernors and board of regents
sstems, or perhaps by the hoard of regents mstem in West Virginia

The differences among these three different types of multi-
campus systems are so substantial that I suspect it is hazardous to
make generalizations about gmernanceidministration and political
intrusion without clank mg the t pe of multi-campus sstem being
talked about In the case of T%pe 13 s stems, for example, and to a
certain extent T,pe C as well. the tend to operate as if they were
not mstems at all but, as %NC used to sa% at Penn State, 'one universit
geographicalk dispersed." I doubt that the l'itiveisit of California,
and certainl% SUM: an longer thinks of itself as one unnersity
geographicalk dispersed,' while at the same time I suspect that
Penn State, Indiana. Illinois and man% others do % few themsehes In
this fashion.

Resulting are some significant implications for the roles of presi-
dents and chancellors and the general impact of the unnersit, the
campus and state government.

Inc identa11%, there are so man% except ms and contradictions that
usuall% tend to sa% that the titles chancellor and president are

used interdungeabk. and et i ha%e a hunch that a careful anaksis
of the use of these titles might %left.' some insight While there are
man% e\ceptuns to the rule, m experience is that there is a

tenclenc% foi Linnet-slues I') use the title president to ideotif the
chief exec time officer be it at the campus or statewide le%el
and to use the title chancellor at the campus level to 'denote the
chief operating officer. or at the sstem le%el to idcntik the chief
coordinator manager of the s%stem Califinava, Illinois, Indiana, etc,
retain the title president for Ilk chief exec time officer of "the
unnersik. while the use of the title president for the campus heads
in the SUN) s \ stem ma% be a deliberate effort to conve a gi eater
sense of campus autonom% and .1 looser s% stem The same is

illustrated in the case of Southern Illinois I 'Ithersit%, for example
The dnersit% of models w ithin the multi campus s stem nomen-

clature and the confusion in the use of president and chancellor
titles make it difficult to talk and write about the subject [Onel
should amid falling into the trap of appealing to endorse ether
centrahiatiiin or decentialliatiim of decision making In greater
specific it% about effectne functioning, m% own %ILA% is that cla
ill% management of academic programs. including appointments
and priiimAli ins. the doelopment of the curriculum. the manage-
ment of campus life, etc . are functions that lend themsekes to a
high clegiee of decennalliatii n. gnen careful o%ersight and aware-
ness from the central office hat more cennalized controls.
howe%ca, probabl% need to be exemsed in terms of fiscal controls,
the relationship of the unkci sit% mstem to the outside world,
particulail% the genclal assembk, the weighing of priorities. etc

hate%ei the di% ision of laboi, it is true that this should define the
distribution of staff
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